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Applications of the Todd-Coxeter coset enumeration algorithm
Colin M, Campbell
Abstract. This thesis is concerned with a topic in combinatorial group theory 
and, in particular, with a study of some groups with finite presentations. After 
preliminary definitions and theorems we describe the Todd-Coxeter coset enumeration 
algorithm and the modified Todd-Coxeter algorithm which shows that, given a finitely 
generated subgroup H of finite index in a finitely presented group G, we can find a 
presentation for H. We then give elementary examples illustrating the algorithms 
and include a discussion on the computer programmes that are to be used.
In the main part of the thesis we investigate two classes of cyclicallyIpresented groups. Suppose
G^(w) = <a^, a^, ..., a^|w^ = 1, w^ - 1, ..., = 1>
where w^ = w is a word in a^,a2>...,a^ and is obtained from w^ by applying
the permutation (1 2 ... n) to the suffices of the a's. The first class we 
investigate are the groups
G(£,m,n) - ( a,b I ab^a ^b ^a ^ = 1, ba®*b ^a ^b ^a^  ^ - 1 > ,
that is the groups G(&,m,n) are groups of type G^(w). Secondly we investigate 
the Fibonacci-type groups H(r,n,k,s,h) obtained when, for some integers r,s,h > 1, 
k > 0 , the word w is given by
^ " *h*2h ••• *rh(*rh+k &(r+l)h+k ^(r+s-l)h+k^
Fibonacci groups being the special case given by k = s = h = 1. For both classes 
we begin by giving some homomorphisms and isomorphisms that may be obtained. We 
show, using the Todd-Coxeter algorithm when appropriate, that the six groups 
G(2,2,3), G(2,2,-3), G(-l,-l,4), G(2,3,-2), G(-2,2,-1) and G(-2,3,l) are finite 
non-metacyclic groups of deficiency zero, having orders 2^^.3^, 2®.3^, 2^.3.5,
2^.3^.7, 23.3.5.11 amd 23.3^ respectively. We also show that the groups 
G(l-n, 6, n) where n = 1 mod 5 give an infinite series of non-metacyclic groups.
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We consider the structure of the non-metacyclic groups H(3,6,3,1,1) and H(3,6,5,l,2) 
both of order 1512, showing that neither is isomorphic to G(2, 3, -2) another 
non-metacyclic group of order 1512. In a paper on ’the Fibonacci groups’ (Proc.
London Math. Soc. 29 (1974), 577-592) D.L. Johnson, J.W. Wamsley and D. Wright 
pose two questions relating to the Fibonacci groups for the case r = 1 mod n,
namely to find 2-generator 2-relation presentations for them and also their orders.
We answer these questions and generalise the results to the class H(r,n,k,s,l) where
it is shown that H(r ,n,k,s ,1) is metacyclic if (i) r e s mod n, (ii) (r,n) = 1,
(iii) (r + k - 1, n) = 1, and a 2-generator 2-relation presentation is found for 
these groups. Further if (iv) (r,s) = 1, then we show that H(r,n,k,s,l) is a 
finite metacyclic group of order r^ - s^. A possible generalisation to the groups 
H(r,n,k,s,h) is considered. Finally the metacyclic groups H(r,4,l,2,l), r odd are 
discussed.
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CHAPTER 1
AIM OF THESIS AND PRELIMINARY DEFINITIONS
1.1 Introduction.
In 1936 J. A. Todd and H. S. M. Coxeter (42) described an 
algorithm for enumerating the cosets of a finitely generated subgroup 
of finite index in a finitely generated finitely presented group.
Their paper was based on earlier work by, among others, E. H. Moore (40) 
The algorithm is suitable for computer implementation and an early 
programme was written by Haselgrove at Cambridge in 1953. Many other 
mathematicians have used the algorithm or have written programmes for 
the algorithm. We mention here work by Beetham (1), Moser (4l) and
Trotter (43). Several authors (Beetham and Campbell (2), Benson and
Mendelsohn (3), Campbell (T), Cannon (I8), (19), Leech (32), (33) and 
Mendelsohn (36), (37))have discussed modifications to the algorithm and 
it is shown in (3), (T), (19), (33), (38) that this algorithm may be 
used to give a presentation of the subgroup in terms of the given 
subgroup generators.
1.2 Aim of thesis.
The aim of this thesis is to show how the Todd-Coxeter coset ' 
enumeration algorithm and the modified Todd-Coxeter algorithm may be 
used in the study of two classes of cyclically presented groups, the 
class G(l,m,n) discussed in chapter 3 and a class of generalised 
Fibonacci groups H(r,n,k,s,h) discussed in chapter 4. We make the 
following general observation. When we require to use the modified 
algorithm to find the order of a particular group, for example in
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3.4.4 we show that G(2,2,3) is a group of order 2^^.3^, it should be 
pointed out that although a larger machine than' the IBM 360 that we 
have used for the coset enumeration programme may be able to determine 
the order directly, the method is nevertheless general and would enable 
us to sort out finite groups of greater order that the larger machines 
themselves could not handle directly. (As yet no machine has been 
constructed that can handle the order of G(2,2,3) directly.) As well 
as determining the orders of groups or indices of subgroups, perhaps
the more important use we make of the modified algorithm is in theorem
proving, see for example 4.6 where we show that the class H(r,n,k,s,h)
contains a subclass of certain metacyclic groups of order r^ - s^ and
for these groups, as well as determining the orders, we also find 
2-generator 2-relation presentations. We also give in 3.4 and 4.3 
examples of finite non-metacyclic 2-generator groups of deficiency zero,
1.3 Preliminary definitions and theorems.
Notation: We use the notation * to denote fvee pvoduot, for example
ZZ, X E  denotes the free product of ZZ. with ZZ. . d d  ^ d d
Definition. A normal series of a group G is a finite series of subgroups
G = GQ^ G^ e: ^ Gp = 1
such that G^ is a normal subgroup of G^_^ for i = 1,2, ..., r.
Definition. A central series in the group G is a normal series
G = Gq G^t^ ... G^ = 1
such that
(i) G^ is a normal subgroup of G, for 0 < i < r, and
(ii) G. ./G. lies in the centre of G/G., for 1 < i < r.1—1 1 1 _ —
Definition. A group G is soluble if it has a normal series
G = Gq I^ G.| Gg ^  ... Gy = 1
î
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in which G. ./G. is abelian for 1 < i < r. A group with such a series1— 1 1 —  —
is said to be soluble of length r.
Definition. The derived group (or commutator subgroup) of G is the 
subgroup generated by all the commutators in G. Denote the derived 
group by G'.
Definition. A group G is metaoyotio if it has a normal subgroup N such 
that G/N and N are cyclic.
Definition. A group G is metabetian (or soluble of length two) if and 
only if G' is abelian.
Definition. A group G is perfect if G - G', the commutator subgroup.
Definition. A group G is nitpotent if it has a central series.
Theorem 1.3.1. A finite group G is nilpotent if, and only if, it is
the direct product of its Sylow p-subgroups.
For a proof see Macdonald (35).
Definition. The normal closure of a subgroup H of a group G is the
smallest normal subgroup of G which contains H.
Definition. Deficiency of a presentation. If G is a finitely presented 
group, then a finite presentation ?  of G is said to have deficiency m - n 
if it defines G with m generators and n relations.
Definition. The deficiency of G is the maximum of the deficiencies of 
all the finite presentations ‘Ÿ  of G.
See (35) for a proof that a group with finite presentation and
positive deficiency is necessarily infinite. As a consequence we have 
the following result. •1
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Theorem 1.3.2. If the group G is finite, the deficiency of G is less 
than or equal to zero.
Finite metacyclic groups of deficiency zero have been classified
Aby Wamsley (44) and by Beyl (4 ) .  Such groups may be presented as ,=|
follows :
m
<a,b I a™ = 1, b ^ab = a^, b^ = a  ^^ >
where r^ = 1 mod m, m,n G 3N and r 6 2Z.
The class of finite groups of deficiency zero known to have 
2-generator 2-relation presentations is small. There is, for example, 
a class of nilpotent groups given by Macdonald (34), a class of groups 
given by Wamsley (45), some examples in Coxeter and Moser (24) and, as 
already mentioned, some examples of our own that we give in chapter 3 
and chapter 4, A further recent example is given by Wamsley (46) who 
shows that, for p an odd prime, the maximal p-factor of the Macdonald 
groups G(a,3), see (34), has zero deficiency. If we insist that in 
addition the groups are cyclically presented (see definition following 
Theorem 1.3.3) then, apart from our own examples, even fewer examples 
are known.
We now give a theorem of D. L. Johnson, J. W. Wamsley and 
D. Wright (31).
Theorem 1.3.3. If G is a finite group of deficiency zero then G/G' 
is a 3-generator group.
We now consider what is meant by a group being cyclically presented.
Let F^ be the free group on {a :^i- E } , where the set of congruence f
classes mod n is used as an index set for the generators. Let ^ be the Î
for some n G 3N, some w G F .n
1.4 (l,m,n) groups.
We now give some results about (l,m,n) groups and their generalisations, 
see for example (24). These results are used in 3.3 and 4.4. The ^m /n 7/
polyhedral groups (l,m,n)/have a presentation 
< R,S,T I pi = 8™ = T* = R8T = 1>,
or
permutation (l 2 ... n) of 2Z^  and denote by 0 the automorphism of F^ , if
induced by namely a^9 = a^^. Given a word w G F^ define the group %
G (w) to be the group F /W where N is the smallest 0-invariant normal n n
subgroup of F^ containing w. Then G^(w) ~ < a.^ ,ag,. .. ,a^|w0^  ^= 1, 1 <i<n>. 
Definition. A group G is said to be oyoHcatly presented if G = G^(w)
<R,S I R = 8^ = (R8)* = 1>.
The polyhedral group (l,m,n) is finite if, and only if, the number 
1 1 1k = Imn (—  + —  + ---- 1 ) = mn + nl + Im - Imn1 m n
is positive, that is in the cases (2,2,n), (2,3,3), (2,3,4) and (2,3,5), 
the order of (l,m,n) being 21mn/k. Thus, for example, (2,d,d) is 
infinite when d > 4.
We also require to consider the larger groups <l,m,n>;l,m,n > 1 
defined by
< R,S,T [R^ = 8™ = T^ = RST( = Z  say)).
Since (l,m,n) occurs as a factor group, <l,m,n) is infinite when k < 0. 
When k > 0 it can be shown (23) that the period of Z is 2. <l,m,n> is
called the binary polyhedral group; its order is twice that of (l,m,n) 
namely 4lmn/k.
When 1 = 2 we obtain for <2,m,n> from the presentation for <l,m,n)
A
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< R,S,T I R^ = 8^ = T* = RST> 
the presentation
<8,T I 8^ = = (ST)^ >
or
( 8,T I TST = 8^"^, 8TS - >.
Thus the binary tetrahedral group < 2,3,3) has a presentation
< 8,T I T8T = 8^, 8T8 = T^ >.
We also have a generalisation to the groups <~l,m,n>;l,m,n > 1 
defined by
< R,S,T I R-^ = 8^ = T* = RST ).
Writing u - - 1, it can be shown (22) that
< -l,m,n ) “ < l,m,n ) x .
Another generalisation is to the groups <l,m ( n);l,m,n > 1, 
defined by
<R,S I R^ = 8^, (R8)* = 1).
Its order is that of (l,m,n) multiplied by the period of the central
element Z =  R^ = 8°^ . We also have the groups < ~l,m|n >;l,m,n > 1
defined by
<R,S I R"^ = 8^, (R8)* = 1 ),
or
(R,8 I R^8™ = 1, (R8)^ = 1 >.
The group <-l,m|n) is clearly infinite when 1 = m, since the extra 
relation RS ~ 1 gives the infinite cyclic group as a factor group. 
Another presentation for <-l,mjn >. is
< S,T I 8™ = (ST)^, T^ = 1).
It is shown in (24) that <-2,3|m>has a presentation
<8,T I 8 = 1 , STS - TST >.
2
It is also shown that
has order if 2 < n < 5*(6-n) (6-n)
‘’f k j l V v t h . ô y ^ . A  J/^  ^ T & v v / j p  ^ r ^ S ^ w W H o w
Covv.sLsJ|fVvv<^ o  b<xSL5 (VX \d- C \ S n i"  tAfcrxlS.
i )-g-j^aiVl(yyv . R jV y% \A sjL j bo O- « y iS 'v ^  W ^A ^Jk  A o-S  (X
JyviJjC v ^ S J 2 ^ v A i r x K ' o r v  .
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CHAPTER 2
THE TODD-COXETER COSET ENUMERATION ALGORITHM
2.1 Introduction.
In this chapter we describe the Todd-Coxeter coset enumeration 
algorithm and the modified algorithm and show how, given a finitely- 
generated subgroup H o&=^n±&e=zin&eaE in a finitely generated finitely 
presented group G, we can find a presentation for H. We then give 
elementary examples of the use of the algorithms, the examples being 
special cases of results in chapter 4. The chapter concludes with 
a discussion on the computer programmes that have been used in 
connection with the material in chapter 3 and chapter 4.
2.2 The Todd-Coxeter coset enumeration algorithm and the 
modified algorithm.
In this section we describe the Todd-Coxeter coset enumeration 
algorithm giving it essentially in the form in which it has been 
implemented on the IBM 360/44 computer of the University of 
St. Andrews Computing Laboratory, We then describe the modified 
algorithm which, given a finitely generated subgroup H of finite 
index in a finitely generated finitely presented group G, will give 
a finite presentation for H. I have already given a description of 
the modified algorithm, see (7), and such a modification has also 
been discussed in joint work by Beetham and Campbell (2) and by 
several other authors (s), (19), (33), (38). A theorem about the 
presentation for the subgroup and results about the algorithms and
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the proofs of the validity of their operation were written up in (2).
We now give them in sections 2.2 and 2.3, for these results are crucial
for the applications in chapter 3 and chapter 4. The proofs become
much simplified when looked at in the context of free groups, this idea
being due to M. J. Beetham, while the writing of the paper was to a
considerable extent my work. The other point of note is that our
modification to the algorithm enables us to find a presentation for a
finitely generated subgroup of countable index in a fini.tel y ■generated
finitely presented group by using just one enumeration, other authors
handling only finite index and that with two enumerations.
cytfwp FSuppose a gnaup=G' is generated by a set of elements {x.ji G l}, I
K, cx ^a finite set and suppose that{a^|k G Kljds a set of words in the
generators x^ and. their inverses, then we will use the notation
G = <x^|aj^-1, iGI, k G K ) to mean the group F/L, where L is the normal
closure of the group L = <a |kGK> in the free group F - <x.|iGI).
"S' cv Ss-V ^
If H = ( wj I j G J >|is a subgroup of G there are 4
yonly a countable number of cosets of H in G. We first give a 
systematic method for finding these cosets. (This in fact extends 
the original algorithm (42) which was concerned with enumerating the 
cosets of a finitely generated subgroup of finite index in a finitely 
presented group.) We construct a multiplication table for the cosets 
in which the rows are indexed by the cosets and the columns by the 
generators of G and their inverses and proceed in the following way:
(1) Denote by the integer 1 the subgroup H. Apply the subgroup 
generators Wj to the coset 1, defining new cosets as necessary to obtain ,
I.W j = 1 fo r  a l l  j  G J . f T k a  ctts&üAwA ü
j
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(2) Next, for each coset ra in turn^the sequence 1,2,3, |
(a) define the cosets mx. and mx.^ for each i G I unless i;i1 1
these have already been defined or found,
(b) apply the relations to the coset m, defining any new
cosets which are necessary, to obtain mo"^  = m for all k G K.
Note that any new coset defined in (l) and (2) must be defined 
as a previously defined coset multiplied either by a generator x^ or 
the inverse of a generator. Also the relation mxf = n implies nx^^ = m, 
where EG {-1,1}.
(3) In addition a collapse (sometimes called coincidence) mayEl Eg E^ ‘^^ X)occur. Suppose a relation is x^ x^ ... x^ = l^and we apply that
relation to the coset n, then collapse occurs if we obtain
^1 ^2 G.nx, X. ... X. = p, where 1 < j < i, and we also haveI d  J  -  -
-E^ -E^_^ “^*+1 1^ ^2 G.-nx. X. . ... x..'J = q, that is nx. x^ ... x.^= q for the labels1 1-1 0+1 1 2  J
p and q are both attached to the same coset.
Having discovered a collapse (q > p) the pth and qth rows of 
the multiplication table are compared,possibly giving further 
collapses, and then q is replaced ever^nrhere it occurs by p. These 
further collapses are processed in the same manner. At the end of 
the algorithm the cosets can be relabelled by the first available 
integers.
=1 =2 =1Suppose the subgroup generator wx = x^ x^ ... x. and we consider
I.Wj, then collapse may again occur, for we may discover that
, ^2 ^k , . . . . . . 1 ~^i“ 1 “\+11.x X ... X - p, where 1 < k < i whereas 1.x x ... x = q.1 2  k - - i i-1 k+1
Thus p and q are both attached to the same coset and we then process the
-I
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resulting collapses as above.
Finally, the label chosen for an unknown coset should be the 
first available natural number. This completes the coset 
enumeration algorithm.
We next give the modified algorithm:
(4) Define the identity element of the subgroup H to be the
coset representative of the coset 1 . Whenever a coset n is defined
€ . e .as mx. define the coset representative T to be T x., where T is 1 n m 1 m
£  "  1the coset representative of the cosettn, and note that T x.T = 1,m 1 n
(5) If, when considering a generator w of H of the form sxt,
where s and t are words in the generators of G and x is either a
generator or the inverse of a generator of G, we find that mx = n,
where m is the coset Is and n is the coset It \  then note that
“ 1 - 1  “ 1T XT. = a w3 , where a is a word in the generators of H calculatedm TV
G -j Gg G ^ £gas 1x T T X .... T X T  where s = x, x_ ... x, and where 3
1 i, i, 2 V 1  ” 1 2 .
(6) If, when considering a relation of G of the form = 1,
is calculated in a similar w a y . l r ^ W  "X^
-1 _1we find.that mx = n, then note that T^XT^ = a x3 where a and 3 
are words in the generators of H calculated as in (5)»
(T) If, when considering a generator w of H, no new cosets 
are defined and no new information about coset multiplication is
r
found then 7T j=0
w is a relation between the generators
r ^ .
of H, where w = JJ .
j=0 ®j+1
12 -
(8) If, when considering a relation a applied to a coset m, 
no new cosets are defined and no new informatioh about coset
r r £:C j+1 -1multiplication is found then [| t . x , t ,
j=ol
= 1 is a relation between
the generators of H , where O = TT xl'* ' and t. = T. , , is thej=0 j+1 *0coset representative of m.
(9) The last occurrence to be considered is the discovery of
a collapse. If, when considering a generator of the subgroup, w^
- 1say, it IS found that w^ is of the form st where Es = m and Ht = n,
-1then this gives t.s = w T and T.t - w.x from which 1 s m 1 t n
T = (w w. w )t , This gives the relationship between the coset n t 1 s m ,
representatives and again only involves words in the generators of 
H.
If, when considering a relation of G, a collapse occurs then 
a similar result is obtained. A relation of the form T^g “ 
becomes T g = w..^ \r,w.wT_ . If the result mg = 1 is already knownm“ s 1 it 1
then this gives a further relation in H, Otherwise this is new
information resulting from the collapse. If it is already known
that mg = k with x g ~ w 't , s o  that the collapse 1 = k is obtained ^ m k—1 —1 —1then x_ = w w. w. w w'x, so that the I ’s can be replaced by k ’s 1 t 1 s k
and the x^'s by this expression involving x^ and a word in the 
generators of H.
2.3 Proofs of results.
In this section we give proofs of the results contained in the 
Todd-Coxeter coset enumeration algorithm and the modified Todd- 
Coxeter coset enumeration algorithm as described in section 2.2.
-  13
In Lemma 2.3.1 we are concerned with a finitely generated subgroup H 
of countable index in a free group F, in Lemma 2.3.2 with a finitely 
generated subgroup H of countable index in a finitely generated 
finitely presented group G, and in Theorem 2.3.3 with a finitely 
generated subgroup H of finite index in a finitely generated 
finitely presented group G. In Theorem 2.3.4 we show how to find a 
presentation for a finitely generated subgroup H of countable index 
in a finitely generated finitely presented group G and show that 
when the index is finite then the presentation for H is finite.
Lemma 2.3.1 Let F be a free group and H a finitely generated
subgroup ( wj Ij G J > of countable index in F. If {x^|i G l} is a
set of generators of F, then the identities Hw. = H and H0xfx.^ = H0jf^ =xi,J 1 1  ^
for all cosets H0, are sufficient to enumerate the cosets of H in F,
Proof Suppose that the coset Hp = HV, where p and V are
words in the generators of F. Then pv G H, that is
PV- 1 1 2= w. w. ... w.^ for some {j,,j , ..., j } C J and for someJl ^2 ^
ie^ .Eg, . . c {-1,1}, Note that because F is free this
equality is an identity apart from words of the form pri  ^ on either 
side of the equation.
G1 ^2 G^NBW-4p0r-eaeh"Sequenee-x-j.:._,XL.iL^-ji.i%_A_.^_.X:.i:==aeAi:ne--4Th-^
1 2  n —feprÆg— — —— G. . :zr-r-t-rr-bff— t.he cffflehj.ffx ;--x. . r-.— x-r . If we nowi^,ig, . ^ 1 ^2
— 1 . . • . £ —£calculate Hpv we find that this is H provided H0x.x. = H0 for1 1
all cosets H0 and all generators^x^ and provided Hw^ = H for all
j G J (this implies Ew^ ^ - H). Thus to find all the equalities
between the cosets it is sufficient to check that H0x9x.^ = H0 and1 1
vl
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that Hw. = H for all the generators w, of H.J J
In examples where we are considering a finite nnmher of cosets, 
n say, then it is more convenient to label the cosets 1,2, n
rather than use the notation described above.
If we next ask what is the index of the group generated by a 
set of words {w^ | j e j} in the group G = <x^|iGI, 0^=1, kGK>, 
then the corresponding question about free groups is that of finding 
the index of the subgroup generated by the set {wj[jGj} and the 
normal closure of the group <O^JkGK> in the free group <x^|iGI>. 
The subgroup is not necessarily given as a finitely generated group 
since the only set of generators we have is
{Wj|j&J} U {w V^w|keK, w e  <x^|iel>}. However if G is finitely 
generated and finitely presented, that is the sets I and K are both 
finite, and the subgroup H is afz=eeuntuhl=e=%i^  finitely
generated, then it is sufficient to consider a countable number of 
relations of the type given in Lemma 2.3.1.
Lemma 2.3.2. Let H be a finitely generated subgroup <w.jjej> ef
ceunt-ab3jniiin<3:ex in a finitely generated finitely presented group
G = <x.|a, - 1, iei, kGK> then the identities Hw. - H, H9a, = H0 i' k J k
and H0xfx.^ = H0, c = ±1 are sufficient to enumerate all the cosets 1 1
of H in G.
— 1 . .Proof. A typical generator w o^w is equivalent to the relation 
H0a^ - H0, where H0 is the coset 1w . Thus we have reduced the 
problem to investigating, for each coset H0, the relation 
HOcfj^  = H0, for each of the given relations = 1 of G. Therefore, 
on adding the identities H0a^ = H0 to the identities in Lemma 2.3.1, 
we are now able to enumerate all the cosets of H in G.
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So far we have only shoi-m that given a finitely generated 
finitely presented group we can find the index-of a finitely 
generated subgroup in a countable number of steps. We next show 
that when the index of the subgroup is finite, then a finite number 
of steps is sufficient.
Theorem 2.3*3. Let H be a finitely generated subgroup < w^ |j G J > 
of finite index in a finitely generated finitely presented group 
G ~ " A  iGI, k G K >  then the classical algorithm terminates
in a finite number of steps.
Proof. If ÏÏ0 is any coset of H, then we can choose a representative
of H0, g say. Expressing g as a word in the generators of G we have
H0 = l.g and step (2a) of the algorithm ensures that H0 is given at 
least one label in the above process in a finite number of steps.
As H is of finite index in G we can then find an integer m such that 
each coset has a label less than m.
We must now show that, again in a finite number of steps, we can
identify the cosets ng and ng  ^ among those m for all non-redundant 
n < m and all g in the generating set. As the number of such cosets 
is finite we need only show that ng can be identified in a finite 
number of steps, where g is either a generator or the inverse of a 
generator. By the choice of m, ng is equal to some coset k say,
with k < m. n is defined as la for some a in G and similarly k is
defined as 1w for some w in G.
-1 -1Now ng - k is equivalent to agw G H, However agw G H if
and only if it can be written as a product » where is either
a generator of H, the inverse of a generator of H, a conjugate of a 
relation of G or the inverse of such a conjugate.
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But after a finite number of steps the algorithm provides 
sufficient information to give 1y^ = 1 and so lagw  ^ = 1. Thus all 
the cosets ng can he identified in a finite number of steps and so 
the process must terminate for it is then possible to complete the 
coset enumeration without defining further cosets.
Notice that we cannot restrict our attention only to the first 
m cosets. In fact there is no upper bound to the number of cosets 
needed to complete the process in terms of the index, the lengths 
of the generators and relations and the number of generators and 
relations.
Finally in this section we consider the presentation for H 
obtained from the modified Todd-Coxeter coset enumeration algorithm 
where H is a finitely generated subgroup in a finitely generated 
finitely presented group.
Theorem 2.3.^. Let H be a finitely generated subgroup
<b . |j E J> in. a finitely generated finitely
 ^ Ipresented group G ~ = 1, iEI, k E K >. Then the modified ij
algorithm provides a presentation for H. Further, if the index |
-■iof H in G is finite, this presentation is finite. |
Eg E^ ^
Proof. Suppose h. h. ... h. = 1 is a relation between the I
  1^ "2 \  I
generators of H. Then, as this is a consequence of the relations
E1 Eg E^  ^ jof G, h. h. ... h. is freely equal to ||p., where p. is either a -Il l  ig  J 3 I
conjugate of a relation of G or the inverse of a conjugate.
IPj = 1 modulo the relations of H discovered during the process,
that is 1y. = 1 or 1u. = w,1 where w - 1 is one of the relations.3 3
IT -
Thereforel.I[pj ~ 1 modulo the relations of H discovered during the 
coset enumeration. On the other hand the initial consideration of 
generators of H shows that' l.h^ = h^.1 modulo any later changes 
brought about by using relations of H discovered in consequence of 
collapses occurring during the algorithm. Thus, as required^the 
^2 ^nrelation h. h. ... h. = 1 is a consequence of the relations 
^2 ^n
discovered by the algorithm.
2, k Examples.
It is worth noting that the examples in this section are special 
cases of the main work of chapter h and therefore repay following in 
detail.
As a first example of the Todd-Coxeter coset enumeration 
algorithm let us consider the group G with presentation 
< a,b,c I abcab = bcabc = cabca = 1>.
Suppose we wish to find the index in G of the subgroup H generated by 
abc. Denote the coset H by 1. Our initial information is that 
Habc = H so we have labc = We record the information in tabular
form. Let each of the given relations serve as the heading for a 
table of cosets and if the relation is of length 1 then we will have 
a table of cosets with 1+1 columns. In the same way we write do^ vm 
the subgroup generators. We also have a table showing how to 
multiply each coset by each generator and inverse of a generator.
For the above example the tables are initially as follows*.
—• *1 “'Iabcab bcabc cabca abc
1 1 1  1 1  1 1 1
-  1
Suppose we define coset 2 by 2 - l.a and coset 3 by 3 - 2.b. Then,
since labc - 1 we have 3c ~ 1. Now use the fact that 1 abcab "*' = 1.
We know that la = 2, 2b = 3, 3c = 1, la = 2 so labc a = 2, Hence 
— 1 . .2b ” 1 giving the new information 1b = 2. In the tables we 
underline the position at which we have found new information. The
tables now become
“ 1 -1 -1a b c a b  b c a b c  c a b c a  a b c
1 2 3 1 2 1  1 1 1 1 1 2 3 1
, -1 , ~1 “1a b c a b c
1 2  2 3
2 3 1 1  
3 1 2
We continue to fill in the tables giving:
1 ** 1 “1a b c a b  b c a b c  c a b c a  a b c
1 2 3 1 2 J  1 2  1 1 2 1  1 2 3 1
—1 —1 —1Now we also have 2abcab - 2, 2bcabc = 2 and 2cabca ~2
so the tables become
— *1 -*• *1 — ^a b c a b  b c a b c  c a b c a  a b c
1 2  3 1 ^ 1  1 2  1 1 2 1 1 2  3 12 3 2  2 3 1 2 3 _ 2  2 2
_1 -1giving the new information 2c = 3. Also Sabcab = 3, 3bcabc ~ 3, 
— 13cabca = 3 and so we now have
- 1 - 1  - 1a b c a b  b c a b c  c a b c a  a b c
1 2 3 1 2 1  1 2  1 1 2 1  1 2 3 12 3 2  2 3 1 2 ^  2 2
3 3 3 3 3 1 2 3 1 3
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, - 1 , - 1  “1 a b c a b c
1 2 2 3 32 3 3 1 1
3 1 1  2 2
giving 3a “ 1. The tables now complete giving 2a = 3, 3b = 1 and
1c = 2.
- 1 “ 1 - 1a b c a b  b c a b c  c a b c a  a b c
1 2  3 11 2 3 1 2  1 1 2 3 1 2 1 1 2 3 1 2  12 3 1 2  3 2 2 3 1 2 3 2 2 3 1 2  3 2
3 1 2 3 1 3 3 1 2 3 1 3 3 1 2 3 1 3
■ -1 . -1 -1a b c a b c
1 2 2 2 3 3 32 3 3 3 1 1 1
3 1 1 1 2 2 2
Since la = 2, 2a := 3, 3a := 1, 1b = 2, 2b = 3,
2c = 3 and 3c = 1 the process is complete and all the cosets of H
have been found. Thus H has index 3 in G,
Let us now consider the modified coset enumeration algorithm.
We take the same example as before and look for a presentation for H. 
Let h = abc so that ÏÏ = <h>. We now consider coset representatives 
rather than cosets. Take as the coset representative of H the element 
1. Then 2 = 1 a and 3 - 2b. From the subgroup generator abc,
3c = hi. This time we have a table giving the relations between the
coset representatives;
—  'I  ^ ^a b c a b  b c a b c  c a b c a  a b c
1 2  1 1 1 1 1 1 2  3 1
—1 - 1  - 1a b c a b c
- 11 2 h 3
2 3 13 h i  2
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" 1  “ 1From the relation 1abcab = 1, 1abca - h2 and so h2b - 1, that is
1b = h2. Similarly from 2bcabc  ^ = 2, 2bcab = Scab = hlab = h2b = h3
— *1 — *jand so hSc = 2, that is 2c = h3. From 3cabca = 3,
2 23cabc = hiabc h2bc ~ hSc = h 1 and thus 3a = h 1, The tables now
become
a b c 1a b * b c a b c"^ c a b c i”1a a b c
1 2  3 1 2 1 1 2 1 1 2 1 1 2  3 12 3 2 2 3 1 2 3 2 2 2
3 3 3 3 3 1 2 3 1__3
a b c -1a b-^ -1c
1 2 h2 h - s h"^3
2 3 h3 1 h"^
h“ '23 h^1 hi 2 '
As before the tables complete , this time giving 2a = h^3,3b = h^1
5and 1c = h 2.
a b c , ~1 a b b1 c a b c"'* c a b c — 1a a b c
1 2  3 1 2 1 1 2 3 1 2 1 1 2 3 1 2 1 1 2  3 12 3 1 2 3 2 2 3 1 2 3 2 2 3 1 2  3 2
3 1 2  3 1 3 3 1 2 3 1 3 3 1 2  3 1_3
a b c -1a b"’' -1c
1 2 h2 h^2 h-^3 h " S h-^3
2 h^3 3 h3 1 h-ii h-5l
3 h^1 h^1 hi h-5a 2 h“ 2^
The relations for H are found from 2abcab Sbcabc  ^ = 3
and 1 cabca  ^ = 1, the other rows in the tables giving only the trivial
- 1relation 1 = 1 .  For example, from Ibcabc = 1,
-1 “1 2 -1 L. -1 5 - 1  5 -5Ibcabc = h2cabc = h 3abc = h Ibc = h 2c = h h  1 = 1 .
From the relation 2abcab  ^ = 2,
- 1 5  - 1 5  6 - 1 1 1 5  -1 l6 5 -1 212abcab =h^3bcab =h^h Icab =h h^2ab = h h^3b = h 2.
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21 -ITherefore h = 1. Similarly from each of 3bcabc = 3 and
-1 21 1 cabca = 1 we also get h =1. Thus H has ‘a presentation
H = <h|h^1 = 1>.
Suppose we now consider an example of the coset enumeration
algorithm where collapse occurs. Again take the group
1 —1 —1 — 1 G 3 <a,b,c|abcab =bcabc = cabca = 1> but this time consider
the subgroup H = (ab,abc>. We know that Hab = H and Habc = H, so 
that if we denote the coset H by 1 then lab = 1 and labc = 1.
Suppose we define coset 2 by 2 = la then since lab = 1, 2b = 1,
”1Further, since labc = 1, 1c = 1. Now use the fact that 1abcab = 1,
We know that la = 2, 2b = 1, 1c= 1 and la = 2, so labca = 2. Hence
-12b = 1 giving the new information 1b = 2.
The tables become
a b c a b  b c a b c  c a b c a  a b a b c
1 2 1 1 ^  1 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 2 1 1  
2 2 2 1 1 2 1 2 2 2
, “1 ,—1 —1 a b c a b c
1 2  1 2 1 
2 1 .1
and we have obtained the new information 2c = 1. However 1c = 1 so 
that coset 1 = coset 2. Thus we have la = 1, 1b = 1 and 1c = 1, 
giving complete collapse.
Now look at the same example and use the modified algorithm.
Let = ab and hg = abc. Then we have the partial tables
— 1 —1 —1a b c  a b c
1 2 hg2 h"^hg1 h"’2 hg\^1
2 h^1 1 hgS
— 22 —
-IFrom the relation 2'bcahc = 2
2hcab = h^lcah = hglab = hg2b = h^h^l
-Iand so 2c = h^h^l. However 1c = h.^ h^l and so we have complete 
collapse giving 2 = hgh^hg^h^l. Therefore la = bgh^hg^h^l,
1b = h.j hgh^ hg h^1 and 1c = h.^ hgl.
- 1The subgroup generators ab and abc and the relation bcabc = 1
” 1give no non-trivial relations for H. From 1abcab =1 we get
1abcab = hgh^hg h^Tbcab ,
"1 " 1 ™ 1 "1 = hgh.jhg h^h^ hgh^ hg h.j1cab ,
- 1  - 1  = h^h^ hglab ,
— *1 —. ^= hghgh^hg h^lb ,
= hgh.jhg^ h.jh^^ ’hgh.jhg^ h.jT,
= 1 ,
that is bgh^hg^h^ =1.
From 1cabca  ^ = 1 we get
,2 — 1 ,-1,—1,—1 _
2 1 2 1 2 1
Thus H ~ (h^,hg I h^hgh^ = hg, hgh^^hg = ^^hgh^), and since the index 
of H in G is one, this is an alternative presentation for G.
Note that in both cases considered the modified algorithm shows 
that G is metacyclic. In the first case when we consider the subgroup
H generated by abc we show that H is a normal subgroup of index 3 and
since abc has order 21, G is metacyclic of order 63 being an extension 
of the cyclic group ZZ g.^ by ZZ^. We obtain similar information from
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the second example where we consider the subgroup generated by 
= ab and h^ = abc but with the new presentation for G obtained 
in this example, we can show that G has a presentation
<h^,hg I h^hgh"^ = = 1>
and thus we have- a presentation for G in standard form.
2.5 Computer programmes.
In this section we give some details of the computer programmes 
used in our work. We have used two coset enumeration programmes.
The first is one by M. J. Beetham (1). As mentioned earlier, 
this programme has been implemented on the IBM 36o/^4 computer of 
the University of St. Andrews Computing Laboratory and is a much i
developed version of a programme that I wrote for an IBM 1620 |
computer. Given a group G and a subgroup ,H = < h. ,h , ...., h > then |
gthe programme is able to determine an index of H in G of up to J
3%;000/(2n+l) where n is the number of subgroup generators. If we Â
take n = 2 then the theoretical maximum index attainable is (>^ 00, 4
■IIn practice we have been able to find indices of just over 5000. j
This compares with a practical figure of around 20 for hand I
calculations, hand calculations having the severe limitations of time Ij
and effort. As regards the computer time involved then the ,|1programme (1) is able to determine in just under two and a half |
minutes that the order of the group I
iF(3,6) z <a,b,c,d,e,f |abc= d, bed =  e, cde =  f , def =  a, efa =  b, fab =  c > J
'"jis 1512.
1Note too that in most examples more cosets than the actual index |
1
— 2^
of the subgroup require to be defined during the process, and then 
of course, as described in 2.2, collapse occurs. As well as printing f
out the index the programme also prints out the number of collapses 
involved and this gives in certain cases an indication as to whether 
an attempt to use the modified Todd-Coxeter algorithm will be 
successful.
The modified algorithm can be used either for hand calculation 
which soon becomes hard or for machine calculation. However, the 
disadvantage of the algorithm is that the number of relations obtained 
by the algorithm for the subgroup is approximately the number of 
relations in the presentation of the original group times the index 
of the subgroup in the group. Also, the length of the relations 
rapidly increases with the index.
Unfortunately the modified algorithm is not as yet part of the 
programme (1). We have therefore used two programmes to find a 
presentation for a finitely generated subgroup of finite index in a 
finitely generated finitely presented group. We use first a
programme by K. W. G. Wilde (^7), an IBM programme package entitled 
the ’Benson Mendelsohn algorithm for certain word problems in groups’, 
the programme. - implementing the algorithm developed in (3). The 
programme is in two parts, the first part being a coset enumeration 
programme and the second extending the algorithm as detailed in the {
programme specification which now follows.
Let G be a group given by up to 128 generators and up to 32 
relations. Let H be a subgroup of G generated by up to 8 words in
■'H
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the group generators. For each coset i and each group generator x. 
the programme finds the following relationships involving cosets and 
a set of coset representatives:
iXj = k,
T.x. = w. .T, ,1 J ij k*
where k is a coset, and x^ are coset representatives for cosets i 
and k respectively and w^^ is a word in the subgroup generators.
The programme has been implemented for the IBM 360 in assembler 
language. However, it uses a disk operating system and this is very 
slow and inefficient on the St. Andrews computer. The programme for 
the coset enumeration is logically similar to that of Trotter (^3).
The second part of the programme determines the words w^j in the 
relationships X^Xj = w^jX^. However it does not give a presentation 
for the subgroup H and so I had to write a programme CCRG to complete 
the modified algorithm.
We use the output of the programme (^7). It is theoretically 
possible to obtain this output in the form of punched cards but the 
system compatibility will only allow printed output for the St. Andrews 
IBM 360, We therefore type input cards as follows.
On card 1, we type a right bracket in position 1.
Card 2 has format 1|X,I5,13X,I5,23X,I5,25X where 'X' denotes
blanks, ’I’ denotes integer format and the three entries 15 are WCOSET |
the number of cosets as determined by (47), NGGEN the number of 
generators of G and NGEK the number of subgroup generators.
Card 3 has format'4l3, the entries being the coset 1, the 
generator x.^ , the coset k and the length of the word w.^  ^ , where
61 Bg Bnlength is measured as follows : if w.. = h h ... h where^1 “2 n
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h ,h , . h are subgroup generators and 3.,3oj •••» 3 G 2Z\{0}- 1 2 n ^
then the length of = n.
Card 4, and where necessary additional cards, consists of 12 pairs 
of numbers 13,13 where the first number is the label of the subgroup 
generator concerned and the second is the power to which that generator 
is raised.
In general we have pairs of cards with the formats of card 3 and
card 4, having one pair of cards for each coset acting on each group
generator. We consider first coset 1 acting on each group generator,
then coset 2 acting on each group generator and so on in general for
coset i acting on the group generators ...» x^ where a is the
number of group generators.
The next card has format 4l4, the entries being NGGEN, 0, NGEN
and NREL, the number of relations. Then for each relation of the
group G we have a pair of cards where the first card in the pair has
format l4 and gives the length of the relation, this time the length
being defined as follows: if the relation R. is given by
X. x. ... X. = 1  where x. ,x. , x. are group generators andJl Jg ^n ^1 ^2 ^n
..., 3^ G E \ { o } then the length of R^ is equal to
|3^ | + + ••• + 13^1. The second card, and if necessary further
cards, give the relation in the format specified for the Wilde
programme (47). Each card has format 19l4 and a relation is entered
as a string of group generators and inverses without using exponents.
3 ~1For example if the relation is x^x^^x^ = 1, the relation must be j
written as j
= 1 Ij
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and the input card will then he
2 2 2 1 -2 R;
the integers being the subscripts of the group generators, A minus 
sign indicates the inverse of a generator. Each relation may be 
continued for as many cards as required with 19 four digit fields to 
a card. ’!
Now consider the output of the programme CCRG. The line-printer 
prints out the input cards and also gives the inverses of the words 
w\j. It also gives, within brackets, the relations for the subgroup 
or states that the relation found is trivial. The punch provides 
card output for the relations of the subgroup in a form that can be Sa
immediately used by the programme (l). The advantage of having the
relations printed as well as punched is that redundant relations may
be discarded and relations for the subgroup may also be simplified.
Thus in certain applications, see for example chapter 3, the
presentation for the subgroup is simplified before implementation of
the programme (1).
We have also written another program CCRGAB, a modification of
CCRG, in which the relations for the subgroup are abelianised. Such
a programme is useful if we know that the subgroup is abelian and an
application is given in section 3.4. The input is the same as for
CCRG and the output format is as for CCRG but the relations before
being printed and punched are abelianised. The programme as at
present written will handle up to five subgroup generators h.,hg,h.,
^1 %  ^3 “4 “5h^,h^ and will give relations of the form h.^ h^ h^ h^ h^ =1.
We give details of the programmes CCRG and CCRGAB in appendix 1.
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2,6 Computational methods.
We conclude this chapter by looking at a result that we have 
used in conjunction with the coset enumeration programme (l).
Cyclic subgroups. Suppose we have a group G and that coset 
enumeration enables us to determine that a word w.^ in the generators 
of G and their inverses determines a cyclic subgroup of index n.
Further suppose that w^ is another word in the generators of G and 
their inverses and that the index of ( w.^ ,Wg > in G is still n, then 
we know that w^ belongs to the cyclic subgroup generated by w.^ .
Thus we may add to the presentation for G the relation that \r^ and 
Wg commute, and similarly for any further words w^,w^, ..., w^ that 
leave the index unaltered. The addition of such relations may, in 
certain cases, enable the coset enumeration programme (1) to 
determine the order of the group directly where, without these 
additional relations, this had previously proved impossible.
Other computational techniques that we have used will be discussed 
when they are first mentioned. However, when we state that the order 
of a group has been determined directly by use of the Todd-Coxeter 
algorithm, then, although not explicitly stated, we may have used 
this result to determine relations that hold in the group and which 
simplify the coset enumeration, or, of course, we may have found such 
relations algebraically. This result about cyclic subgroups is used, 
for example, in section 3.4.
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decided to consider the class G(m,n) where
G(m-,n) = < a,h | [a^,b V  = a \^a,[b^,a ]^ = b ^a^b >. 
The groups (%) are thus the groups G (m, 1).
CHAPTER 3
A CLASS OF GROUPS G(l,m,n) |—   ^ I
'Ï3.1 Introduction.
In (T) one of the problems I considered was to show how the 
modified Todd-Coxeter coset enumeration algorithm, see section 2.2, 
could be used to prove that the group with presentation
<R,S I RS^ = S^R, SR^ = R^S> J
is in fact the trivial group. (This presentation arises out of a
'problem in knot theory; see R. H. Fox, 1956, Free differential I:
calculus.)
C. T. Benson and N. S. Mendelsohn (3) were then able to show 
that the generalisation to the presentation
<R,S I RS^ = S^^^R, SR^ = R^'^^S) (t)
still gave the trivial group. In (8) I modified the original 
presentation and considered the class of groups with presentation 
<R,S I RS” = s““ ^RSR, Sr“ = R^-^SRS). (*) IThe cases m = 1 and m = 2 gave the trivial group but for m = 3,1 
obtained a group of order 120 which we shall show is SL(2,5). The 
groups (*) are also discussed in (19) where they are denoted by 
Cam(m), following their introduction in (8),
From this class E. F. Robertson and I ((12), (l6))then |
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I then decided on one further generalisation, namely to consider 
the groups G(l,m,n) where
G(l,m,n) 3 < a,h I =1>.
The groups G(m,n) are just the groups G(m,m,n).
It is interesting to note that this class of groups in fact 
includes the group that was the original source of interest together 
with the Benson and Mendelsohn generalisation, that is the groups (f) 
or, in the new notation, G(n+1,n,0). The chapter includes in 
section 3.3 a proof that if (l,m) =}= 1, G(l,m,0) is infinite and if 
(l,m) = 1 then G(l,m,0) is metacyclic of order |1-m|^.
The question arises as to why the groups G(l,m,n) might he 
interesting? Where the groups G(l,m,n) are finite, then we have 
cyclically presented finite 2-generator groups of deficiency zero.
In the notation of section 1.3 they are groups of type Gg(w) where 
w = ab a b a D . As mentioned in chapter 1 the class of 
cyclically presented finite groups of deficiency zero known to have 
2-generator 2-relation presentations is small.
In this chapter we consider the groups G(l,m,n) giving first 
some isomorphisms between groups and some homomorphisms that occur. 
Then we give some results on those groups where we have been able 
to determine their order, either finite or infinite. Of note is 
the fact that the modified Todd-Coxeter algorithm is used to show 
that some of the groups G(l,m,n) are infinite. Six groups, namely 
G(2,2,3), G(2,2,~3), G(-1,-1,4), G(2,3,-2), G(-2,2,-l) and G(-2,3,'l) 
are shown to be finite non-metacyclic groups of deficiency zero.
These groups have orders 2^^.3^,2^.3^,2^.3.5, 2^.3^.7, 2^.3.5.11
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3 6 .and. 2 .3 respectively. We also give an infinite series of non- 
metacyclic groups all having the alternating group as a 
homomorphic image.
Some computer results are given and the chapter concludes with 
tables showing, where known, the orders of the groups G(l,ra,n),
-2 < 1 < 5, -4 < m, n < 5. In the tables we give the order of the
groups, where known, and also include where appropriate the number 
of one of the theorems or lemmas from which the order may be obtained,
3.2 Isomorphisms and homomorphisms.
In this section we derive some isomorphisms between various 
subclasses 'Of the groups G(l,m,n). We,also show that under certain
tl- cltiw-et'vS'zconditions the groups G(l,m,n) may have PSL(2,p), the/^projective
special linear group, as a homomorphic image. The proofs are all
straightforward.
We show first that the groups G(ra,n) of (12), (l6) are a special 
case of the groups G(l,m,n).
Lemma 3.2.1. G(m,n) = G(m,m,n).
Proof. G(l,m,n) has a presentation
<a,b [ ab^a~''b"^a"%^''^ = ba^b"^a~^b"^a^^^ = 1 >.
If we take 1 = m, then
G(m,m,n) = < a,b | [ a^,b  ^] = a ^b^a, [ b^,a  ^] = b ^a% >
S G(m,n).
Lemma 3.2.2. G(0,m,n) S G(0,-m,-n),
= G(0,-n,-m),
= G(0,n,m).
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Proof. G(0,m,n) has a presentation
( a,b I ab^ a^ ^b ^a ^b = b a ^  ^a ^b ^a = 1> 
which may be written as
<a,b ]ab ^a \  ^a^b = ba ^b ^a ^b^a = 1 > 
and this is a presentation for G(0,-m,-n). Therefore 
G(0,m,n) 5 G(0,-m,-n).
- 1 - 1Now consider the map ^ such that a<{) = b , b# = a . Then (f) 
is an isomorphism and it is immediate that G(0,m,n) S G(0,-n,-m). 
Combining the first two isomorphisms we obtain the third isomorphism 
G(0,m,n) z G(0,n,m).
Lemma 3.2.3. G(l,m,n) = G(1,1-n,1-m).
“1Proof. As in Lemma 3.2.2 consider the map cj) such that a(f) = b , 
btf) = a \  Under the map <f) the presentation for G(l,m,n) becomes 
< a,b [ b ^a ^bab^ = a ^b ^aba^ = 1),
that i s
<a,b I a b ^ " V ^ b ~ ’a“" ’ = b a ^ " V ^ a " \ ”"^ = 1>,
and since the map 4> induces an isomorphism G(l,m,n) S G(1,1-n,1-m),
Lemma 3.2.4. G(l,1,n) = G(l,n+l,1-l),
= G(1-n,1,1-1),
= G(1-n,2-l-n,n).
I " 1 1 *™‘T1 1 — 1 —* 1 “ i *“T1 *1 *“1Proof. G(l,1,n) = (a,b|aba b a b .= bab a b a = 1 >. 
From the relations aba ”*b ”*a ^b^ ^ = 1 and bab ^a ^b ^a^ ^ = 1
a-n^1-l ^ (i)
that is
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But the relations of G(l,1,n) which may, by (l), be written in the • 
form
= 1,
bab"’'a"\^"''a'"V''^"'' = 1.
become, using (2),
abn'*'l“1ba"^b“ ^al"1b1“l = 1 ,  (3)
b^n+1^-1^-1^1-1^1-1 ^ (1^ )
Thus, fl ' 6Is Ok. ■^ <y^ on\OyyJkjC.C o-^
G(l,1,n)^B G(l,n+1.1-l).  ^ (5)R S w i^ c u •^nnpf s^ t?w<. fVoip Cl' G o^ a iScm-xCYp^CiTnn.
Alternatively, the relations for G(l,1,n) may be written in the form 
bab ^a^b^^a^=.1, (6)
and
aba ^b ^a^ = 1 (?)
respectively. Thus
G(l,1,n)^* G(1-n,1,1-1). (8)A stWPcur -^roo-f" s A iwS ti-x.<x(r it is 0/n. i£aï)\OKphiSyi'\,
Combining (5) and (8; we obtain the third isomorphism
G(l,1,n) = G(1-n,2-l-n,n).
Corollary. G(l,1,l) = G(0,l-1,-l).
Proof. From Lemma 3.2.4 G(l,1,l) ~ G(0,1,1-1). The result now 
follows from Lemma 3.2.2.
Lemma 3.2.5. G(l-n,m,n) = G(2-n-m,2~m,m+n-1).
Proof. In Lemma 3.3.14 we shall show that in the usual presentation 
for G(l~n,m,n) ^b^  ^= 1, that is a^  ^ and b^  ^ are in the centre of 
G(l~n,m,n). The two relations for G(l-n,m,n) may be written as
a b ^ ^ - W ’b - ' a - V  = 1. (1)
ba^“"^a^"'%“^a"'b'"a” = 1 ,  (2)
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and since a^ °^  ^ and  ^ are in the centre of G(l-n,m;n)
ab2-“a - V ' b 2 » - V " b "  = 1, (3)
ta^““b"’a“ ’a ^ ”^b'“a" =1. (4)
Again using the fact that a^  ^ = 1, (S) and (4) may be written as
ab^"”a"’b"^a'-”‘V " " “’ = 1. (5)
b a 2 - V ^ a " \ ’-“-"a“ "^-'' = 1. (6)
(X •Ac?'W(?mc^rp?VvC {Àrv.a.0^ 0-^
Thus G( 1-n,m,n)j^® G(2-n-m,2-m,m+n-l). A StlrwiAw cw^ u/mârvé t>xQ r^StJ^h
Lenma 3.2.6. G(l,m,n)/G'(l,m,n) is infinite if, and only if,
m-1 = ±n. Otherwise G(l,m,r^/G'(l,m,n) has order |(m-l-n)(m-l+n) [.
In particular G(m,m,n)/G'(m,m,n) is isomorphic to x ZZ^  if n > 1
and to ZZ x 2Z if n < 1.—n —n —
Proof. G(l,m,n) = <a,b(ab^a \  ”*a ^ = ba™b ^a ^b ^a^ ^ = 1 > so
that G(l,m,n)/G'(l,m,n) has a presentation
< a ,b  I a“ ~^ = b^.b” "^ = a " r a ,W = - l)>  
from which the results are immediate.
In the next theorem we shall extend Theorem M' of (l6) and find 
conditions under which the group G(l,m,n) has a simple homomorphic 
image. Implicit in the statement of the theorem is Euler’s quadratic 
residue theorem, see for example Hardy and Wright (27), which states 
that if p is a prime, p = 1 mod 4, then there is an i such that 
i^ = -1 mod p.
Theorem 3.2.7. Let p be a prime. Suppose p = 1 mod 4 and
i^ E -1 mod p. Then G(l,m,n) has PSL(2,p) as a homomorphic image
whenever
1 E 1 + i mod p, m E 1 + i mod p, n E -2i mod p. (*)
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If l,m and n satisfy (*) and n is odd then G(l,in,n) has SL(2,p) 
as a homomorphic image.
where the entries inProof. Let A = -1 -1 and B = ' -1
L ' -1 J 1+i —1
the matrices are in GF(p). Then A and B generate SL(2,p). 
If n is odd and l,m,n satisfy (*) then
1-2i 1
1+i i
A^BA.
Similarly A^ ^BA^ = B^AB. Hence G(l,m,n) has SL(2,p) as a homomorphic
image,
If n is even and l,m,n satisfy (*) then
b ’"^ab“ = 1-2i 1
1+i i
= -A^BÀ.
Also A^ ^BA^ = -B^AB. Thus, in this case, G(l,m,n) has PSL(2,p) as a 
homomorphic image.
In (12) it was shown that G(3,3,1) is isomorphic to SL(2,5).
Since the order of G(3,3,l) is 120, see for example (8) or (19), the 
result may also he obtained from Theorem 3.2.7. Finally let us 
consider the case when 1 = m = -1. It is easy to see that G(-1,*-1,n) 
may have PSL(2,5) as a homomorphic image. For, using Theorem 3.2.7, 
it is seen that i = 3 gives 1 = m = -1 and n E 4 mod 5. Moreover 
these are the only groups in the series G(-1,-1,n) shown by 
Theorem 3.2.7 to have PSL(2,p) as a homomorphic image, since 1 = m = -1 
implies i E -2 mod p. Hence i^ E 4 mod p. But i^ E -1 mod p and 
thus p = 5.
%4
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that is
G(l,m,l) = ( a I a™ = 1 >.
Lemma 3 « 3« 2 « G(1 n,2,n) = ^2n+11
Proof. G(l-n,2,n) Z < a,b [ ab^a "*b ^a ^b^ = 1, ba^b ^a ^b ^a^ = 1 >. 
The two relations give ab = 1 and so G(l-n,2,n) is cyclic.- It is 
then immediate that G(l-n,2,n) = ^ gn+lT
2 2Lemma 3.3.3. If (l,n) = 1, G(l,0,n) has order 1 - n . Otherwise
G(l,0,n) is infinite.
Proof. G(ljO,n) Z <a,b | b^ = a^, a^ = b^>.
Suppose (l,n) = d 1 » then G(l,0,n) has the infinite group
!S1^ » see 1.3, as a homomorphic image.
Now b^ = a^^ = b^‘ , that is b^ ^ =1. If (l,n) = 1 then a is
a power of b and so the group is cyclic. In this case G(l,0,n) is 
2 2cyclic of order 1 - n .
Lemma 3.3.4. . G(l,-1,n) is infinite if (l-1,n-2) > 4.
3.3 Lemmas on orders of the groups G(l,m,n). j?
In this section we show how the orders of some of the groups
G(l,ra,n) may be determined. We consider first some finite groups and
then some infinite groups. The section continues by considering 
examples where (l,m,n) groups, see section 1.4, are involved. We 
conclude by looking at the groups G(l-n,m,n).
Lemma 3.3.1. G( 1 ,m, 1 ) Z
Proof. G(1,m,1) 3 < a,b | b^  ^ = a, a^  ^ = b >,
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Proof. G(1,”1 ,n) = ( a,b [ a b a b a D  = ba b a b a = 1 )
and so if ve add the relation (ab) = 1, then G.(l,-1,n) has H as a 
homomorphic image where
H = < a,b I = 1, b^""^a^"^ = 1, (ab)^ = 1>.
Thus if d = (1-1,n~2), G(l,-1,n) has the group (2,d,d), see 1.4, as a 
homomorphic image and this is infinite if d > 4.
Theorem 3.3.5. If n > 1, G(l,1,n) is a finite metacyclic group of 
3 2order n and exponent n , the centre of G(l,1,n) being cyclic of order 
n and equal to the derived group G'(l,1,n). Further G(l,1,~n) is 
isomorphic to G(l,1,n).
Proof. For n > 1,
G(l,1,n) z < a,b I a^“%  = ba, b^"*a = ab>.
—" 1 1 — M  *1 1 “ Tl —  1 —• 1 "TlHence b a  a b  = ab ba = 1  and so a = b . Thus
a^ E Z(G(l,1,n)), the centre of G(l,1,n). Since G( 1 ,1 ,n)/< a^ > ~ ZZ x 2Z~ ~ n n
and since by Lemma 3.2.6 G(l,1,n)/G'(l,1,n) ^2Z^ x 2Z^  we must have
< a^> = G'(l,1,n). Now
, ,-1 ,n 1-nbab = b a = a ,
and so
. b"ab = an , -n 1-n^
Since b^ab ^ = a, a^ =1. Therefore G(l,1,n) has order n^ and is
2metacyclic of exponent n . If n < -1 a similar argument holds.
Alternatively we may show that G(l,1,n) is a finite metacyclic group 
of order n^ by using Theorem 3.3.9 where it is shown that if (l,m) = 1
the group with presentation
, , I ,m ,1 , m 1, .<a,b|ab = b a, ba = a b>
gis metacyclic of order |l-m| ,
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Lemma 3.3.6. G(l,m,n) is infinite if (l,m,n) t 1»
Proof. If (l,m,n) = d 1, then G(l,m,n) has as a homomorphic image 
the group H where
H 3 < a,h I ah^a \  ^a ^ - 1 » b a ^  ^a ^b ^a^ ^ = 1,a^ = b^ = 1 >.
Thus G(l,m,n) has see 1.3, as a homomorphic image and so is
infinite.
In the next two results we consider the special case of the groups 
G(m,m,n).
Theorem 3.3.T. G(2,2,2n)/<a^,b^> is isomorphic to , the infinite
dihedral group.
, , , p —1 _1 _2n -1 2 - 1 - 1  -2n -1Proof. G(2,2,W = ( a ,b  I ab a b a b = 1, ba b a b a = 1>.
. 2 2  'If we add the relations a = b = 1 ,  then G(2,2,2n) has as a homomorphic
image
< a,b I a^ = 1, b^ = 1>
that is «• ZZg or , the infinite dihedral group. To show that 
2 2G(2,2,2n)/(a',b ) is isomorphic to we require to show further that 
2 2<a ,b > is normal in G(2,2,2n). It is sufficient to prove that
2 - 1 2 2  2 - 1 2 2  ab a € < a ,b > for then, by symmetry, ba b e( a ,b >. But
b^ = a ^ba^^ba,
= a Vba^b ^)^b^a,
= a ^(ab^^a)^b^a,
= (b^^a^)^~^b^^(ab^a“^)a^.
Hence
2 - 1  2 2 and so ab a -e < a ,b > as required.
Theorem 3.3.8. Let (m,n) = 1. Then G(m,in,n) has G(l,1,n) as a
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homomorphic image. In particular G(-n,-n,n+l) is isomorphic to 
G(l,1,n+1).
Proof. Consider the group
H Z ( a,b I ab^a \  ^a ^ = 1 , b a ^  ^a \  ^a^ ^ = 1 , a^b^ = 1 >.
H is obviously a'homomorphic image of G(m,m,n). Since a^b^ = 1, a^ 
and b^ are in Z(h ), the centre of H, and the relation
ab^a \  ^a ^b^ ^ = 1 becomes ab^a  ^ = b™b from which a^b^a ^ = b ^  ^2and so b = 1. But
<a,b I a^ = 1, b^ = 1, ab^ a"'' =b°^, ba%""^ = a^ > = Z  x ZZn n )
since m is coprime to n^ and so the relation ab^a  ^ = b°^  implies that
ZLvv --JtAcP ^a and b commute. T-he-re.-f.o-re H', the derived group of Z(n) = < a >
and H is isomorphic to G(l ,1 ,n)/xç cAo^ v^ urv.*^  IXa. .
Now consider
G(-n,-n,n+l) Z (a,b | ab ^a \  \  ^ ^b^*^ = 1 ,ba %  ^a \  ^ = 1>.
• « « 1 ’"Ï1 *^*1 «The first relation gives b ab a = a b and the second gives
a^ ** ^ ba ^b  ^ = b^^^a. Thus b^^^ab ^a  ^ = b^^^aba^, that is a =b^^\
Therefore by the first part of the theorem G(-n,-n,n+1) is isomorphic to
G(l,1,n+1).
The next result is a generalisation of a result in (3) in which 
1 =3n+1, this itself being a generalisation of a result in (?) where we 
have 1 = 3 , m = 2 .  In my proof in (T) I made use of the modified Todd- 
Coxeter coset enumeration algorithm and this proof was modified to give 
the algebraic proof in (3). However the proof that now follows for the 
general case is direct, being that of (IT).
Theorem 3.3.9. G(l,m,0) is infinite if (l,m) ^ 1 and is metacyclic
of order (1-m| ^ if (l,m) = 1.
4o
Proof. G(l,m,0) Z < a,b j ab^ = b^a, ba^  ^= a^b>.
We can assume without loss of generality that 1 > m. There are 
two cases to consider.
(i) If (l,m) = d =1= 1 then adding the relations b = 1 to
G(l,m,0) shows that G(l,m,0) has see 1.3, as a homomorphic
image. Therefore G(l,m,0) is infinite.
m -1(ii) If (l,m) = 1, then the relation ab a
i m^ -i 1^ a b a  = b
—  1With i = m in (1) and conjugating by b we obtain
m , ^m b a V
and so
a V V ^  = bl“ .
However with i = 1 in (1) we obtain
1, m^ -1 ,1^a b a  = b ,
and since
1 =
b gives, for any i, 
(1 )
(2)
(3)
we also haveTm/^l-m l-m\ b^ (1 ) = 1.
Raising (2) to the power 1* - m we obtain b
since (l,m) == 1.
(4)/-1-m 1-m.. , (1 -m ) 1,
Now (m,l^ ^-m^ ^) = 1 so there exist integers ot,3 such that
. ,_ 1-m 1-m. , ■ . “1 ,al .otm + 3(1 - m ) = 1. Then since aba = b gives
ab%-' = b“ ^ ’=
u 1
1 1 /n 1-m l-m. /^1-m 1-m»G(l,m,0) Z (a,b|aba ~b ,bab = a ,a ^ = b ^ = 1>.
,al _ , al, . , al”i,al , .Now ab = b a and ba = a b give ba - a b a, that is2
a^^  ^ = b^ Therefore from ab ~ b^^a we obtain b^^^  ^^ =1.
Hence the order of a and b is
= (m^a^l^-2m^al+m^, ( ) )  
since ^)) ~ 1,
since
= (m-1 ) ) +...
Raising a^  = b^^  ^ to the power m gives a^ = -j^ctml m gj^ Q^ j^^ g 
that a^"^ = b^~*.
Therefore < a> is normal in G(l,m,0), |G(l,m,0)/< a > [ = 1-m and 
[<a> I *= (l-m) . Therefore G(l,mjO) is metacyclic of order (l-m) 
as required.
The next four lemmas all involve (l,m,n) groups. These are 
discussed in section 1.^ but further discussion is also to be found
' -
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in chapter 6 of (2U).
Lemma 3.3.10. G(tsHi,n) is infinite if there exists an integer t 
such thatj^n = 2 mod t and (m+1,t) > 4*
Proof. The relations for G(l,m,n) may he written in the form
a“'’'1a"V1a'Wn®,'-fjj=.l,
and if we add the relations a^ = h^ = (ah)^ = 1, it is then immediate
that G(l,m,n) has as a homomorphic image H where
H S (a.t (ab)2 = 1> .
H is the (l,m,n) group (2,m4-1 ,t) and this is infinite under the given 
conditions.
Lemma 3.3.11. G(l,m,n) has <-2,3|t> as a factor group if m = 1 mod t, 
n = 1 mod t and 1 = 0  mod t .
Proof. The result follows on adding the relations a = h = 1 and 
considering the properties of the <-l,m|n) groups as discussed in 1.4. 
G(l,m,n) has a homomorphic image. H where
H Z < a,b I aba b a b = 1 ,bab a b a = 1 ,a =b “ 1>
that is
H = < a ,h I a^ = = 1, aba = bab >.
Thus, see 1.4, H is isomorphic to <-2,3|t>.
Corollary. G(l,m,n) is infinite if there exists t > 6 with m = 1 mod t, 
n = 1 mod t and 1 = 0  mod t.
Proof. Since <-2,3|t> is infinite if t > 6 the result is immediate. 
Lemma 3.3.12. G(l,m,n) is infinite if there exists t > 6 with
m Z -1 mod t , n  = -1 mod t and 1 = 0  mod t.
Proof. The proof is similar to that of Lemma 3.3.11 and again we show
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that with the above conditions G(l,m,n) has <-2,3[t> as a homomorphic 
image.
Lemma 3.3.13. G(1;m,2) is infinite if either m > 3 or m < ~5.
Proof. Add the relations = b^ "*"^  = 1, then G(l,m,2) has as a
homomorphic image H where
H S < a,b [ aba = b^\ bab = a^, a^^^ = b^*^ = 1 > ,
that is
H » < a,b I 1, (ab)^ = 1 >
and this is the (l,m,n) group (2,m-M ,m*f-1 ) described in 1.4. Such a 
group is infinite if m + 1 > 4 or m + 1 < -4 from which the result follows.
The next lemma will prove useful in the theorems that complete 
section 3.3.
Lemma 3.3.14. In the groups G(l-n,m,n) the relation b^ "*a^   ^ = 1 
holds.
Proof. G(l~nj,m,n) = < a,b [ ab^a \  ^a ^b^ = 1 ,ba™b ^a ^b ^^ a^  = 1 >.
From the second relation a ^b^ = b a ^  ^a \  and therefore the first 
relation may be rewritten as
ab^a ^b ^ba^b ^a  ^ = 1,
that is
as required. Therefore a^  ^ and b^  ^ are in the centre of G(l-n,m,n). 
Theorem 3.3.15. If n = 0 mod (m-l), G(l-n,m,n) is metacyclic of order 
I(m-1)^(2n+m~1)I.
Proof. We may assume that m > 2. The case m = 2 is considered in 
Lemma 3.3.2.
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G(l-n,m,n) = ( a ,b  | ab^a”” b” a = 1, b a ^ "  a b"^a^ = 1 > .
From Lemma 3.3.14 b^  ^ ^a™  ^ = 1. Since n = 0 mod (m-l) the relations
for G(l-n,m,n) may be rewritten as 
aba \  ^a  ^ ^a ^a ^ = 1,
= 1 ,
that is
, -1 2n+m~1-aba = a b,
bab"^ " b2n+m-1^^
Thus ab”^”\ “  ^ = ^(m-1 ) (2n+m-l )^m-1 ^ from which
a(m l)(2n+m l) _ G( 1-n,m,n)/< a^ ^>~(a,b|a^  ^"b^  ^= 1 ,ab = ba>
and so G(l-n,m,n)/(a^ ^> is a group of order (m-1)^. Hence G(l-n,m,n) 
is metacyclic of order (m-l) (2n+m-l).
Theorem 3.3.16. (i) If n = -1 mod (m-l), G(l-n,m,n) is
of order |(2n+m-1)(m-1)(^^ ^~1)1.
(ii) If n 5 1 mod (m-l), G(l-n,m,n) has order
24|(2n+m-1)I(m-1)^/(m+5)^ -4 < m < -1,
. 24|(2n+m-l)|(m-l)^/(m-T)^ 3 < m < 6,
and is infinite if m > T or m < -5.
Proof. (i) Since n = -1 mod (m-1) and since by Lemma 3.3.14 
^m 1.j^m 1 „ .j ^ the presentation for G(l-n,m,n)
<a,b I ab™a~^b"^a"^b^ = 1, b a % “^a“^b“^a” - 1 > 
may be rewritten as
Now
b-’a^b = a“^ ^ a
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and so
m-1 . m-1,-(m-1 ) (2n-fm+1 )a = D D
from which
^^m-l)(2n+m-l) _ ^
G(l-n,m,n)/<a^ S =< a,h| a^  ^= 1 , h^  ^= 1, a \ a  ~ b \ b )
Once we show that G(l-n,m,n)/<a^  ^> has order |(m-l)(2^  ^- 1 ) | it 
then follows that G(l-n,m,n) is metæye#àc of order
(2n+m-1)(m-1)(2^ ^-1)|. Let us therefore consider the group H where 
H = < c,d I c^ = 1, d^ = 1, c"^dc = d~^cd>.
Now c(dc  ^)c  ^ = cdc  ^= dc ^dc \  and so c(dc  ^)c~^ = (dc""^  )^. Similarly
2, —1\ —2 / —1 x 2 —1 , —1\4 . _ n/, —1\ —n / —1x2c (dc )c ~ c(dc ) c = (dc ) , and in general c (dc )c ” (dc )
Therefore (dc  ^ - 1 and so H has order n(2^ - 1),
(ii) Since.n = 1 mod (m-l) and since by Lemma 3.3.14 a^  ^ ~ 1,
the presentation for G(l-n,m,n) may be rewritten as
G(l-n,m,n) S < a.b | a b a T ^ b " = 1 , b a b " = 1 1
and, as above,
^m-1 _ ^m-1^-(m-1)(2n+m-3)
Thus
^^m-l)(2n+m-l) _ ^
Now a^  ^ and b^  ^ are in Z(G(1-n,m,n)) and
G( 1 -n ,m,n ) /< a’^ S  ~ < a,b | a’^  ^= 1, b™  ^- 1 » aba = bab > = H say.
Therefore G(l-n,m,n) has H as a homomorphic image and has order 
l(2n+m-l)||h 1.
Now H is the <-l,mjn> group <-2,3[m-1>, see section 1.4, and thi82
has order — - if 2 < lm~11 < 5, and is infinite x^ hen !m-1 ! > 6.{|m-l|-6)2 - ' -
1
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Thus we have the required order when (m-1| >2. The case m - 1 
does not occur, the case ra - 0 is covered hy Lemma 3.3.3 and the case 
m = 2 gives the trivial group.
Corollary. If n = 1 mod 5, G(l-n,6,n) has as a simple homomorphic 
image and so is not metahelian.
Proof. By the above theorem, when n = 1 mod 5> G(l-n,6,n) has <~2,3|5>
as a homomorphic image. It is shown on page T4 of (24) that
<-2 ,3(5 )= (2 ,3,5) X E  and on page 68 of (24) that (2,3,5) is
isomorphic to A^.
We therefore have an infinite series of cyclically presented
non-metabelian,and so non-metacyclic, groups of deficiency zero.
adcUrKcr-v  ^ Yi o^nX. V ^  I -KjSju') ,^5 vtcfV .
3.4 Examples and computer results.
In this section we begin by showing how the modified Todd- 
Coxeter algorithm may be used to prove that some of the groups G(l,m,n) 
are infinite. We then give a lemma that is useful in determining the 
orders of some of the specific groups discussed later in the section.
The examples we then consider are the six finite non-metacyclic groups 
of deficiency zero mentioned in 3.4, namely the groups G(2,2,-3),
G(2,2,3), G(-1,-1,4), G(2,3,-2), G(-2,2,-1) and G(-2,3,-l). Finally 
we give the other groups G(l,m,n) whose orders we have been able to 
determine, in most cases by use of the coset enumeration programme (1).
2 2 . -jIn Lemma 3.3.7 we showed that the subgroup ( a ,b ) is normal in j
2 2G(2,2,2n) and further that G(2,2,2n)/<a ,b > is isomorphic to , the
infinite dihedral group. By using the modified Todd-Coxeter algorithm
2to find a presentation for < a,b > we shall be able to obtain further
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information about the subgroup <a ,b >, the results being used in 3.4.9
when we discuss the groups G(2,2,2) and G(2,2,4). Now
. » * I “"2 " 1 2n. "*2 1G(2,2,2n) = <a,b|ab aba b = 1, ba bab a = 1>.
2Let X = a,y = b and let H = <x,y>. Assuming that n > 1 we
obtain the following table, see sections 2.2 and 2.4,
la = x1 1b = 2 2b = y1 2a = 3
3a = xy^x2 3b = 4 4b = yx^^3 4a = 5
5a = xy^ xy^4 5b = 6 6b = yx^^(xy^x)^5 6a = 7
and in general, for k > 1,
(2k-l)a = w(2k-l).(2k-2), (2k-l)b = 2k,
2k b = w(2k).(2k-l), (2k)a = 2k+1,
where w(k) is given by w(1) = x, w(2) = y, w(3) = xy^x, w(4) = yx^^
and, by induction, w(k) = w(k-2)fw(k"3)]^; k > 5.
Each coset gives two relations for the subgroup <x,y>, one of the 
relations being trivial. Denote by R(k) = 1 the non-trivial relation 
obtained from coset k. Then from the relation ba^^bab ^a  ^ = 1 we get 
R(1) =* (xy”x)^yxy ^x \
2n -2-1and from the relation ab aba b = 1 we get
f 2n\n n -2 -1R{2) ~ (yx ) xy xyx y .
By induction,
R(k) = [ w(k+2)] ^ w(k+1 )w(k) [w(k-1 )]' ^[w(k)]  ^; k > 3.
Notice that if n < 1 the same argument holds. Thus we have the
following theorem.
Theorem 3.4.1. If H is the subgroup <a,b^ of G(2,2,2n), then 
H S (x,y|R(k) = 1, k = 1,2,3, ...)
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where the R(k) are given inductively as above.
(Note that the fact that this is a presentation for H follows from 
Theorem 2,3.4, that is Theorem 4 of (2)).
We also have the following lemma.
Lemma 3.4.2. If H = <a,b^> is a subgroup of G(-1,-1,n) then H is
normal in G(-1,-1,n) and G(-1,-1,n)/H is isomorphic to 
Proof. We obtain a presentation for ÏÏ from the modified Todd-Coxeter 
algorithm. Define n cosets 1,2, ..., n by 1 = ( a,b^ > and ib = i+1,
1 < i < n - 1. From the subgroup generators y = b^ and x = a we obtain
 ^ —I "j  ^ %% XInb = y1 and la = x1. Define w^ = x, w^ = x y x , w^ =
« • — "“IX. ♦3 < < n. Then from the relation aba b a b a = 1 we obtain
2a = Wg2 and from the relation bab a b a b = l we obtain ia = w\i,
3 < i < n. The. relations for H come from considering
i.aba \  ^ a \  ^a = R(i),i, 2 < i < n and 1.bab ^a \  ^a ^b = S(l),1,
n.bab ^a ^ b ^a %  = S(n).n. Therefore
H = < x,y I R(i) = 1,2 < i <n ,  S(l) = 1, S(n) = 1>,
that is
H=<x,y|yw^w^_j^^w^^ = 1 ;2 <i <n-1 ,yw^yw^y w^^ ^^  = 1 ,
M — 1 •— 1
3.4.3. The group G(2,2,-3).
/ \ I 2 -"1 —1 ^ —1G(2,2,-3) = <a,b | ab a b a/b =1, ba b a b a = 1).
Let H be the subgroup of G(2,2,-3) generated by [a \ b   ^ ], [a \ b  ],
[ a,b ]. Clearly H < G'(2,2,-3) and in fact the coset enumeration 
programme (1) shows that {g (2 ,2,-3):H| = l8. Since by Lemma 3.2.6
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|g(2,2,“3) :G'(2,2,-3)| = 9, H is a subgroup of index 2 in G'(2,2,-3). 
Let X =[a \ b   ^], y = [a \ b  j and z = [ a,b ]. Then we may use the 
modified Todd-Coxeter algorithm to find a presentation for H, The 
relations could be obtained by hand but we used the Wilde programme 
(4t), see 2.5, to find the words in the subgroup generators which give 
the relations between the coset representatives. We then used the 
programme CCRG, see 2.5, which obtained from these words a presentation 
for the subgroup H. The following twenty relations were obtained 
for H:
—2 —1 “1 2  —1 —1 —1 —1 —1 —1 —1 .X yz y X z y xzy xyzy x yz x yz = 1,
— 1 —1 —1 —1 2 —1 —1 —1 —1 —1 2  ,z y xzy xy x yx yzy x yz y x = 1 ,
—1 —1 — 1 —1 —1 — 1 —1 —1 —1 —1 —2 ”1 ,X yzy xy x yz x yzy x yz x yzx yzy = 1,
—  1 —1 2 —1 —1 —  1 —1 —1 —1 —1 —1 —1 2 —1 —1 —1 —1 —1 2 —1 —1 z y X z y xzy xyz y xy x yz y x z y x yz y x z y
—  1 —2  —1 —1 —1 —1 —1 —2 —1 —1 —1 —1 —1 —2 —  1 —  1xzy xyz x yzy x yz x yzx yx yzy x yz x yzx yzy xyz
”1 2 —1 —1 — 1 —1 —1 — 1 —1 2 — 1 —1 — 1 — 1 — 1 —1 —2 —12 — 1 — 1 y x z y x y x y x y z y x z y  xzy x yz x yzx yzy x z y
— 1xzy X - 1,
— 1 —1 —1 2 —1 —1 —1 —1 —1 2 — 1 —1 —1 —1 ~2 —1 2 —1 —1 —1X yz y X z y xzy xyz y xz y x yz x yzx yzy % z y xzy
—1 —1 2 —1 —1 —1 —1 —1 2 —1 —1 —1 —1 —2 —1 —2 —1 xz y X z y xzy xyz y xz y x yz x yzx yzy xyzx yzy = 1,
—2 —1 —1 2 —1 —1 —1 —1 —1 —1 2 —1 — 1 —1 — 1 —1 2 —1 —1 —1 X yz y X z y xzy xyz y xy x z y xzy xyz y xz y x yz
— 1 —2 — 1 —1 - 1 —1 2 —1 —1 —1 ,X yzx yzy xyzx yz y x z y xzy xy = 1,
“1 “1 —1 —1 —2 —1 —1— 1 _ . .  yzx yx yz x yzx yx yz x yzx yz y x z y xzy xyz x yzx
—1 —1 — i —1 —1 —1 —1 — 1 —1 —2 —1 —1 —1 —1 ,yzy X yx yz X yzy x yz x yzx yzx yz x yzx - 1,
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— 1 “1 “1 ”1 “ 1 ~2 — 1 “1 ”1 — 1 “1 —2 “1 “*1“1 2 ~ 1 ~ 1  y  x y  X  y z  X  y z x  y x  y z y  x  y z  x  y z x  y z y  x y z  y  x  z  y  x  =  1 ,
— 1 —1 —1 — 1 “2 ~1 “1 —1 "2 —1 —1 “1 ~2 “1 “1 2 ~1 — 1y X yz X yzx yzx yz x yzx yx yz x yzx yz y  x z y x
“1 —1 ~1 —2 —1 — 1 —1 ~ 1 2 ~ 1 ”1 “1 —1 —1 —1 —1 —1 2zy xyz X yzx yzy x yz y x z y xzy xyz y xzy xyz y x
— 1 —1 — 1 —1 —2 “ 1 “ 1 “ 1 ,z y xy xy X yx yz x yz = 1,
”1 —2 —1 “1 2 ”1 “1 “ 1 ,z  y x  y z  y  X  z  y  x z y  x y  -  1 ,
“1 —3 ”1 ”1 2 ”1 —1 “1 .X  y z x  yz y X z y x z y  x y  =  1 ,
—2 — 1 —1 —1 —1 — 1 —2 —1 —1 ”1 —1 ” 1 —1 2 —1 —1 — 1 X  y x  y z y  x yz x y z x  y z y  x z  y  x  y z  y  x  z  y  x z y
“ 1 — 1 , x y z  X  y z  =  1 ,
— 1 —1 —1 —2 — 1 —1 2 —1 —1 —1 ”2 ~1 ” 1 “ 1 —1 — 1 ~2 — 1yx yz X yzx yz y x z y xzy xyz x yzy x yz x yzx yzx
—  1 —1 ” 2 —1 —1 2 —1 —1 “ 1 * —1 —1 —1 —1 —1 —1 ^yz X yzx yz y x z y xzy xyz y xy x yz y x = 1 ,
— 1 —1 —1 — 1 —2 “1 “1 —1 —2 —1 —1 2 —1 ”1 “1 —1 —1X  y x  y z  X  y z x  y x  y z  x  y z x  y z  y  x  z  y  x z y  x y z  y
— 1 —2 , x y  X  y  -  1 ,
—1 —1 — 1 —1 —1 2 —1 —1 —1 —1 —1 —1 —2 —1 2 — 1 ”1 —1 — 1y xy X  yz y x z y xzy x yz x yzx yzy x z y  xzy xy
2 —1 —1 —1 —1 —1 2 — 1 —1 —1 —1 —1 —1 —1 “ 1 2 —1 “ 1 —1x z y  xzy xz y x z y xzy xyz y xzy xz y x z y xzy
- 1  —1 .xyz y xz = 1,
—1 —1 2 —1 — 1 , x y z  y X zy xy = 1,
1
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“2 —1 —1 2 —1 —1 — 1 —1 —1 2 —1 — 1 —1 —1 “2 “1 ~2 — 1X yz y X z y xzy xyz y xz y x yz x yzx yzy xyzx yzy
— 1 —1 “2 —1 —1 — 1 — 1 2 —1 — 1 “1 ~ 1 ”1 “1 2 ”1 “1 — 1xyx yx yzx yzy x yz y x z y xzy xyz y xy x z y xzy
— 1 — 1 2 — 1 “1 — 1 — 1 “2 ”1 — 1 ”1 —1 —1 —2 — 1 — 1 — 1xyz y xz y X yz x yzx yzy xyzx yx yz x yzx yx yz x
"2 —1 ~ 1 2 “1 “1 — 1 —1 —1 “2 “1 —1 ,yzx yz y X z y xzy xyz x yzx yzy x - 1,
2 — 1 —1 —1 —1 _ 1 2 —1 —1 — 1 ” 1 —1 —1 —1 —2 —1 —1 —1x z y  xzy xyz y xz y x yz y xyx yz x yzx yx yz x yz
—2 — 1 —1 2 —1 —1 —1 ”1 —1 ”2 —1 —1 —1 2 —1 —1 —1 —1X yz y X z y xzy xyz x yzx yzy x yz x z y xzy xyz
-1y = 1,
—1 “1 —2 —1 —1 2 —1 —1 — 1 — 1 —1 —2 —1 — 1 —1 "1 2 —1xyz X  yzx yz y x z y xzy xyz x yzx yzy x yz y x z
—1 —1 —1 —1 —1 2 —1 —1 —1 —1 —1 2 —1 —1 —1 — 1 —2 — 1 ^y xzy xyz y xy x z y xzy xyz y xz y x yz x yzx yzy = 1
— 1 — 1 —1 —1 —1 —1 2 —1 —1 —1 —1 —1 —1 “2 “1 —1 —1z y xzy xy ■ xyz y x z y xzy x yz x yzx yzx yz x yz
—2 —1 “ 1 2 —1 —1 —1 —1 — 1 —2 —1 —1 — 1 —1 2 —1 —1 — 1 — 1X yz y X z y xzy xyz x yzx yzy x yz y x z y xzy xyz
— 1 — 1 2 —1 —1 — 1 —1 —1 2 —1 —1 —1 —1 —2 —1 —1 —1 —1y xy X z y xzy xyz y xz y x yz x yzx yzy xyzx yz y
2 —1 —1 —1 .X z y xzy xy = 1.
These relations are, not surprisingly, too lengthy to be dealt with 
by the programme (l). We therefore used the shorter relations to 
simplify the longer relations until the programme (1) could handle the 
coset enumeration. During the simplification six of the relations were 
found to be redundant. Thus we obtain a presentation for H on the
generators x,y,z with the following relations:
—2 —1 —1 2 —1 ,X yz y X y zy = 1,
—1 — 1 — 1X yzx y z " 1,
—1 —1 2 —1 —1 ■ yz y X zy xy x = 1,
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“3 ”1 -1 -1 “ 1 - 1 2X yzy xy X yz X y = 1,
“2 —1 —1 2 — 1 “1 “ 1 ~1 ,X yz y X z y xzy xyz y = 1,
“ 1 “2 2 “1 —1 ^xy zy X yx yzy = 1,
2 “1 2  “2 “1 —1 ,y xzy X y xzyx yzxy z = 1,
“ 1 "1 —1 “1 "1 “1 2 “2 “1 ”1 —1 “2 —1 —1 —1 —1 .yx yz X yzy z x y x yx yz x yzy xy x yz y x = 1,
“1 2 “1 “1 “1 “1  ^y z y X yz x yz = 1,
“3 —1 —1 2 “1 “1 — 1 ,X yz X y xy zy x y - 1,
—1 —1 —1 “1 “2 — 1 “2 “1 “1 ^X yx yzy x yz yx yzy zy z y = 1,
“1 “ 1 “2 —1 2 —2 “ 1 —1 “2 ,X yx yz yx y z y xy x y - 1,
"2 —1 —1 — 1 •“1 2  ”2 “1 “1 —1 .xy xzyz y xzy xy x y xzyz yx yzy = 1,
— 1 “1 “1 — 1 “1 —1 — 1 —1 “1 —1 2 “1 —1 —1 —1 2  “2 “1y xy xy zy X yz yz y xzy xy x z y xzy xy x y xzy
- 1 2 - 2  xy X y xz = 1.
The index of < x > in H is 32 and < x > is not a normal subgroup of H.
Hence H is not abelian and since H < G '(2,2,-3) the group G(2,2,-3) is
not metahelian. Coset enumeration gives [h ] = 2^.3 and so
O Q|g (2,2,-3)| = 2 . 3 .  By Theorem 3.3.8 G(2,2,-3) has a homomorphic
image isomorphic to G(l,1,3), a group of order 27, and so G(2,2,-3) is
an extension of a 2-group by G(1,1,3). Since |G(2,2,-3):<a>| = 2^.3
the order of a is 36. Hence a^ has order 9 and so a is contained in
a Sylow 3-subgroup P. If G(2,2,-3) is nilpotent P is normal in
G(2,2,-3). Let N be the normal closure of <a^ ) in G(2,2,-3). Since
8P is normal N < P so G(2,2,~3)/N has order divisible by 2 . Add to 
the relations for G(2,2,~3) the relation a^ = 1. Then coset enumeration 
gives IG(2,2,-3):N| = 24 and so G(2,2,-3) is not nilpotent. Since 
|g (2,2,“3)1 is of the form p*^ q^ , where p,q are primes, G(2,2,-3) is of 
course soluble.
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3.4.4. The group G(2,2,3).
ïy\.<XcIa Kf (yvv y, îi"f-1 Ï1 n*l*1In the of the groups (R,8|R8 “ S R,SR =R S)
to the groups G(m,n), see section 3.1, it soon became apparent from
the coset enumeration programme (l) that G(2,3) might well turn out to
be of finite order, although of an order too great for the programme
(1) to handle directly. We now show that G(2,2,3) has in fact order 
15 32 .3 and is neither metacyclic nor nilpotent.
G(2,3) is isomorphic to G(2,2,3) and so
, . , P  _,1 „ 1  „ o  P  - 1  - 1  —1G(2,2,3) = < a,b| ab a b a ^b =1 ,ba b a b a = 1 >.
—2 _1 2 -2-1 2 Since aba = a b ab and bab = b a ba ,
(ab)^ = (a ^b Vb^)(b ^a ^ba^) = 1. The fact that (ab)^ = (ba)^ = 1
is of some help in the coset enumeration, see 2.6, each relation being
of length 6. We know by Lemma 3.2.6 that the index of G '(2,2,3) in %
?G(2,2,3) is 9. In fact G(2,2,3)/G'(2,2,3) = x %~ ~ ^ j j
If is the subgroup <[a,b],[a \ b   ^],[ a \b^]> then 
|g (2,2,3) I = 18, if is the subgroup <[a,b],[a \ b  ] ,[a \b^ ] > 
then |g (2 , 2 , 3 ) I - 18 and if is the subgroup
<[a,b],[a ,b ]^ ,[ a \b] > then again |g (2,2,3):H | = l8. Similarly~ 3
we use the coset enumeration programme (1) to find the indices of
= < [ a,b] ,[ a  ^,b]> , Kg = < [ a \ b  ]^ ,[ a \b]> and = ( [ a,b] ,[ a \ b  ]^> i
in G(2,2,3). VJhen a presentation for is obtained we can also find
the indices of L^ = < [ a,b]> , L^ = < [ a  ^ ,b]) and L^ = < [ a \ b  ]^) in H^.
This information we display in figure 1 below.
So far the information obtained gives us some feel for the group 
G(2,2,3). For the actual determination of its order we proceed as
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follows. Let H be the subgroup that is
II = ( [ a,b] ,[ a' \ b  ]^ ,[ a  ^,b] >. Then H is a subgroup of index l8 in 
G(2,2,3) and has index 2 in G '(2,2,3). (With the further coimnutator 
[ a,b^ ] we get the derived group, ) With x = [ a,b ], y = [ a \ b  ^
r  - 1 . .z = [ a ,b ] the modified Todd-Coxeter algorithm gives us a presentation -
for H on x,y,z with sixteen relations which with redundancies and 
algebraic manipulation using one relation to simplify another lead to 
the eight relations
= 1, ( 1 ) i
[y^,z^] - 1, (2)
-1 ”1 ~1zyx z yx = 1, (3)
(yx)^z ^ = 1, ' (4)
-3 -1 -1 2 2 -1 2 -1 -1 ,y z x . z x y z x y z x  = 1, (5)
y^z"^x^y“^zx^y^z“ ^x^yzx^ = 1 ,  (6)
z V^zx ^y ^z V  ^zx V  ^ = 1» (T)
X \  V^z V^xz V x  ^z = 1. (8)
2 2 2 .  2 2The subgroup <x ,y ,z > is abelian. From (l) and (2) [x ,y ] = 1
2 2 2 2 and [y ,z ] = 1. It remains to show that [x ,z ] = 1. From (3)
-1 / -1\-1zyx = (yx ) z,
that is’
that is
which is
—1 “1 —1/ —1\—1zyx zyx = zyx (yx ) z.
—1.~1 -1 i(yx ) zzyx = z
[ z^,yx  ^] ~ 1. (9)
From (4)
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= (yx)^ and so [ ,yx] =1. (10)
From (9) and (10)
[ z^,x^ ] = 1.
The relations of H are sufficiently complicated to make it very 
difficult to find a presentation of a subgroup L of H of index greater 
than two by the modified Todd-Coxeter algorithm. However if the 
subgroup of H is knoim to be abelian the simplification is substantial 
and so it might be reasonable to try to find a presentation for
2 2 2 I 2 2 2 Ï< X ,y ,z >. The index |H:<x  ,y ,z >|is 256 which the programme (4-7) 
cannot handle.
A possible way is to find a larger abelian subgroup of H. Our .
2 2 2 2 2 'first attempt was to take the subgroup (x ,y ,z ,zx y z> which we 
showed was abelian and of index 128. The programme (47) was unable 
to complete the problem even after 7 hours 15 minutes and 18 seconds, 
a lot of computing time even with a relatively slow programme. We
therefore look for a bigger abelian subgroup.
2 2 2 2 2 Let A = < X ,y ,z ,yx y,yz y>. Then we show by using relations
(l), (2), (3) and (4) that A is abelian. We know that x^, y^ and z^
commute. From (4) (yx)^ = z^ and so [x^,(yx)^] = 1. Thus
2 —1 2 2 “1 - 2  2 [x ,yxy ] = 1 and so [x ,yx y ] = 1. Therefore x and yx y commute.
Next we show that [z^,yx^y] =1. We already know from. (3) that
2 —1 2 - 1  . 2 - 1  [ z ,yx ] = 1. But [ z ,yx ] = 1 gives both [ z ,yx ] = 1 and
2 —1 2 2 2 —1 [z ,xy ] = 1. Also from (4) [z ,yx ] = 1 so [z ,yx y ] = 1 and
2 2 2 2 . . 2 2 thus [z ,yx y] = 1 as required. Now [z ,yx y] = 1 implies [x ,yz y ] = 1
Since it is immediate that [yx^y,yz^y] = 1 it only remains to show that
[z^,yz^y] = 1 to prove that A is abelian. But yz^y = y^xyxy by (4) and
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2 2 - 1  z commutes with xy since we have shown that [ z ,xy ] = 1. Hence A
is abelian.
Let K = <x^,y,z>. Then H > K > A and |H:K| = 2. With r = x^ ,
s = y, t = z we can find a presentation for K on r,s,t with fourteen
2 2 2 .relations. Since we know that A = < r,s ,t ,srs,st s> is abelian, we
can simplify these relations to the following:
[r,s^] = 1,
[r,t^] = 1,
[r,srs] = 1,
[r,st^s] = 1,
[ 8^ ,t^ ] = 1 ,
[r,ts^t] =1,
t“^(srs“\"^r)^ = 1 ,
^ 2-1 -h 2^-1strs t rs trs t r = 1,
-3 -1 -1s t stst st = 1,
— 1.—2 — 1 —1,—1 , —2 —1 "1 . tsr t 8 r t srt s r = 1,
*1 ^ *1 — ^ t srsts tsrst rsr = 1,
t"''s"Vr"''st"''st"^sts"''r“ ' = 1,
s"''ts"''tV's"Vs‘''tsr”''t = 1,
3,-1 . —1 -1,-1 ,—1 , s t rst s t rst = 1,
The index of A in K is 32, The modified Todd-Coxeter algorithm
then gives a presentation for A. We first used the Wilde programme 
(4t ), see 2.5, the words obtained being too lengthy to reproduce here. 
However we know that A is abelian and so we abelianised these words by 
hand and then used them as input for CCRGAB, again see 2.5» With the 
relations for A thus obtained, and knowing that A is abelian, we found
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that = (t^)^^ = (srs)^^ = (sts)^ = 1 and used the
programme (1) to show that |a| = 768. This shows that the order of 
G(2,2,3) is 2^5,33.
Note that E is not ahelian since < x ) is not normal in H and so 
G(2,2,3) is not metahelian. Also G(2,2,3) is not nilpotent for we 
know that ab is an element of order 3 and if we add on the relation 
ab = 1 to the relations for G(2,2,3) we get the group
< a,b I a^ = 1j b^ = 1, ab = bJa>, that is a group of order 3, Therefore
the Sylow 3 - subgroup containing ab is not normal and so G(2,2,S) is 
not nilpotent. The information obtained about G(2,2,3) is displayed 
in figure 2.
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G'(2,2,3)
H = HH1
2048
K.3 128
128
L.3
,768
1
K,
Figure 1
59 -
0(2,2,3)
256
192
Figure 2
2 2 2 2 2 ,  < X ,y ,z ,yx z y >
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3.4.5. The group 0(~1,-1,4).
I —I —1 —1 —Ji 2 — 1 "*1 •—i —li 2q(_1 ^ -1 _ (a,h I ab a h  a b = 1, ba b a b  a = 1>.
Let H be the subgroup of G(”1,“1,4) generated by a and b .
Coset enumeration gives that H is a normal subgroup of index 2. Let 
2X = a and y = b . Then
„ ~ , I 2 -3 -1-2 , 2 - 1 - 2 4 2H = (x,y I y X yxy x = 1, y x y x y x = 1,
— 1 —2 —2 —2 —2 3 —1 wX y xy xy X y xy = 1).
The coset enumeration programme (l) now shows -that 
|h| = 3840 = 2^.3.5 and so |c(-1,-1,4)| - 7680. But by Theorem 3.2.7 
G(-1,-1,4) has PSL(2,5) as a homomorphic image and it is therefore an 
extension of a group of order 2 by PSL(2,5). Since G(-1,-1,4) has a 
simple homomorphic image it is of course not soluble and is therefore 
neither metacyclic nor nilpotent.
3.4.6. The group G(2,3,-2).
, _ I -3 _i _i 2 -1 3 - 1 - 1 2 - 1G(2,3,“2) = ( a,b I ab a b a b  = 1, ba b a b a  -1>.
We shall show that G(2,3,~2) is a group of order 1512. The coset
enumeration programme (I) is unable to find the order of G(2,3,-2) 
directly but it does give that the index of a is 252. It also gives 
that the index of the subgroup < a,b^> is 252 and so b^ is in the
subgroup generated by a. Therefore [ a,b^] = 1, and by symmetry
6 , . 3 - 1 - 1 2 - 1  3^ -1 -1 2 -1[b,a ] = 1. Also since ab a b a b = 1  and ba d a b a  = 1
that is
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*5 “1 — 1  ^•—*1 "b^ a b a^b a = 1.
6 6 But [ a,b ] “ 1 and [b,a ] = 1 so
(ab)^ “ b^a^ = a^b^ = (ba)^.
If we add on the relations that we have deduced hold in G(2,3,“2),
namely [a,b^] = 1, [b,a^] = 1, (ab)^ = (ba)^ then with this information
the coset enumeration programme (I) now gives |G(2,3,-2)| = 1512.
o ^ o 2 3  “2 ” 1We may also show that b a b a  b, a and ba b a b are each
words of order two, that any two of them generate a subgroup of order 4
and that the three of them generate the Sylow 2 -subgroup. By adding
on the relations [b ^a^b^a ^b,a^] = 1, [a^,ba^b^a ^b  ^] = 1, and
[b ^a^b^a ^b,bafb^a ^b  ^] = 1 to the presentation for G(2,3,~2) we show,
since the resulting group still has order 1512 that the three words of
-1 Q ^ -1 3 2 3 - 2 - 1order 2, b a b a  b,a and ba b a b commute. Therefore the Sylow
2 - subgroup is ^2 ^ ^ ® 2*
-1 “1Further let H be the subgroup generated by ab and b a. Then 
from the modified Todd-Coxeter algorithm H is a normal subgroup of index
3 in G(2,3,~2) and with x = ab  ^ and y = b ^ a,
H ~ < x , y j x y x  y x y xyxy xyx y x y = 1,
3 —1 —2 —1 —1 —1 ,X yx yx y xy x y = 1,
3 —1 —1 —1 “1 ”1 —2 —1 —1 ,X yx y X  yxy xyxy x y x y = 1,
3 —1 —1 —1 —2 —1 , ,X yx y xy x yx y = 1>.
If we abelianise these relations we get the group with presentation
<x,y|x = y ~ 1>.
Thus H is perfect and since it has order 504 it is either PSL(2,8) the 
simple group of order 504 or has PSL(2,T) the simple group of order I68
;
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as a homomorphic image. However we have shown that G(2,3,~2) has a
Sylow 2 “ subgroup 7L^  x ^ and therefore the second case is ruled
out. Thus H S PSL(2,8) and G(2,3,-2) is an extension of PSL(2,8) by
ZZ_ . G(2,3,”2) is not soluble having a simple subgroup and isj ^
therefore neither metacyclic nor nilpotent. Further, it is not isomorphic 
to either of the two non-metacyclic groups of order 1512 discussed in 
section 4.3, namely F(3,6) and F(3,6,5,2). It does however seem likely 
that it is isomorphic to Edge's group of order 1512 (26) which also has 
PSL(2,8) as a normal subgroup of index three, but we have so far failed 
to show that the action is identical in both cases.
3.4,7. The group G(-2,2,-1).
G(-2,2,-1) = <a,b j ab^a \  ^ab^ = 1, ba^b ^a ^ba^ - 1).
Coset enumeration gives |g (-2,2,-1)I = 1320 = 2^,3.5.11. The 
element a has order 30 and so a^^ is an element of order 3. If we 
add on the relation a”*^  = 1 to the relations for G(-2,2,-l) then we 
have a group of order 55 and so, since this order is not 440, the 
Sylow 3 - subgroups are not normal. Similarly if we add on the 
relation a^ = 1, a^ being an element of order 5, we find that this 
time the new group has order 24 and so the Sylow 5 ~ subgroups are 
not normal. The element (ab ^ i s  of order 11 and adding on the 
relation (ab - 1 we obtain a group of order 120 and so there is 
a unique normal Sylow 11 - subgroup.
(a ^b ^ab)  ^^ and (ab)^ are two elements of order 4 and together 
they generate the Sylow 2 - subgroup. By adding on the relation 
(ab)^ “ 1 to those of G(-2,2,-l) we obtain a group of order 165*.
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Therefore, since the normal closure of (ab)^ is of order 8, the Sylow 
2 ~subgroup is normal. Since it is generated-by two elements of 
order 4, the Sylow 2 - subgroup is the quaternion group(swico. vV cs neft- 
G(-2,2,-1) is not nilpotent since it is not the direct product 
of its Sylow subgroups. However, it is soluble since the derived 
group, being of order 2^,11, is of the form p^q^ where p and q are 
primes.
3.4.8, The group G(-2,3,4).
G(-2,3,-l) = < a,b I ab^a ^b ^ab^ = 1, ba^b ^a ^ba^ = 1 >,
Coset enumeration gives |g (-2,3,-1)| == 5832 = 2^.3^, this being
one of the largest orders obtained directly by the coset enumeration
programme (1). The element a has order 24 and so there is a cyclic
3Sylow 2 - subgroup of order 8 generated by a . Adding the relation 
3a = 1 to those for G(-2,3-,l) we obtain a group of order 3 and so 
the Sylow 2 - subgroup is not normal. Since |G(-2,3,-1):G'(-2,3,-1)| = 24, 
|g ^(-2,3,-1)I = 3^ and therefore there is a unique Sylow 3 - subgroup, 
aba b and (ab ) are two elements of order 9* The derived group 
may be generated by (aba \  ^), (ab)^ and (ab When we add to
the presentation for G(-2,3,-l) the relation [aba \  \ (ab ^)^]~ 1 we 
obtain a group of order 1944 and since two elements in the Sylow 3 -
!I>rvsubgroup do not commute, the Sylow 3 - subgroup is not abelian. Henee 
G(-2,3,-1) is not metahelian. Being of the form p^q^ where p and q 
are primes G(-2,3,-l) is soluble. Since the Sylow 2 - subgroup is not 
normal it is, however, not nilpotent.
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3.4.9* Other groups G(l,m,n).
We next consider other examples of the groups G(l,m,n) where the orders 
of the groups have been determined by the coset enumeration programme (1) and 
where some other information is known about the groups.
From Theorem 3.2.7 we know that the three groups G(3,3,1), G (-1,-1,-1) 
and G(-2,-2,l) have SL(2,5) as a homomorphic image. Coset enumeration 
gives that each has order 120 and so each is isomorphic to SL(2,5). (The 
group G(3,3,1) is also discussed in (8) and (19), see 3.1.)
We next show that G(2,2,2) and G(2,2,-2) are isomorphic to and that
G(2,2,4) is an extension of a group of order 32 by . By Theorem 3.3.7
we know that < a ,b > is a normal subgroup of G(2,2,2n) and that 
2 2G(2,2,2n) /< a ,b ) is isomorphic to . We therefore have to show that 
for G(2,2,2) and G(2,2,-2) af = b^ = 1.
/ . I 2 - 1 - 1  -2-1 2 - 1 - 1  -2-1G(2,2,2) œ < a,b | ab a b a b = 1 ,ba b a b a  - 1 >.
2 -1 2 - 1 2  2 2  2 -2 2 -2 We have ab a = ba b b = ab ab and so a = b . Since a = b
2 - 1 - 1  -2-1 . 2 2 2 the relation ab a b a b = 1  then gives b = 1 and so a = b = 1.
Therefore G(2,2,2) = D' ' CO
G(2,2,-2), By Theorem 3.4,1 we can obtain a presentation for 
H-<a,b^>. Now
H = (x,y I R(k) = 1, k - 1,2,3, ... >
where the relations R(k) are as defined in Theorem 3.4.1. The first four
of these relations are
X ^yx ^yxy  ^ - 1, (l )
x^y ^xy ^xyx ^y  ^= 1, (2)
(yx ^)V ^xy ^x  ^- 1, (3)
xy ^x^y ^xy ^x ^yxy  ^= 1, (4)
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Prom relations (1) and (4)
- 1 3 - 2  2-1 xy X y X y ~ .^
But (2) gives that
-1 2 - 1 - 1  2 -1 -1 y x y x y  = x y x
and so
that is
3 - 1 2 - 1 - 1  ,X y X y X - 1,
(x^y = 1. (5)
From (2) and (5) we deduce that
y ^xy = x^. (6)
From. (3) and (6),
(yx ^)^y ^xx ^x  ^ " 1,
that i s
1 -2, -1\3 -1X X (yx ) y = 1,
that is, using (5),
“1 —1 —1 —1 —1 ,X y xyx yx y = 1.
This reduces using (6) so that
xyx V  - 1 > (7)
and hence
x^ = 1. (8)
From (1) we now deduce that y - 1. Equations (2), (3) and (4) are 
2satisfied by x = 1 and y = 1. Further, since the relations R(k) ~ 1
2for k > 5 hold in the group < x , y [ y - 1 , x  = 1>, H i s  isomorphic to
2 2 the cyclic group of order 2. This gives a - 1 and also b =1.
Thus by Theorem 3.3.7 G(2,2,-2) is isomorphic to , the infinite
dihedral group.
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G(2,2,1+). By Theorem 3.^.1 we again obtain a presentation for
2H “ < a,b >. We show first that
H = (x,y I R(k) = 1, k = 1,2,3,4,5).
For this we have to show that H has only five relations. In 
Theorem 3.4.1 we'have n “ 2 and thus
w(k) = w(k-2)[w(k-3)l ^ , k > 5,
and
[w(k+2)]^w(k+l)w(k)[w(k-l)] ^[w(k)]  ^ = 1, k > 3.
2Therefore, since w(k+2) = w(k)[w(k-l)] , k > 3,
w(k+2)w(k+1)w(k)w(k-1) ~ 1, k > 3.
Then
w(k+3)w(k+2)'w(k+1 )'w(k) = 1,
and so
w(k+3) = w(k"l), k > 3.
Therefore H has only five relations. Hence
H = (x,y I R(1) = R(2) = R(3) = R(4) = R(5) = D, 
where the relations are
(xy^x)^yxy ^x  ^ = 1, (l)
(yx^)^xy^xyx ^y  ^ = 1, (2)
(xy^)^yx^y^xy ^x V   ^ = 1, (3)
(yx^(xy^x)^)^(xy^)^yx^y ^x ^y  ^ = 1, (4)
((xy^)^(yx^)^)^yx^(xy^x)^xy^xy^x V  ^(xy^) ^ = 1. (5)
We now simplify these relations to find a more manageable presentation
for H, From (.1) and (2)
2 2yx y xyx = 1, (6)
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and
x^yx^y^xy = 1. (7)
Using (6), (7) may be rewritten as
y ^xy = X (8)
and then (6) becomes
3 - 1 2  yx X y xyx = 1,
that is
-1 2 yx y xy = 1,
or
p _i _pxy X = y . (9)
2 3 5 2Equation (3) is yxy xy x y x = 1 and from (9) this may be rewritten
as
that is
or
“2 3 5 - 2yy xxy x xy = 1
— 1 2 —6 y X y = X ,
but this relation is implied by (8).
Equation (4) is (yx^y^x^y^x)^(xy^)^yx^y ^ x ^y  ^= 1. From (9)
2 2  2 2 2  5 2 2 2 3 3(xy ) = X and so x y xyx y x y x yx = 1, that is, using (9),
2 -1 5 2 4 3 3X xy X X y X yx = 1.
From (8) this may be rewritten as
- 1 - 1 7  3 -1 -1 y X x y x  yx y - 1 ,
or
5 '3 -1 x y x  y = 1.
Finally, using (9), this becomes
yx y = X . (10)
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Equation (5) is yx^(xy^)^(yx^)^(xy^x)^(xy^)^ - 1. From (8)
and (9) (xy^)^ ~ x^ and yx^ = x \ x  and so (5)'becomes
“1 2 - 1 3  2 2 2 X  yxx X  y xxy xxy xx = 1,
that is
But xyx^y^ = y ^x  ^ from (6) and so (11) becomes
that is
-1-1 2 2 2 2 y X yx y X y X = 1,
-2 - 1 - 1 2  2 2 2 2 , y yx y y X y X y X = 1 ,
and from (9) and(10) this becomes y = 1 ,  which we shall show is also
a consequence of (8), (9) and (10).
Thus the presentation for H simplifies to
^ , I —1 —3 2 —1 —2 — 1 — 1 —5 \H = < x,y I y xy = X , xy x = y , y x y  ~ x  >
and so H is a group of order (From these relations we can deduce
that x^^ = 1 and y^ ~ x^ and therefore as required y^ = 1. For
— 1 —3 • —3 “ 1 j3 —1 — 1 ” 5 • —3 —1 —15y xy ~ X gives yx y = x and yx y - x gives yx y = x
16 -1 -3from which we obtain the result x = 1. Also from y xy = x and
—1 —1 —5 —1 2 —1 —1 —8 2 —2 t1 , . . ,,y x y  - x , y x y x y  = x But xy = y x from which the
result y^ = x^ follows.) 0(2,2,4) is therefore an extension of a
group of order 32 by D ^ S vàvcjq. J4,cv.s 3. ^
We next show that the groups 0(4,-1,-l) and G(4,-3,1) are
infinite.
Coset enumeration gives {g (4,-1,-1) : <ab,ba>| = 24. Using
the Wilde programme (4?) and the programme CCRG, see 2.5, we find
that if X = ab and y = bct then the subgroup < x,y > is the free group 
on X and y. Therefore 0(4,-1,-1) is infinite.
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Next for G(4,~3,tl) the subgroup H - <a^,b> has index 3. The 
programmes (4?) and CCRGAB, see 2.5, then give
H/H' - <x,y I x^^ = -1/
2where x = a and y = b. This implies that H is infinite and 
therefore that G(4,~3,1) is infinite.
G(4,1,2) is a group of order 55. Since |G(4,1,2):G'(4,1,2)| = 5, 
(g '(4,1,2)| = 11 and so G(4,1,2) is metacyclic.
G(4,-1,1) is a group of order 2l6. Since
fG(4,-1,1):G'(4,-1,1)I = 24, G'(4,-1,1) = 9 and so G(4,-1,l)
is metabelian.
G(4,” 1,-2) is a cyclic group of order 21.
G(4,-2,1) is a group of order 1015. Since 
|G(4,-2,1):G'(4,-2,1)| = 35, G'(4,-2,l) - 29 and so G(4,-2,1)
is metabelian.
G(4,-2,-1) is a group of order 385. Since 
|g(4,-2,-1):G'(4,-2,-1)I = 35, |g'(4,-2,-1)| = 11 and so G(4,-2,-1)
is metabelian,
G^^,-3;-l) is a group of order 432. Since 
|g (4,-3,-1):G'(4,-3,-1)[ = 48, (G'(4,-3,-1)| = 9 and so G(4,-3,-1)
is metabelian.
G(3,-1,3) is a group of order 497. Since 
|G ( 3 , - 1 , 3 ) : G ' ( 3 , - 1 , 3 ) |  = T, | G ' ( 3 , - 1 , 3 ) |  =.71 and so G(3 , -1 ,3 )  
is metacyclic.
G (2 ,3,-3) is a group of order 24. This order cannot be 
determined directly by the coset enumeration programme ( 1 ) but it
TO -
does show that a has index 3 in 0(2,3,-3) as also does the subgroup 
( a,b >. As described in 2.6 we may add the relation [ a,b^ ] = 1, 
and with this extra relation the order of G(2,3,-3) is found to be 
24. G(2,3,-3)/G'(2,3,~3) is isomorphic to 2Zg and so G(2,3,~3)
IS binary polyhedral group (-2,2,3), see 1.4.
G(2,2,5) is a metacyclic group of order 125.
G(2,2,5) = < a,b I ab^a""^b~^ a”^b“  ^ = 1, ba^b”  ^a”^b“^a~^ = 1),
The subgroup < a ) is normal in G(2,2,5) and G(2,2,5)/G^(2,2,5) ~ TL^xlL^ 
Hence (a^) = <b^)= G'(2,2,5). Since a^ and b^ belong to
Z(G(2,2,5)), the centre of G(2,2,5), b ^ab^ - a^ and a ^ba^ = b^.
-2 5 2 30 25 -1-2 5 -2 .Then a b a = b and so b = 1, Also b a b = b a gives
b ^a ^b = b^^a ^ and so b ^ab = b^^a. Thus b ^ab^ - b^^a and this
together with b ^ab^ = a^ gives a^ = b
G(-1,2,1). The subgroup generated by <ab,ba) can be shown by
the programme (1) to have index 4 in G(-1,2,1). With x = ab and
y = ba, the Wilde programme (4t ) and CCRG, see 2.5, gives as a 
presentation for H the group generated by x and y subject to the six 
relations
_i _p _p _i 2 2 . .x y x y x y x y - 1 ,  (l)
xy ^xy^x^yx ^y = 1, (2)
2 2 - 1 2 3 - 1 2 ,  xy X yx yx y X y = 1, (3)
3 2 -1 2 -3 2 2 /IVy X yx yx yx yxy x = 1, (4)
x^y ^x ^y ^xy ^x ^y ^x ^y ^ = 1, (5)
=1. (6)
From (2),
.A
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2 2 — 1 “1 —1 ( xy X yx = yx y , IT)
and substituting in (1) we obtain
-1 2 2yxy yx y = 1,
that is
1. (8)
“1 ”1 2 3 —1 2 3From (3) and (T) yx y yx y x y = 1  and since by (8) y commutes
w i t h  X ,
= 1. (9)
Equation (l) may be rewritten as
(xy  ^)^(x V)^ = 1. (10)
It is then straightforward to check that (4), (5) and (6) are
consequences of (8), (9) and (10). Thus
H - < x,y I x^ = 1, x^y^ = 1, (xy ^)^(x ^y)^ = 1>.
Coset enumeration now shows that H is of order l44 and therefore
that G(-1,2,1) is a group of order 576.
G(0,3,“2) is a group of order 600. |g (0,3,-2):G^(0,3,“2)| = 5
and in fact g \ o ,3,“2) may be generated by [a \ b  and [a \ b  ],
Since we may show that these commutators commute G(0,3,“2) is metabelian, 
G(-2,1,-1) is a group of order 120. Since 
|g (-2,1,-1):g '(-2,1,-1)| = 8, |G'(-2,1,-l)| = 15 and so G(-2,1,-l) 
is metabelian.
3.4.10. Computer results.
We now note the other groups which have had their orders 
determined by the coset enumeration programme (1) and which are 
entered in the tables in subsection 3.4.11.
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Order Order Order
G(3,2,2) 24; G(3,-1,-1) 120; G(3,-1,-3) 7
G(3,-2,2) 609; G(3,-2,1) 165; G(3,-3,1) 1015
G(3,-3,-1) 385; G(3,-3,-2) 2048; G( 3,-4,1) 1200
G{2,5,1) 24; G(2,4,1) 3; G(2,3,2) 3
G(2,2.1) 1 ; G(2,-1,5) 1200; G(2,-1,4) 301
G(2,-1,2) 55; G(2,-1,1) 1 ; G(2,~1,-2) 5
G(2,-1,-U) 7; G(2,-1,-5) 48; G(2,-2,3) 497
G(2,-2,1) 165; G(2,-2,-3) 7; G(2,-3,3) 240
G(2,-3,2) 1344; G(2,-3,tl) 216; G(2,-3,-3) 48
0(2,-It,1) 280; G( 1,5,3) 7; G(1,5,-1) 120
G(1,5,-2) 24; G(l,5,-3) 56; G( 1,4,5) l6
G(l,U,lt) 7; G(1,4,-1) 8; G(l,4,-2) 5
G( 1,3,4) 24; G( 1,3,3) 5; G(1,3,-1) 3
G(1,2,5) 192; G( 1,2,4) 960; G(1,2,3) 8
G( 1,2,2) 24; G(1,-1,5) 168; G(1,-1,4) 24
G(1,-1,3) 5; G(l,-2,5) l44; G(l,-2,4) 56
G(l,-3,5) 171; G(0,3,2) 5; G(-1,5,2) 2048
G(-1,3,-1) 165; G(-1,2,-1) 40; G(-1,2,-2) 5
G(-1,1,-3) 55; G(-1,-1,5) 125; G(-1,-1,3) 27
G(— 1,-1,-2) 8; G(-1,-1,-3) 27; G(-1,-3,1) 3
G(-1,-3,-1) 3; G(-2 ,4,-1) 1015; G(-2,-1,2) 648
G(-2,-1,-2) 3; G(-2,-2,-l) 1.
3.4.11. Tables.
We now give tables showing, where known, the orders of the groups 
G(l,m,n), "2 < 1 < 5; -4 < m,n < 5. If there are two entries in a
box then the upper half of the box gives the order of the group and
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the lower half one of the theorems or lemmas, for there may be 
several, from which it has been deduced. (Every theorem or lemma 
comes from chapter 3 so we omit the initial 3 in the reference.)
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Ci(5,m,n)
00 00
00
00
oo
f loo 1800 00
343 216729 00 00
3,9 3.9 3.9 3.9
lo<^ 00
00 00
-2
00
00
3.2
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G(4,m,n)
CD
00 00 00oo 00
00
00oo oo ooCO
3.6
216 1921015 00oo00
343 125 00 00 oooo oo
3.9 3.9
432 oo00 00
00oo00 0000
960 19200
3.16 3.163.163.16 3.23,15
00 0000 00 00
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G (3 ,m ,n )
CD
00
CO 00 CO
609 00 CO
165.1200 1015 120CO
3.9
3^3 12500 00 00
3.9 3.9 3.9
120 00
20U8 168 00 00-2
3.16 3.163.15 3.2 3.15
00 00 00-3
2400
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G(2 ,m,n)
1200 21 1512 125oo
301CO 00 GO 00 OO
240 120CO oo
00 00 00 oo 00
3 .6 3.6
280 216 165 00 00
3.3
12500 00 CO 00 00
3.9
360 105 120GO 00 -
3.16 3 .16 3 .16 3 .16 3.16 3 .163.2
00 00 151200 00 00
3.3
691200 00
~3
10500 00 00 00
~ 78 ~
G(1,m,n)
X -4 • “3 "2 — 1 0 1 2 3 k 5
5
00
2.6
171 ^kk 168 2k
2.3
125
3.9
192 16
k
171
2.3
CO
2.6
56 2k 15
2.3
6k.
3.9
960 2k 7 00
2.6
3
2.3
56
2.3
CO 
2.6 -
5 8
2.3
27
3.9
8 5 00
2.6
7
2 168 2k • 5 00 3 8 2k 00 00 00
2.3 2.3 2.3 2;6 2.3 3.9 3.13 3.13 3.13
1
2k- 15 8 3 . 00 1 00 3 8 15
2.3 2.3 2.3 2.3 3.1 3.1 3.1 3.1 3.1 3.1
0 ■ 125 6k 27 8 1 00 1 # 27 6k
2.3 2.3 2.3 2.3 2.3 3.9 3.9 3.9 3.9 3.9
-1
192
2.3
960
2.3
8
2,3
2k
2.3
00
2.3
1
3.^
00
2.6
3 . 8 120
-2 2k
2.3
5
2.3
00
2.3
3
2.3
&
2.3
3
2.3
00
2.6
5 2k
-3
16 7 00 CO . 8 27 8 5 00 56
2.3 2.3 2.3 2.3 2.3 2.3 2.3 2.3 2.6
—4
. 00 7 00 15 6k 120 2k 56 00
2.3 2.3 2.3 2.3 2.3 2.3 2.3 2.3 2.6
~ T9 “
G(0,m,n)
-2
00 oo 00
2.2 2,2
1800192 120 ■00 oo 00 00 00
2.2 2.2 2.2 2.2 2.2
600192 19200 00 00
2.2 2,2 2.2 2.2 2.2
60000 00 oo 00 oo
2.2 2.2 2.2 2.2 2.2
1800 192 12000 00
2.2 2.2 2.2 3.162.2 2.2 3.16 3.16
00 00 00 00 CO. 00 00 oo
2.2 2.2 2.2 2.2 3.9 3.9 3.9 3.9
120 18001 9 2 -00 00 00
2.2 3.162.2 3.162.2 3.16
60000 00 00 00 00
-2 2.2 2.2 2.2 2.2 2.2
60019200 00 CO
2.2 2.2 2.2 2.2 2.2 2.2
180012000 19200 CO 00 00
2.22.2 2,2 2.2 2.2
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G(-1,m,n)
“2
125 00
7680 00
00 GO
14700
3.16 3.163.2
00 00
3.3
21600 125
3.9 3.9 3.9
165.12000 00
00 oo
00 CO
“ 3
2.6
00
— 8l —
G(-2 ,m,n)
H8 00
oo CO oo 00 oo
120 6oo00
3.16 3 . 1 6 3 . 1 63.2
00 00 00 00 00
12000 00
2.6
12500 00 00 00 00
3.9
120 1320CO 1015
— 1
CO oo oo 00 oo
00
00 00 00 00 C O
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-2
1^7 T25 1512
120
00 120 00
oo oo
19200 00
00
120 00 00
00 oo
192oo 00
■1800 105
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G( 1 -n ,m ,n )
-2
147125 273CO
264120 19200
120 600oo
2048oo 00
1800 192 57612000 oo
125 00
1085 105 12000 00
2048 168 00 CO
960 24 19200
192 231 00
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3.4.12. Conclusion.
In conclusion we looked at, and failed to answer, the following 
problems. We may first ask whether all the groups G(-1,-1,n)^are finite. 
However, despite much computing effort, we were unable to determine the 
order of G(-1,-1,-4). A second question arising from the first is to ask 
when G(-1,”1,n) is isomorphic to G(l,1,n) and when G(-1,-1,-n) is 
isomorphic to G(~1,~1,n). We know by Theorem 3.2.7 that G(-1,-1,n) has 
SL(2,5) as a homomorphic image whenever n = 4 mod 5. A consequence of 
this is that, since G(-1,-1,1) and G(l,1,-l) are both the trivial group, 
then, when n = 1, G(~1,-1,-1) is neither isomorphic to G(-1,-1,l) nor to 
G(1,1,~1). Do the isomorphisms hold except when the conditions of 
Theorem 3.2,7 are satisfied, that is when 1 = m = -1 and n =4mod 5 ?
The final problem is of course to complete the tables and to look for 
further general results.
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CHAPTER h 
FIBONACCI-TYPE GROUPS
4.1 Introduction
In 1908 G. A. Miller (39) in a paper in the American Journal 
of Mathematics entitled ’Groups generated hy n operators each of 
which is the product of the n-1 remaining ones’ discussed the 
groups indicated hy the title. Interest in similar types of groups 
received impetus from the following problem posed by J.H. Conway (20)
in 1965 in the American Mathematical Monthly.
"Show that the group G^ generated by five generators a,b,c,d,e
subject only to the relations ab = c, be = d, cd = e, de = a, ea = b 
is cyclic of order 11,"
Much interest was aroused by the Conway problem as evidenced by 
the number and variety of solutions, a solution of mine being one of 
them. These solutions appeared in the American Mathematical Monthly 
(21) in 1967, I solved the problem by using the Todd-Coxeter coset 
enumeration algorithm in the following way.
11G^ is cyclic of order 11 if we can show that a = 1, and also 
if we can show that b,c,d and e are each some power of a. The modified 
Todd-Coxeter algorithm, see 2.2, gives the following nine relations:
c = aby ( 1 )
d = be, (2)
bee = de = a, (3)
bcb = bcea = a^, (4)
bed ~ bcbc = a^c = a^b, (5)
be = bed - a^b, (6)
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bca = bcde = a^be = a®b, (î)
e - ba  ^ 5= a ^bc, (8)
bd = bc e - a = a ^bc, (9)
Since d = bc = a/bd, 
a^b =■• 1,
Also bca - a^b = a  ^ and therefore
— Obc = a .
The relation ab = c now gives
- 7  7 - 2aa = a'a ,
that is
all = 1,
It follows immediately that b = a^, c = a/, d =  a^ and e = a/.
An alternative solution based on a proof by J, A. Wenzel (21) 
is inserted at this stage because some of the ideas in the proof are 
in fact reiterated in some of our later work. From the given 
presentation
c = ab, ( 1 )
d = bc = bab, (2)
e “ cd - ab^ab. ( 3)
Thus has a presentation on the two generators a and b subject to the 
two relations
a = babab^ab, (4)
b = ab^aba. (5)
From relation (5) and using relation (4) 
b = ab^aba = ab^ab^abab^ab = ab^ab
Hence
b^ » a (6)
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Also from relation (4)
aP- = bab a b^aba,
and so
b  ^= a/ = bab^,
that is
-8 , ,a = b . (7 )
From (6) and (7)
bll = 1, (8)
and from (4) and (5) and using (6) and (7)» b ^  = 1 and b^^ ~ 1. Thus 
is the cyclic group of order 11,
Several authors including Lyndon, Coxeter, Moser and Mendelsohn 
considered a generalisation G^ to n generators.G^ and Gg are easily seen 
to be trivial, G^ is the quaternion group of order 8 and is %^, the 
cyclic group of order 5. G^ was shown to be infinite by myself, Coxeter 
and Mendelsohn. Mendelsohn claimed further that G„ was infinite but 
Brunner (5) has since s&mm that this is false and that G^ is in fact 
the cyclic group of order 29.
To show that G^ was infinite, I used the modified Todd-Coxeter 
algorithm. G^ has a presentation
a  a ab=c, bc=d. cd=e, de=f, ef=a, fa=b > .
Let H be the subgroup i f^, b^, ea  ^ df“  ^> and let h^ f'
ea df ^. Then we obtain the coset enumeration tables :
a b c-1 *” 1b e d c d e ^ d e f”^ e f a ^ f a. b—  1
1 6 2 1 1 3  4 1 1 2 5 1 1 4  2 1 1 5 6 1 1 2 3 1
2 3 1 2 2 6 5 2 2 1 4  2 2 5 1 2 2 4 3 2 2 1 6 2
3 5 4 3 3 1 2 3 3 4 6 3 3 2 4 3 3 6 5 3 3 4 1 3
4 1 3 4 4 5 6 4 4 3 2 4 4 6 3 4 4 2 1 4 4 3 5 4
5 2 6 5 5 4 3 5 5 6 1 5 5 3 6 5 5 1 2 5 5 6 4 5
6 4 5 6 6 2 1 6 6 5 3 6 6 1 5 6 6 3 4 6 6 5 2 6
= b^ ,
f f b b e aT^ d f”l I
1 2 1  1 3 1  1 5 3 2 1  j
I
where the coset representatives of the six cosets are 2=f, 3=b,- %
Y«-fc^ Wovs54=d, 5-e and 6=a. The corresponding r#gt#:5t#%TS between the coset î
representatives are tabulated below.
a b c d e f
1 6 3 hg^h“ ^2 4 5 2 ^
2 3 h^6 hg1 h^hg5 hg4 h^1 ;
“*1"1 t “ 1 — 1 — 1"“1 —1 ^  —1i3 h^ h^ 5 hg1 4 h^'2 hg h^ h^ hg h^6 h^h^ 4 ;
4 h^1 bg h '5 h^3 hg'h^'h^ hg'h^6 2 hg 3
5 hg"'2 h^h^4 hg\^6 hÿi^S hg^l 6 ^
6 h^h^4 hg 'h^ '2 hgh^hg 'h^ h^ 5 h^ 1 h^h^hg'S h^ 5
As in 2.3 the relations for H may then be shown to be h^hg - hgh^,
2 2 Ï^2^3^2 “ ^3’ ^1^3^1 ” ^3* ^bus [h^, hg] = 1, [h^, hg] = 1 and [hg, hg] - 1, j
H is normal in G and the factor group G/H is isomorphic to Sg. Further {
if K = <‘h^, hg, h^ > then H/K is isomorphic to ^nd K is "^.x 2x2.. ;
Alternatively we may show that is infinite by showing that the 
relations of hold in the infinite dihedral group where D^= ^ a^ ,^ a2 1 a^=a2=l  ^J
Let a = a^  and b = a,g, then i
c = ab = &1&2'
d ~ bc = Uga^ag,
e = cd = a^a^a^a^ag = ag, j
f = de = = a^a^. 5
It remains to show that the other two relations of G^, namely a = ef |
and b = fa, are satisfied.
Now,
ef = agUga^ = a^ = a.
and
fa = aga^a^ = a = b.
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Thus the relations of G, hold in and so G^ has as a homomorphic 
image. Note that this result may be immediately generalised to show that 
G^ is infinite if n = 0 mod 6.
In (21) R. C. Lyndon considered = G^/G^’, proving that A^ is finite 
of order a^ where ~ ^n  ^ ~ {f^} being the Fibonacci type
sequence 1,3,4,7,11,18 .....  The name of Fibonacci, in reality
Leonardo of Pisa, is thus attached to a class of groups which with 
certain generalisations we consider in this chapter.
The Fibonacci groups F(r, n) are defined in a paper by Johnson, 
Wamsley and Wright (31), the groups G^ being the Fibonacci groups 
F(2, n). In 1971 I had, independently of Johnson, Wamsley and Wright, 
started to consider Fibonacci groups. In a search for a generalisation 
of the Conway problem I was able to show that, in the notation of (31),
F(3, 5) was ^ 22» the cyclic group of order 22. Although, as shown 
above, F(2, 6) was infinite, it was an obvious question to ask whether 
F(3, 6) was finite or infinite. Using the coset enumeration programme 
of M. J. Beetham (1) I was able to show that the cyclically presented 
group F(3, 6) is a non-metacyclic group of order 1512. As far as I 
know this is the only finite non-metacyclic Fibonacci group knoim.
In Chapter 1 we explained what is meant by the cyclically presented 
group G^(w). In this chapter we look at some examples of the word w.
When for some integer r > 1, the word w is given by
w = ag ... a^ a^j^
then G^(w) is the F-ihonaoc'i group F(r, n). We consider the following 
generalisation.
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When for some integers r,s,h > 1, k > 0 the word w is given by
^h ^2h ’** ^rh ^^rh^k ^(r+l)h+k *** ^(r+s-l)h+k^ 
we have a class of groups of Fïbonaoo'ù type E(r,n,k,8,h). (Note that 
we may assume without loss of generalisty that r > s). When s-k=h=l 
we are back in the case of the Fibonacci groups, but when s-h-1 we have 
a class of groups referred to in the literature as the generatïsed 
Fihonaooi groups (9)j(TO),(11),(13),(1^),(29). This class we shall 
denote by F(r,n,k). Thus
F(r,n,k) = H(r,n,k,1,1).
Special mention is also made of the groups
F(r,n,k,h) = H(r,n,k,1,h),
H(r,n,s) Z H(r,n,1,s,l), 
and H(r,n,kjs) = H(r,n,k,s,1).
The relationship between these classes of groups is shown in the 
following diagram.
H(r,n,k,s)
H(r,n,s)
F(r,n,k)
F(r,n)
The groups F(2,n,n~1,2) are discussed in (25) while the groups F(2,n,k,h) 
have been investigated by Johnson and Mawdesley (30).
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As in Chapter 3 ve consider first some isomorphisms between groups 
and some homomorphisms that occur. Then we give results where the orders 
of the groups are known. Next the structure of the two non-metacyclic 
groups F(3j 6) and P(3,6,5#2), both of order 1512, is examined in some 
detail, it being shown that neither is isomorphic to G(2,3,-2) the 
non-metacyclic group of order 1512 discussed in 3.U.6. This is 
followed by a section on computing results where the orders of some 
groups are obtained by using the coset enumeration programme of 
M. J. Beetham (l).
We then consider the material of (10) and (ll) and show that if 
r 5 1 mod n and k and n are coprime then F(r,n,k) is met acyclic of 
order r^-1. Also F(r,n,k) has a 2-generator 2-relation presentation
<x,y|y-V = y“ = _
In (31) two questions are posed relating to the Fibonacci groups for 
the case r s 1 mod n, namely to find 2-generator 2-relation presentations 
for them and also to find their orders. These two problems are thus 
solved, being special cases of the above results.
The results are then generalised and a proof is given that 
H(r,n,k,s) is metacyclic if (i)r h s mod n, (ii) (r,n) = 1,
(iii) (f+k-ljii) = 1 and a 2-generator 2-relation presentation is found 
for these groups. Further if (iv) (r,s) = 1, then we show that 
H(r,n,k,s) is a finite metacyclic group of order r^-s^. Note that when 
condition (iv) is added, (ii) becomes redundant. The result generalises 
the result given in (15) but, since the proof of (15) does not generalise 
the proof given is different.
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In a similar way to that in which the results of (10), (11) are 
extended in (l4) to the class F(r,n,k,h), the results of the above 
paragraph are generalised to the groups H(r,n,k,s,h). Finally 
E. F. Robertson and I conjecture in (15) that the groups H(r,U,2), 
r odd are metacyclic. In this chapter it is shown how these groups 
have 2-generator 2-relation presentations. The conjecture has since 
been proved by A. M. Brunner (6),
4.2. Some isomorphisms and homorphisms, results on orders.
In this section we begin by considering some elementary 
isomorphisms, the proofs of which are straightforward. We then 
give some homorphisms and also consider when H(r,n,k,s,h)/H'(r,n,k,s,h), 
the factor by the derived group, is infinite. The section concludes 
by showing that when r = 2,3 mod k then H(r,U,r-l) is isomorphic to 
*2 5 and when r = 3,4 mod 6 then H(r,6,r-1) is isomorphic to g.
It follows immediately from the definition that if k^ = k.2 mod n 
and h^ 5 h^ mod n then
H(r,n,kj,s,h^) .= H(r,n,k^,s,h^)
so that when we write H(r,n,k,s,h) we shall assume that k and h 
have been reduced mod n. We may also assume without loss of 
generality that r > s. If r = s, then H(r,n,k,s,h) has the infinite 
cyclic group as a homomorphic image and so is infinite. This is
immediate on taking a^ = a^ = ... = a^. In what follows we shall
therefore assume that r > s.
Lemma 4.2.1. H(r,n,k,s,h) = H(r,n,(r+s-2)h + k,s, - h),
= H(r,n, - k,s, - h),
'= H(r,n, - (r+s-2)h - k,s,h).
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Proof. Consider the maps 4^,#2)^3 the free group on
{x^ : i E ^ t o  H(r,n,k,s,h) induced by x^^^ = ^,x^^2 = a_^
- 1and x.d)„ ,= a .. Since 13  -1
^^h^2h ^rh^^rh+k ^(r+l)h+k ' ^(r+S“l)h+k^
—  1 —  1 1 /  —  1 —  1 —1 \  —  1
^h ^2h ’*■ ^rh rh+k ^(r+l)h+k ' ^(r+s~l)h+k ’
then H(r,n,k,s,h) is isomorphic to the group with presentation
<a^,a^, ..., ""(r-Uh ' ‘ •®'2h%^^(r+s-1 )h+k'''^(r+1 )h+k®-(rh+k) ^
1- < i < n > ,
where 0 is the automorphism of F^ induced by the permutation 
(1 2...n) of Thus
H(r,n,k,s,h) = H(r,n,(r+s-2)h+k,s,-h).
Similarly,
-1
i-1 
= 1
rh rh+k (r+l)h+k ’’’ (r+s-l)h+k
-rh -rh-k -(r+l)h^k **' -(r+s-l)h-k
and
rh ^rh+k^(r+1)h+k '** ^(r+s-l)h+k 
-1—  1 —  1 ~  1 —  1
rh ''^-rh-k ^-(r+l)h-k *'* ^-(r+s~l)h-k
-1
give
H(r,n,k,s,h) = H(r,n,-k,s,-h),
and
H(r,n,k,s,h) = H(r,n,~(r+s-2)h-k,s,h),
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respectively. Alternatively the third isomorphism may he 
obtained by combining the first two isomorphisms.
Lemma 4.2.2. If a is coprime to n,
H(r,n,k,s,h) = H(r,n,k/a,s,h/a).
Proof. This isomorphism is immediate on considering the map
(j) from the free group on : i e to H(r,n,k,s,h)
induced by x.^ = a . , .1 i/a
Notice that it follows from this result that if h is 
coprime to n,
H(r,n,k,s,h) = H(r,n,k/h,s) 
and, in the special case of the groups F(r,n,k,h),
F(r,n,k,h) = F(r,n,k/h).
Lemma 4.2.3. H(l,n,k,l,h) ^  F^, the free group of rank d, 
where d = (n,k).
Proof. H(l,n,k,1,h) = , a^ | 1 < i < n )
from which we get that H(l,n,k,1,h) is the free group generated by 
>®'2 » • • • » a^.
Theorem 4.2.4. If (n,k,h) = d 5^ 1 , then
H(r,n,k,s,h) = * H(r,n/d,k/d,s,h/d),d ~
the free product of d copies of H(r,n/d,k/d,s,h/d).
Proof. Let a = n/d, 3 = k/d, y - h/d and fix t with 0 < t < d - 1.
With X. = a.- . the relations (id+t), 1 < i < a, reduce toJ jd+t - -
({x^ Xzy-'-XryiCXrY+g ^(r+1jy+g''- ^ ( r + s - l ) Y + e > ' ^ ^  ^
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and
ve obtain
and, in general.
n^ 2h ’*’ (r-s-l)h
%  *(r-s)h °
’(r-s)h n ’
^ih = *(r-s+i)h' ' i i 5 “ ■
kfs0 a ex.
where the subscripts of the are reduced mod a and permuted |
by 0 according to the permutation (l 2 ... a). The result 
is now immediate.
Lemma 4.2.5 H(r,1,k,s,h) = r-s •
Proof H(r,1,k,s,h) = < a|a^ = a^ > ,
and so H(r,1,k,s,h) = if r > s,
and is infinite if r = s.
Theorem 4.2.6. If rh + k = h mod n or sh + k = h mod n, thenCv-s) ^  I cmncLH(r,n,k,s,h) is infinite if^(r-s)h is not coprime to n and t
H(r,n,k,s,h) is isomorphic to if (r-s)h is coprime to nafT-$=f.
Proof- H(r,n,k,s.h) = < .a^.... ,a^ | .. \hKh+k^(r+l)h+k-'’
*(r+s-l)h+k)'^)8'"^=l' 1 < i < n ) .
If rh + k = h mod n or sh + k = h mod n, then cancellation
occurs and the presentation for H(r,n,k,s,h) may be written as
a^|(aj^ ^2h'' ' ®'(r-s)h'®’' ' = 1, 1 < i < n > .
bxcU' +"5 ^  I.
From the relations
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Let d = ((r-s)h,n). Then the relations (*) give 
immediately
^(r-s)h ^2(r-s)h ^(n/d)(r-s)h’
Therefore the n generators a^ are partitioned into d classes, 
the n/d members of each class being equal. The n relations 
now reduce to
K '■
When d 1 , o,y.-::J]:dd ■ the.rrel-at-ioH tk&n. J3^ ]hsu cl oliAnobii cy
^l. h\ bcftK CaSsS Ajj- o^rv^ 45
" "   --^ X^ îFTT^
t o — o b t a i n . F — ^  f- t h e ^ ^ f r p 1  ,  n . n  ■
If, however, d = 1 then.
H(r,n,k,s,h) = (a^|a^  ^= l>.
r-sand so H(r,n,k,s,h) is isomorphic to ^
r " 5  =  ( t ^ w i A - p  À 5  A v V i o v X
Lemma 4.2.7» ïï(r,n,k,s,h) has H(r,m,k,s,h) as a homomorphic 
image if m divides n.
Proof. The result follows by adding the relations
a. a. ^  = 1, i E %  to the relations for H(r ,n,k,s ,h).1 i+m n
Theorem 4.2.8. H(r,n,k,s,h) is infinite if (r,n,s,h-k) f 1.
Proof. Let d = (r,n,s,h-k) 1. By Lemma 4.2.7 ;]
H(r,n,k,s,h) has H(r,d,k,s,h) as a homomorphic image. But
H(r,d,k,s,h) is infinite by Theorem 4.2.6 since d divides r,s 
'and (h-k). Therefore H(r,n,k,s,h) is infinite. I
■
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Theorem 4.2.9. H(r, n, s) is infinite if 
(i) r + s = 0 mod n, n > 5, 
or (ii) n = 4 and r + s is divisible by 8.
Proof. If H(r, n, s) is finite it is a group of deficiency zero and so, 
by Theorem 1.3.3, it follows that H(r, n, s) is infinite if the commutator 
quotient has rank > 4. Consider A the factor group of the commutator 
quotient of H(r, n, s) obtained by adding the relations a^^ = 1, 1 < i < n. 
Since r + s = 0  mod n the relations for H(r, n, s) become in A the single
relation\
that is
*1*2 *•* *n-l *n'
Therefore A is isomorphic to the direct sum of n-1 copies of ^ , and so, if 
n > 5 the commutator# quotient has rank > 4.
I f ,  however, n = 4 and r + s is divisible by 8, then the relations for
H (r, 4, s) become redundant in A and so A has rank 4. Thus in this case £
a lso , H(r, n, s) is infinite.
Theorem 4.2.10. For n odd and h such that (3h, n) = 1, F(2, n, ~h/2, h) |
is perfect, having SL(2, p) as a homomorphic image if p is a prime divisor of i
Ia, P > 5. 7
P roof. The re la tio n s  o f P (2 , n , - h /2 ,  h) are a^a^^^ = ® l+ h /2 ’ ®2®2+h “ ®2+h/2’ -
• • • ■  V l V l + h  “ ^ > h / 2 >  '  \/2-
*h /2 *3 h /2  “ \  th e re fo re  , J
^®n\^^®h®2h^ “  %/2^3\i/2 “  ®h'
Similarly,
(*h *2 h )(*2 h *3 h ) *2h '
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If A(2, n, -h/2, h) denotes the commutator quotient of F(2, n, -h/2, h) 
then in A(2, n, -h/2, h) we have
a
and
n*h*2h ^’
a«, a„, = 1.*h*2h*3h
Thus a^ - ^3h* Since n is coprime to 3h, A(2, n, -h/2, h) is the trivial
group and so F(2, n, -h/2, h) is perfect.
1 0■(; ; where the entries in the matrices
are in GF(p), and put a^ = x ^/b^i+h/2^ Then x and y generate SL(2, p). 
It is straightforward to show that
x " iy " l /h x h /2 + ix - i-h y - l /h x h /2 + h + i ^ ^ - ( i+ h /2 )y - l /h ^ i+ h ^  1 < i  < p.
that is
^h/2y-l/h^-h/2y-l/h^h/2yl/h ^
Therefore a.a. . = a. 1 < i < p and thus a,, a„, a satisfy the1 i+h i+h/2 -  ^ 1 ' 2' p
relations for F(2, p, -h/2,h).
A consequence of this theorem is the following result. Since coset 
enumeration gives |f (2, 5, 2)| = 120, then F(2, 5, 2) is isomorphic to 
SL(2, 5). However M. J, Dunwoody (25) has sho;m that if p > 5, F(2, p, -|) 
is infinite.
Next we consider H(r, n, k, s, h)/H'(r, n, k, s, h). D. L. Johnson 
has shown in (28) that F(r, n)/F*(r, n) is finite and this is extended in 
(31) where it is shoxm that under certain conditions F(r, n, k)/F*(r, n, k) 
is also finite. We extend these results to the class H(r, n, k, s, h).
We shall require the idea of the polynomial associated with the word w. 
Associate with G^(w), see 1.3, a polynomial f(x) where
f(x) H b + b-x + b_x2 + ... + b .x^  ^o 1 2 n-1
where b^^^ is the sum of the exponents of a. in w. Then f(x) E^[x] and call 
f(x) the polynomial associated with w. Before we give the theorem we state 
and prove the following leirana.
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Lemma 4.2.11. There exists an nth root of unity Ç with Ç* = 1, Ç = 1,
•1, f 1 if, and only if,
(i) v_(n) > Vg(m) and v„(£) > v„(m),
and (ii) ei-ther UgCm) > ^2^9) or (n,&,m) does not divide 2 ]
where denotes the 2-part of a positive integer and vu(0) = «>,
J2 AProof. Let £’ = , m ’ = mAi^(m) , n' = nr/vyCn ) and suppose that
E* = 1, = 1, = -1, ^ 1. Since - 1 we may take Ç = ^2t7ri/n^
m . f ^2(*)~V2(m)-l], since Ç = -1, 2tm/n is odd and so v^Cn) > and t =(2 , jThen 
^n'(2r+l)l for some r G Z, However we also have ^  = 1 and so t%/\\ S i..(n',m')
Therefore 2 ^ 2 .  Hence(n’,m’)n v?(m)+l(n*,m*)2
V2(&) > V2(m) and r is such that (2r + l)£/(n’,m’) g Z ,  Since 9^ 1,
W . # % . ^ h a c  .  ^ 7 Z .
(n*,m’ )2
Therefore either V2(m) > "^2 ^^  ^ ot (n',m') does not divide (2r+l)p. But
we can choose r G %  such that 2r+l = (n',m*)/(n',m',&'). Hence (n’,m')
does not divide (n’,m*)p/(n’,m’,£*), that is (n*,m*,&*) does not divide p or,V2(n,&,m)
alternatively, (n,&,m) does not divide 2 ' p.
bcJÏK o*\cLConversely, assume that either condition (1) 0$ condition (ii) hold* and
TTl
V2(m)
let Ç = ^(n ,m )2  ^ Then = 1, 1, = -1 and f 1*
Theorem 4.2.12. H(r, n, k, s, h)/H’(r, n, k, s, h) is infinite if, and
only if, at least one of the following three conditions holds:
(i) (rh, sh, n) does not divide h,
(ii) ((r-l)h+k, (s-l)h+k, n) does not divide h,
(iii) vu((r+s)h) and v„(n) > vu(k-h) and further either vu(k-h) > v„(h)V2((n,k-h,(r+sfh) 
or (n, k-h, (r+s)h) does not divide 2 h, where V2
denotes the 2-part of a positive integer and ^2(0) =
100 -
Proof. The polynomial associated with H(r, n, k, s, h)/H'(r, n, k, s, h) 
is f(x) where
f(x) E 1 + + ... + _ ^(r+s)h+k-2^
and by Theorem 2 of (29), H(r, n, k, s, h) has an infinite abelian factor 
precisely when there is an nth root of unity Ç satisfying f(% ) = 0, Now 
f(C) ^ 0 when = 1. For suppose f(Ç) = 0 and = 1. Then
1 . rh 2h (r-l)h (r-l)h+k rh+k (r+s)h+k-2h1 + C + C + ... + C - C - C =0,
that is
r - sÇ^ = 0,
which implies that ^  ~ r/s. But = 1 so r = s since r and s are both
positive, which is a contradiction.
Hence ^  1,
a  - Ç*')£(Ç) . (1 + (h + + ... + - çC'^-UhH-k _ ^rh+k__ _ __^ fc4-s)l»kr2hj
_ (sh + gZh + ... + - ç’^ h+k _ _ _ _ _  ^(r+s)h+k-h)_
- _rh (r-l)h+k . (r+s)h+k-h+ q .
Therefore (1 - E^)f(Ç) = 0 when
1 _ ^rh = (1 _ ^^h)^ (1)
Hence |l - = |%Xr-l)h+k||^ __ ^sh| ^ |i _ f 1 and so
gît ^ or
Substituting in (1) gives
1 - G^^ = ^(r-l)h+k^^ _ G^^),
so
(1 - G^^)(l - s(f"l)b+k) = 0. (2)
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Hence = G^^ =1, G^ = 1, G^ f 1 giving (rh, sh, n) does not divide h 
which is condition (i) or G^^ i)b**k _ ^(s l)h+k ~ G^ = 1, G^ ^ 1 giving
((r-l)h+k, (s“l)h+k, n) does not divide h which is condition (ii).
T'll •• *5 ll ü*li ** s InThe other case is when G = G . Then substituting G == C m
(1) gives
that is
1 ^rh „ (r-l)h+k k-h1 - G - Ç Ç »
(1 - G^^)(l + K^"^) = 0 ,
Either G^ ^^  " 1 and so G^^ = G^^ = 1, G^ ~ 1» G^ f 1 which again gives condition
(i) or G^^ ~ C G^ ^ = -1; G^ ” 1» ^  ¥ I and so by Lemma 4.2,11 we require
that V2((r+s)h) and VnCn) are each greater than ^^(k-h) and further thatV2((n,k-h,(r+s)h))
either V2(h“h) > ^^(h) or (n, k-h, (r+s)h) does not divide 2 h.
This gives condition (iii).
XyjiFor the converse, let- d f 1 be^e common factor of rh, sh and n. Since 
d does not divide h, then if G is a primitive àth root of unity G^  ^1, C* = 1, 
G^^ = 1, G^^ = 1 and equation (1) is satisfied. If condition (ii) holds let 
((r-l)h+k, (s-l)h+k, n) = d’. Since d’ does not divide h, then if G is a 
primitive d't/z root of unity, G^ f 1, G^ ” 1, G^^ l)h+k _ ^(s l)h+k _ ^ &nd
again equation (1) is satisfied. Finally if condition (iii) holds,
f v„(k-h)“V^(n)+l V2(k-h)-v„((r+s)h)+lI
let d = In 2  ^ , 2(k-h), (r+s)h 2  ^ J and let
(r*^ *s)hG be a primitive àth root of unity. Then by Lemma 4.2.11 G = 1,
G^ ^^  = -1, G^ = 1» G^ ^ 1 and again equation (1) is satisfied.
The two corollaries which follow are the two special cases of this theorem 
discussed in Theorem 3 of (29) and Theorem 1 of (15) respectively.
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Corollary 1. F(r, n, k)/F'(r, n, k) is infinite if, and only if,
at least one of the following two conditions holds;
(i) (r-1, k, n) ^ 1,
(ii) V2(r+1) and are each greater than V2,(k-1),
where ^2 denotes the 2-part of a positive integer 
and ^2(0) “
Proof. Let s = h = 1 in Theorem 4.2.12. Then condition (i) never
occurs and conditions (ii) and (iii) reduce to the statement of the 
corollary.
Corollary 2. H(r, n, s)/H’(r, n, s) is infinite if, and only if,
(r, n, s) 1.
Proof. Let k = h = 1 in Theorem 4,2,12 and the result is immediate.
It is the main aim of the remaining lemmas and theorems in this
section to show that if r = 2, 3 mod 4 then H(r, 4, r-1) ^ Z  and if5
r = 3, 4 mod 6 then H(r, 6, r-1) = ^ ^3' the course of proving this
result we state and prove some results that are more general than is 
strictly necessary for its proof. We begin by considering 
H(r, 2n, r-l)/H*(r, 2n, r-1).
Theorem 4.2.13, If r = n mod 2n, |H(r, 2n, r-l)/H'(r, 2n, r-1)| = A^,
where A., = 1 and A ~ 3 A . + 2(-l)*, n > 1.1 n n-1
P^ roo£. 2n, r-1) ~ •••> ^ 2n ^ ^ *1*2* * * *r^ ^ *r+l *r+2
= 1. l < i < 2 n  >.
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From relations (1) and (1+n)
and
*1*2 *r *r+l*r+2 •'* *2r-l'
*n+l*n+2 *’' *n+r *n+r+l*n+r+2 * *' *n+2r-l* 
But since r = n mod 2n, n + r = 0 mod 2n and so
Similarly
\ V n  “
a. a. - 1, 1 < i < n. (3)1 i+n - -
If we abelianise the relations and make use of the equations (3) then
we obtain the n relations
2 2 2 1
“2 V l  \
- 1 2  2 ' 2 ,*1 *2 *3 ''' *n = 1'
- 1 - 1 2  2 _ _
*1 *2 3 * * • n *
- 2 - 2 - 1 2 ,
*1 *2 *n-l *n = 1'
If we number these equations (Rl), (E2), ..., (Rn), then from (Rl) and (R2)
3
%  = >
from (R2) and (R3),
-3
*1 *2 »
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and, in general, from (Ri) and (R(i+1))
-3
*i-l " *i » 2 < i < n-1.
From (Rn) and (Rl)
n-1 n
We therefore have the relations
, 3 a = a.
and (Y)
From (R2)
“3*1 " *i+l' 1 < i < n-1 .
'  * n - l V * n '
2 X 3• * n ~ l V  1 ’ n-2.
n - 2
_ . (1 + 2(-3) + 2(-3)^ + ... + 2(-3) ")^ 3%  ai . (<S)
and 1 + 2 (-3) is positive or negative according as n is pes+rWrve or
otld 2 n-2negative. Also (1 + 2(-3) + 2(-3) + ... + 2(-3) ) is equal to A^_^ if
3n is even and to -A - if n is odd. Since a = a_ , we have from (6)n-1 n 1
that is
a / a  (-1) An-1 = 1.1 n
Lemma 4.2.14. If r = n mod 2n where n = 2,3 then H ’(r, 2n, r-1) is the 
trivial group.
Proof. Consider first the case where r = 2 mod 4 and let r = 4u + 2. Then
H(r, 4, r-1) has a presentation on the four generators a^, a^» a^, a^ subject
to the four relations
(*1*2*3*4) *1*2 (1)
(*2*3*4*l) *2*3 (2)
(*3*4*1*2) *3*4 (3)
(*4*1*2*3)"*4*1 = (4)
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As in Theorem 4.2.13 we get from (1) and (3)
*2 *4 »
and from (2) and (4)
From (3)
“1
*1 *3 '
*4^*3*4*1*2^ *3*4 *4*l^*2*3*4*l^ ’
from (2)
*4*3^*2*3*4*1^ *2*3 *4*3*4^*1*2*3*4^ ’
from (1)
*4*3*2^*1*2*3*4^ *1*2 ^ *4*3*2*3^*4*1*2*3^ '
and from (4)
“ *4*3*2ai*2(*3*4*l*2)"'
From (5), (6), (7) and (8)
*4*3*2*1^*4*1*2*3^ *4*1 ^ *4*1^*2*3*4*1^ *
that is
*4*3*2*1 ^ (9)
~1 -IBut a^ = a^ and a^ = a^ and so (9) becomes
*1*2 “ *2*1-
Therefore H ’(r, 4, r-1), where r = 2 mod 4, is the trivial group.
In a similar way we can now consider the case r - 3 mod 6 and let
r = 6v + 3. Then H(r, 6, r-1) has a presentation on the six generators 
a^, a^, a^, a^, a^, a^ subject to the six relations
^*1*2*3*4*5*6^^*1*2*3 " *4*5^*6*1*2*3*4*5^ »
^*2*3*4*5*6*1^^*2*3*4 ^ *5*6^*1*2*3*4*5*6^ »
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(*3*4*3*6*l*2)^*3*4*5 = *6*l(*2*3*4*5*6*l)^' (12)
^*4®5*6*1*2*3^ *4*5*6 *1*2^*3*4*5*6*1*2^ ’ (13)
(*5*6*1*2*3*4)^*5*6*1 = *2*3^*4*5*6*1*2*3^ ’ (14)
(*6*1*2*3*4*5)^*6*1*2 " ®3®4^®5*6®1*2*3*4^ . (15)
As in Theorem 4.2,13
~1 ~i «%~ and a^ - a^ . (16)
From relation (10),
*l^*2*3*4*5*6*l>''*2*3 “ *4*5<*6*1*2*3*4*5^''> (1?)
from relations (14) and (17)
*1^*5*6*1*2*3*4^^*5*6*1 *4*5^*6*1*2*3*4*5^^» (1%)
from relation (12)
*l*5^*3*4*5*6*l*2>''*3*4*5 = *4*5^*6*1*2*3*4*5^''*
that is
a^a^ag = 1. (20)
Similarly from (11), (13), (15)
* 2* 6*4 “  ( 21)
From (16), (20), (21)
~1 , -1 -1 ,
*1*2 *3 “ *2*3 *1 “
that is
and
*3 “ *2*1 '
*1*2 = *2* 1-
Therefore H(r, 6, r-1), where r 5 3 mod 6, is abelian.
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Lemma 4,2.15. If r = n mod 2n, then jH(r+l, 2n, r)/H’(r+l, 2n, r)| =
|H(r, 2n, r-l)/H'(r, 2n, r-1)|.
Proof. H(r+1, 2n, r) « ( a^, •>•} *2n^^^*l*2 *r+^^*r+2*r+3 *2r+l) )^
6^  ^= 1, l < i < 2 n > .  The proof is similar to that of Lemma 4.2.13. It 
is easy to show that
a.a.j = 1, 1 < i < n. (*)1 i+n - -
If we abeli anise the relations for H(r+i, 2n, r) and make use of the equations
(*), then we obtain the n relations
a-la 2 *1 *2 **•
2
*n 1,
-2 -1 
*1 *2
2an 1,
-2-2* 1 2 -1*n-l *n^ = I
yyy
2 2 2 ,a, a„ ... a ,a = 1.1 2  n-1 n
These are the same relations as those obtained in Theorem 4.2.13 and so
|H(r+l, 2n, r)/H’(r+l, 2n, r)| « |K(r, 2n, r-l)/H’(r, 2n, r-1)|.
Lemma 4.2.16. If r = n mod 2n where n = 2,3 then H'(r+1, 2n, r) is the 
trivial group.
Proof. The proof is similar to that of Lemma 4.2.14. We consider first 
the case when r = 2 mod 4 and let r = 4u + 2. Then H(r+1, 2n, r) has a
presentation on the four generators a^, a^, a^, a^ subject to the four
relations
(a^a^a^a^) ^1^2*3 ” *4*1^*2*3*4*1^ *
(a2a^a^a^)*a2a^a^ = a^a^Ca^a^a^a^)^, (2)
(a^a^^a^a2)*a^a^^a^ = 8283(3^8^8282)*, (3)
^*4*l*2*3  ^ *4*1*2 ” *3*4^*1*2*3*4  ^ '
.. J
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We know by Lemma 4.2.15 that
*4 " ^2 * *3 " ^
—1 
1 * (5)
From (1)
(*l*2*sV *1*2*3 " *4*1 (*2*3*4*l)"' (6)
from (2) and (6)
(*2*3*4*1^ *2*3*4*3 “ *4*l(*2*3*4*l) ' (7)
1
‘Æ
from (3) and (7)
(83*4*1*2) *3*4*1*4*3 *4*1(*2*3*4*1) * (8) Î
and from (4) and (8)
= a^aiCa^aga^a^),
that is,
*2*1 V s  “ (9) y
from which, as in Lemma 4.2.14, the result follows.
Now consider the case when r = 3 mod 6 and let r = 6v + 3. Then
H(r +1, 6, r) has a presentation on the six generators a^, a^, 83, 84,
*5* *6 subject to the six relations
(*1*2*3*4*5*6) *1*2*3*4 *5*6*l(*2*3*4*5*6*l) ' (10)
(*2*3*4*5*6*l) *2*3*4*5 *6*1*2(83*4*5*6*1*2) * (11)
(*3*485*6*1*2) *384*5*6 = aiagagCa^asaaaiaaag)^, (12)
(84*5*6*1*2*3)^84*5*6*1 *2*384(85*6*1*2*3*4) ’ (13)
(*5*6*1*2*3*4)^*5*6*1*2 = *3*4*5(*6*1*2*3*4*5)'^ (14)
(*6*1*2*3*485) *6*1*2*3 (15)
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From (10) ,
from (12)
from (14)
that is
*3*4*5(86*1*2*3*4*5) *6*4 “ *5*6*l(*2*3*4*5*6*l) * (^^)
*5*6*l(*2*3*4*5*6*l) *2*6*4 *5*6*l(*2*3*4*5*6*l) '
a^a^a^ = 1. (18)
Similarly, from (11), (13), (15)
*5*3*1 ” (19)
By Lemma 4.2.15,
“1 -1 “1 *6 *3 * *5 ^ *2 * * (20)
From (18), (19), (20) it follows as in Lemma 4.2.14 that H(r+1, 6, r) is
abelian and so H ’(r+1, 6, r) is the trivial group.
Theorem 4.2.17. (i) If r 5 2,3 mod 4 then H(r, 4, r-1) = '
(ii) If r 5 3,4 mod 6 then H(r, 6, r-1) e
Proof. When r = 2 mod 4, |H(r, 4, r-l)/H’(r, 4, r-1)| = 5 by Theorem 
4.2.13 and H ’(r, 4, r-1) = 1 by Lemma 4.2.14. Therefore H(r, 4, r-1) =
By Lemma 4.2.15 |H(r+l, 4, r)/H’(r+l, 4, r)| ~ 5 and by Lemma 4,2.16
H*(r+1, 4, r) = 1 when r = 3 mod 4. Therefore H(r, 4, r-1) s when
r E 3 mod 4.
Similarly from Theorem 4.2.13 |H(r, 6, r-l)/H'(r, 6, r-l)| = 13 when 
r E 3 mod 6 and again using Lemmas 4.2.14, 4.2.15 and 4.2.16, H(r, 6, r-l)rZ 
when r E 3,4 mod 6.
13
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4.3 Groups of order 1512
In this section we shall show that F(3, 6) and F(3, 6, 5, 2) are 
two non-isomorphic groups of order 1512, and that neither is isomorphic 
to the group 0(2, 3, -2) discussed in 3.4.6. Further we shall show that 
they are not metacyclic and so are cyclically presented finite non- 
metacyclic groups of deficiency zero. F(3, 6) was the first, and as 
far as we know is still the only, finite non-metacyclic Fibonacci 
group to be discovered.
F(3, 6). F(3, 6) H < a,b,c d,e,f|abc = d, bed = e, cde = f, def - a,, efa = b,
fab = c > . We find a 2-generator 2-relation presentation for F(3, 6).
From def = a and efa = b,
d = a^b (1)
from abc = d and (1)
- 1 - 1  > .c = b ab , (2)
from bed = e, (1) and (2)
e = ab ^a^b ^, (3)
from cde = f, (1), (2) and (3)
f = b“^ab"^a^b"^ab"^a^b“ .^ (4)
Therefore F(3, 6) may be reduced to a 2-generator group. The relations 
for F(3, 6) are efa = b and fab == c where c,e and f are given by (2) ,
(3) and (4) respectively. Thus
o _i -1 ? -1 2 -2 -3F(3, 6) s <a,b|a b ab ^a^b ^ab = 1, ab a b ^ab  ^= 1 >.
3 3Coset enumeration gives immediately that |F(3, 6)[ = 1512 = 2“3 7 and that
a and b have order 84. A Sylow 7-subgroup is therefore generated by
12 . . . . . 1 2a and since the homomorphic image obtained by adding [a , b] = 1 also
has order 1512, there is a unique Sylow 7- subgroup in the centre of F(3, 6).
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28 2 18 4 - 1 2  ”1The elements a , a b and a b a b are three elements of order 3 and
they generate a subgroup of order 27. From hand calculations it was
shown in (13) that this Sylow 3-subgroup was Z. However I
have now found an error in the calculation and the Sylow 3-subgroup is
in fact not Z ^  xZ.^ xZ^. If we add to the relations for F(3, 6), the
- . ,  ^ 28 2, 18 J 4,_-l 2,-1 , 28,18 -2GL-18 ,relations that a , a b and a b a b commute, namely a b a  b =1,
28 -1 2,-1 -28, -2, - , ,18 4,-1 2,-19 -2, -2, -2 , , _ .a b a b a  ba b = 1 and b a b a b a ba ba = 1 we obtain a group
of order 504 and so the Sylow 3-subgroup is non-abelian. The coset
enumeration programme (1) shows that the Sylow 3-subgroup may be generated
2 18 4 - 1 2 - 1by a b and a b a b . It is the non-abelian group of order 27 and
exponent three given on page 135 of (24) by the presentation
<R,sjR^ = S^ = (RS)^ = (R ^S)^ = 1 > for if we add to the 2-generator
2-relation presentation for F(3, 5), that is
, o _i -1 9 -1 - 1 2  -2 -3F(3, 6) s <a,b|ab ab a b  ab = 1, ab a b  ab = 1>
the relations (a^b^®)^ = 1, (a\"^a^b“^)^ = 1, (a\^^a\"^a^b“^)^ = 1
2 - 1 2  -19 3and (a b a b ) = 1 we still obtain a group of order 1512. Hence
a^b^^ and a^b ^a^b  ^ generate a homomorphic image of the group given by
<R,S|R^ = S^ = (RS)^ = (R ^S)^ = 1 > but since they generate a group of
order 27, the Sylow 3-subgroup is the non-abelian group of order 27 and
exponent three. By considering the normaliser in F (3, 6) of this subgroup
and showing that the index of the normaliser is one, the Sylow 3-subgroup
21 -1 “1 2 -1 21 is normal. A Sylow 2-subgroup is generated by a and (b ab a b )
two elements of order 4. These two generators do not commute and so the
Sylow 2-subgroup is necessarily the quaternion group Q^of order 8 since
. “1 -1 2 “1 21 it is generated by two elements of order 4. Since (b ab a b ) e
“f (3, 6) < > and since |f (3, 5) : >)| =
9, there are 9 Sylow 2-subgroups each having normaliser Qg x%^^ where 
lies in the centre of F(3, 6). Although F(3, 6) is obviously not 
nilpotent it is however soluble. From the 2-generator 2-relation
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presentation we have, if we abelianise the relations, a^ = b^ and a^ = b^.
Therefore |f (3, 6) : F'(3, 6)1 = 2 8  and |f ’(3, 6)i= 54 = 2.3^ which, being
of the form p^q^ where p and q are primes, is soluble. Therefore F(3, 6)
is soluble.
F(3, 6, 5, 2) F(3, 6, 5, 2) s < a, b, c, d, e, fjace = d, bdf = e, cea ■
dfb = a, eac = b, fbd = c > , We first find a 2-generator 2-relation
presentation for F(3, 6, 5, 2). From cea = f we may eliminate f to obtain
the five relations
ace = d, (1)
bdcea = 6 , (2)
dceab = a, (3)
eac = b, (4)
eabd = 1. (5)
From (2) and (3)
e = bab (6)
from (5) and (6)
from (4) and (6)
d = b~^a""^ba'"^b (7)
c “ a ^ba (8)
The five relations are therefore reduced to the two relations (1) and (3) 
where c, d and e are given in terms of a and b by (6), (7) and (8). The
relations (1) and (3) are thus ba bab = b a ba b and
— "I T ™ 1 “1 "1b a ba b a ba bab ab = a. Therefore
F(3, 6, 5, 2) s < a,b|a“^baV^ab^' = 1, (ba“ V ^ a “^)^ba'"^bab*'^a = 1 > .
The coset enumeration programme (1) shows that |F(3, 6, 5, 2)| = 1512 = 2^3^7,
The element a has order 8 and so a Sylow 2-subgroup is cyclic and generated
2 -2 -1by a. It is not normal. The elements [a, b ] and [a , b ] are both of
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order 3, and since the subgroup < [a, b^], [a b ]^ > is of index 56 in 
F(3, 6, 5, 2) they generate a Sylow 3-subgroup. This subgroup is normal 
but is not abelian, the Sylow 3-subgroup being, as in the case of F(3, 6) 
the non-abelian group of order 27 and exponent three.
Since |f (3, 6, 5, 2) : F'(3, 6, 5, 2)| = 8, |f ’(3, 6, 5, 2)| = 189, 
which being of the form p^q^ where p and q are primes, is soluble. Therefore 
F(3, 6, 5, 2) is soluble. It is of course not abelian,
F(3, 6, 5, 2) is not isomorphic to F(3, 6) since, for example, F(3, 6) 
has Qg as a Sylow 2-subgroup whereas F(3, 6, 5, 2) has Z g  as a Sylow 
2-subgroup. Further since G(2, 3, -2), see 3.4.6, has ^'^2 ^ ^ 2  ** * 
Sylow 2-subgroup it is isomorphic to neither F(3, 6) nor F(3, 6, 5, 2).
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4.4. Results from computing.
In this section we give details of groups whose orders 
have heen determined hy coset enumeration. As already 
mentioned I had at an early stage in looking at Fibonacci groups 
found that F (3,6) was a group of order 1512. The structure 
of this group and the fact that it is not metacyclic have been 
discussed in 4.3. Coset enumeration also enables us to determine 
that F (6,4) is a group of order 125.
In addition while still considering the Fibonacci groups 
F(r,n) we have shown, using coset enumeration, that the addition 
of the relation a^ = a^ to F(2,10) yields a metacyclic group of 
order 253, thus answering a question posed in (31). This question 
is further discussed by Brunner (S) who shows that F (2,10) is 
infinite.
We have made a systematic computer study of the groups 
H(r,n,s) for s < 6, r,n < 7 and have found that the orders 
obtained were all consequences of the lemmas and theorems of
4.2 and 4.6. The only other information obtained about the 
groups H(r,n,s) was that H (9,4,2) is a group of order 1015*
Now consider the groups F(r,n,k,h),h f 1. E.F. Robertson and 
I^and D.L. Johnson and H. Mawdesley^had independently investigated 
the groups F(2,n,k,h). The work of Johnson and Mawdesley is 
given in (30) and as a table of the groups F(2,n,k,h), n,k,h < 6 
is given there we need not reproduce it here. The group of 
most interest on the table is perhaps F(2,6,2,3) a group of order 
56. We have shown further that F(3,6,1,3), F(3,6,1,4) and 
F(3,6,3,4) are groups of order 728,1512 and 1512 respectively.
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In fact we may use Lemma 4.2.1 to show that the latter two 
groups are both isomorphic to the non-metacyclic group 
F(3,6,5,2) discussed in 4.3.
Next we show that the groups F(3,6,2,3), F(3,6,3,3) and 
F(3,6;4,2) are infinite.
F(3,6,2,3). F(3,6,2,3) = <a,b,c,d,e,f|ada=c,beb=d,cfc=e,dad=f,ebe=a,fcf=b > 
We use relations (1), (2), (4) and (5) to get
f = dad,
d = beb,
- 1 - 1b = e a e ,
c = ada,
that is
- 1 -1b = e a e ,
- 1 —1 - 1c = ae ae ae a,
“ 1 - 1 - 1  d = e ae ae ,
f =
From relations (3) and (6),
F(3,6,2,3) '= <a,e|(ae ^)^^ = 1 ) .
Therefore F(3,6,2,3) is infinite.
F(3,6,3,3). F(3,6,3,3) = <a,b,c,d,e,f|ada=d,beb=e,cfc=f,dad=a,ebe=b,fcf=c > .
Since F(3,6,3,3)/F'(3,6,3,3) is generated by six elements it follows 
by Theorem 1.3*3 that F(3,6,3,3) is infinite.
F(3,6,4,2). F(3,6,4,2) = (a,b,C;d,e,f|ace=c,bdf=d,cea=e,dfb=f,eac=a,fbd=b >
From relation (l) e = c a c » and from relation (2) f == d t d.
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Therefore
F = <a,c,b,d|aca=cac,cac =ac a ^bd’b-dbdjd'bd =bd b > > 
which may be written as
F = G * G
where G = <a,c|aca = cac,cac = ac ^a  ^>. Thus F(3,6,^,2) 
is infinite SiÀvce. Q" / -Ovocfc: ^  'Kcjx- J^ rCtrucJl.
We now look at the generalised Fibonacci groups F(r,n,k). 
Coset enumeration gives immediately that F(2,6,2) is "2. y, F(6,3,2) 
is g and that F(U,U,2) has order 39« Apart from the non- 
metacyclic generalised Fibonacci groups isomorphic to F(3,6) 
and those finite non-metacyclic groups, for example F(2,5»2), 
arising from Theorem U.2,10 another finite non-metacyclic 
generalised Fibonacci group is F(3,3,2). Coset enumeration 
gives that the order of F(3,3,2) is 48 and also that it has S-,
I tas a homomorphic image.and—t-hererfere is not metacyclic.
Further the derived group of F(3,3,2) is the binary tetrahedral 
group <2,3,3> , see 1.4.
F(3,3,2) = <a,b,c[abc = b,bca ~ c, cab = a ) ,
which may be written as
F(3,3,2) = <a,bjaba = bab, bab  ^ = aba  ^) ,
The subgroup generated by ab - x and ba = y has index 2 in 
F(3j3>2) and since 1f (3,3,2)/f '(3,3,2)[ = 2, the derived group is 
generated by ab and ba. The Todd-Coxeter algorithm gives as a 
presentation for the derived group,
<x,y|yxy = x^, xyx = y% >,
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and. this is a presentation for <2 ,3,3 > , the binary tetrahedral 
group.
We next show that F(3,5,4), F(3,6,5) and F(5,5,3) are 
infinite.
F(3,5,4). F(3,5j4) = <a,b,c,d,e[abc = b,bcd = c,cde = d,dea = e ,eab = a > .
From relation (5),
—  1 —  1 ■ / \ e = ab a , (A)
from relations (4) and (A),
- 1 - 1 -1d = ab a ba , (B)
and from relations (3), (A) and (B),
*— 2 ■“ 1 2c = ab a bab a (C)
Therefore F(3,5,4) has a 2-generator 2-relation presentation
I - 1 - 1  - 1  - 1  - 1  - 1  - 1  - 1  - 1< a,bIabab a baba b = 1, aba b ab a bab = 1 ) .
The subgroup H = <a,b% > has index 10 in F(3,5»4). With 
X = a,y = b^ we may use the Todd-Coxeter algorithm and the 
programme CCRG, ■ see 2.5, to show that
I — 1  — 1  — 1 — 1 — 1  — 1 — 1  — 1H = <x,y|yxy x yxy x y xyx y xyx = 1,
- 1  - 1  - 1  ” 1 - 1  - 1  - 1 - 1  . 1y X yx y xyx y xyxy x yx = 1 > .
From this presentation it is immediate that H/H' = %  %  and
so F(3,5,4) is infinite.
F(3,6,5). F(3,6,5) = <a,b,c,d,e^f|abc=b,bcd=c,cde?d,def=e,efa=f,fab=a > 
From relations (6), (5), (4) and (3) respectively we obtain
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—  1 —  1f = ab a j
-1 _i ~i e = ab a ba ,
-1 -1 -1 d = ab a baba ,
_1 _l _l -1c = ab a bab aba
Therefore F(3,6,5) has a 2-generator 2-relation presentation
I "“1 “ 1 *"1 — 1 — 1 " 1 ™ * 1  —. 2 — X * “ l< a,b I abab a bab aba b = 1 , ab a bab a b aba b = 1 >..
The subgroup H = <a^,b^,a~^b^a,b“^a^b > has index 24 in F(3,6,5). 
With X = a^,y = b^,z = a~^b^a,t = b“^a^bj
H = < x,y,z,t [ t“V~^xzx~Hz~V't~^xz“^x“Vty~^z =
xzx“ V't” V ~  ^ xzx“ Hy "  ^ t  ” ^ xz“ ^ x“
y ^xzy ^tz ^t ^xz ^x ^yty ^zyt ^
y ^xzx^^tz ^x ^yty ^zt ^xz ^yt  ^ =
y ^xzx ^t^y ^zt ^xz ■‘■x ^yz ^yt1 V—hrr.— —1 ~
yty H z  H t  1 = 1,
>
H/H' = ■ <x,y,z,tjy = 1 ,x = 1 ) and so, since ÏÏ has an infinite 
homorphic image, F(3,6,5) is infinite.
F(5s5î3). F(5,5ï3) — <a,b,c,d,e[abc de = c, be dea — d , cdeab ~ e ,
deabc = a, eabcd = b ) ,
This presentation is equivalent to the presentation
<a,b,c,d,eIcdeab = e, aT^ca = d, b“ldb = e, c~lec = a, d^^ad = b > .
From relations (4), (2) and (5) respectively we obtain,
e = cac~l, 
d = a~lca,
and
b = a Ic Hca.
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Therefore F(5,5,3) has a 2-generator 2-relation presentation
(a,c|cacac = acaca, acaca~^c acac""^  = 1 > .
The subgroup H = < (ac)^, (ca)^ > has index 4. With x = (ac)^,
y = (ca)2,
H = (x,y|x5 = yS = (xy) ^ > .
a.This is the binary polyhedral group < 5,5,3 > which is shown in 
(24) to be infinite; see also section 1.4 of this thesis. It 
may be interesting to note that F'(3,3,2) is <aja2,a2aj > which 
we have shown is the binary tetrahedral group <3,3,2 >, while 
F'(5,5,3) is < (a^a2) ,^ (a^ai)^ > which is the binary polyhedral 
group <5,5,3 ). In general it is easy to show that 
^n ~  ^(a^a^)^, > is a subgroup of F'(2n+1, 2n+1, n + l)
but we have been unable to determine whether is the binary 
polyhedral group <2n+l, 2n+1, n + 1 > for n > 3.
We conclude this section by summarising our knowledge of the 
generalised Fibonacci groups F(r,n,k) for r,n < 6. We give first 
the table from (31) where the results for k = 1, including our
own results for k = 1 ,  are tabulated. The fact that F(2,7) is
2. 29» (5), has been included in this table. The second
table gives the orders of the generalised Fibonacci groups for k 1 .
In the case of free groups, cyclic groups and SL(2,5) their isomorphism 
type is indicated. Other than these all the finite groups are 
metacyclic except for F(3,3,2) and F(3,6,3).
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4.5 Metacyclic Fibonacci groups
In this section we show that if r E 1 mod n and (k, n) = 1, then 
F(r, n, k) is metacyclic of order r^ - 1 and has a 2-generator 2-relation 
presentation. We show first how the modified Todd-Coxeter algorithm, see 
2.2, may be used to find a 2-generator 3-relation presentation for F(r, n, k) 
and also to obtain the order r^ - 1. Since the appearance of our work in
(10) and (11) it has been suggested by A. M, Brunner in a private 
communication that there are other and perhaps shorter methods of obtaining 
the order r^ - 1. However our use of the modified Todd-Coxeter algorithm 
enables us to find both the order of F(r, n, k) and, in Theorem 4.5.2, 
a 2-generator 2-relation presentation for F(r, n, k). As mentioned in 
the introduction we thus include a solution to problem (3) of (31), 
namely that of finding in the case where r = 1 mod n^2-generator 2-relation 
presentations for, and the orders of, the Fibonacci groups. Although the 
results that follow for generalised Fibonacci groups are special cases 
of the results of section 4.6 they are included for three reasons.
Firstly because of the complexity of the proofs for the Fibonacci-type 
groups in section 4.6 the proofs in this section are a useful introduction 
to that section. Secondly we are able to determine in Corollary 3 to 
Theorem 4.5.1 an isomorphism between Fibonacci groups and generalised 
Fibonacci groups. Thirdly we obtain in Theorem 4.5.2 a much more 
agreeable 2-generator 2-relation presentation for the groups F(r, n, k) 
than is otherwise obtained as a special case of Theorem 4.6.1.
■;é
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Theorem 4.5.1. Suppose r = 1 mod n and (k, n) = 1 then F(r, n, k) is 
metacyclic of order r^ - 1. Further
F(r, n, k) = (x,y|y~^xy = , y" = x^^ ~D/(n(r-l)) ^ ^(r -l)/n ^ y  ^ !
where hk 5 1 mod n and 1 < h < n~l.
Proof. Denote by x the element a^ag ... a^  ^of F(r, n, k) and let H = <x > .
We use the modified Todd-Coxeter algorithm to find the index of H in -1
F(r, n, k) and to find a presentation for H. Further we show that if
y = a^^^ then x and y together generate F(r, n, k). Again we use the
modified Todd-Coxeter algorithm, this time to find a presentation for
F(r, n, k). The notation is as in section 2.4.
Since r e 1 mod n, let r = nt + 1. Define n cosets of H as follows
let coset 1 = H and for 2 < i < n define coset i by i = (i - Then j
the subgroup generator gives us na^ = x 1. Define b^ = 0, b^ = t and,
inductively, b. = (nt + l)b. - + t.
Using relation (1) we obtain 1 a^^^ = x 2 and, in general, from
relation (j) we obtain
b.
Also relation (n) being (a a^  ... a _ ) a = a, gives na, = x .1. Fromn l  n-1 n k k
relation (k + 1) , that is the relation (a^^^ \+ 2  *’* \ + l  ” ^2k+l*
t nth if «^2obtain the information l&2k+] " ^^^k+1 \+2 *'* \.+l ” ^ 2 = x 2.
Proceeding successively in this way we obtain from relation ((^ - l)k + i)
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the information
1. aak+i
X (i+1), 1 < i < n-1,
1 = n
and since k is coprime to n the coset enumeration terminates showing that 
the index of H in F(r, n, k) is n. In addition H is normal in F(r, n , k) 
since ix = #i, 1 < i < n. As in 2.2 the relations for the subgroup H are 
obtained from the n equations
i'(*i-k ^i+l-k **’ *i-l-k) ^Ux ^'*i 1 < i < n. (*)
Now 1. a^
and i. a. .i-k
i + 1,
X . 1,
X ^ (i + 1) ,
1 < i < n-1,
1 < i < n-1.
1 = n.
Therefore for 1 < i < n-1 the equations (*) give
(nb + l)t b 
X X * .(i + 1) = (i + 1),
that is
b -(1+nt) + t 
X = 1,
n - or X = 1.
When i = n, the nth equation of (*) gives
(nb T+l)t b _+l 
X X .1 = x.l,
and again this reduces to 
b
X n 1.
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Thus from each of the equations (*) we have obtained the relation x b
and so H = <x|x ^ = 1>,
. . 4 — pi S“ 1 SAssume by induction that b. , = ) n t . Then
j - i  s i l l  s J
= 1
(nt + l)bj_^ + t,
j-1(nt +1) I 
8 =  1
j-l
j-1 n^  ^t® + t,
s nS-lfS + t.=1 I G j
s=l  ^ 8=2  ^ •'
n" ”t" + I
+ t,
J-l.j +
ls-1;
j-1s [•n® ^t® + jt.
j] nS-lf:s=l
Therefore the order of F(r, n, k) is n b wheren
n bn
n
slH ■ ''
n(nt + 1)“ - 1,
= r* - 1.
F(r, n, k) is therefore metacyclic of order r - 1
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For the second part of the theorem we show that if y = then
X and y together generate F(r, n, k). We use the modified Todd-Coxeter
algorithm as before but this time from the subgroup generator y we have
the additional information = yl. We follow through the collapses
that occur as a consequence of this information and show that in fact we
get complete collapse. This will imply that x and y generate F(r, n, k)
tFrom relation (1) we obtain la. . = x 2 and so 2 = x yl. But 
b -t
^^ak+1 ~ ^ 2 = X  yl* Since k is coprime to n,
^h(i-l) ^la^ = X yl , 1 < i <
where hk = 1 mod n, 1 < h < n-1.
Let K be the subgroup generated by x and y. Then since K has 
index one in F(r, n, k), F(r, n, k) = <x, y > . Notice that we can
~ tg bz- _ _always replace x by x where 3 = 3  mod n and 0 < 3 < n since x = 1.bIn addition to the relation x ^ = 1 the modified Todd-Coxeter 
algorithm gives the following relations for K. From the subgroup 
generator x = a^a^ ... ^^-l^n
n b, ,. 1 - t 
X = n X y, (A)
i=l
and from the relation (m) of F(r, n, k)
I x^h(m-2+i) ^ (g^)
i=l
Notice that (B^) is the t-th power of relation (A). Now (B^) and 
together imply
^hm+1 ^hm  ^ ^h(m-l)+l ^h(m-l)yx y = X
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-1 " t  bh(m-l) + C
’’ h ( m - l )  +  ^  ^  ^
n t + t X , Therefore
-1 t
y X
zS=1 ^ (nt)^ + 1 J , 3
t
r = X ^
hm p ” | (nt): ^ ,
that is,
y-l^tCl+nt) h(m-l) Xt(l+nt)^^,
trhm
< m < n.
which may be written as
-1 trh(m-l)y .
However (C^), 1 < m < n together with (A)imply (B^), 1
• • — 1 t t r^ •The relation (C^) is y x y = x , and raising this relation to
the power r^^™ gives the relation (C^). Hence a presentation for K,
and therefore for F(r, n, k), is given by the generators x and y subject
b^to the relations (A), (C^) and x =1. Since b^ ^^  - t, 1 < i < n, is 
divisible by t, relation (A) simplifies using (C^) to give y^ = x^ where
na = 1
j . " " -
h(n-i)
But b, . - t = hi
hi 1
I S^Sn t - nt,s=l /n,
= ((1 + nt)^^ - 1 - nt)/n,
(r^^ ” r)/n,
and so
n
1 - % ((r^^ - r)rh(n-i) )/n,i=l
h(n-i)
" i=i
n
. 1 -
h(n~i) hnr (r^ - 1)/n -since X = X as X = 1,
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t ^ * VNow since x = x, r may be written as r^, 0 < v < n-1. Further
since h and n are coprime, r^^^ = r^^^ ^^ if, and only if, i = j.
Therefore ^ ^h(n i) _ ^ r a n d  so
i=l i=l
a . Z 2 
”  i = l
_ r(r” - 1)
n(r - 1)
Relation (A) becomes y^ = x^^ l)/n(r 1) r = 1 + (r - 1) and
^(r 1)(r l)/(n(r 1)) _ Relation (C^) now simplifies using the
modified relation (A), For a = vt + 1 for some v G X  since b^^ - t is
_ , , -1 -vt -vtr^ . .divisible by t, and so y x y = x giving
-1 -1 -vt a -vtr^+a r^ a(l-r^)y x y = y x y x = x  = x x
Notice that we have used the fact that x” G Z(K), the centre of K, and so
• Ci(l—r^) •X commutes with y. However x = 1  since
(r - 1 + l)(r* - 1)(1 - r^)n(r - 1)
(r^ - 1)(1 - r^) 
n(r - 1)
for some u eX.
, -1 r^Thus y xy = X .
Therefore the presentation for K is
<x.y|y“V  = y" = x(r"-l)/("(r-l)), ,(r"-D/n . i )
as required.
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Corollary 1. If r = 1 mod n then F(r, n) is a metacyclic group of order 
precisely r -1.
Proof. Take k = 1. Then from the first part of Theorem 4.5.1 the 
result is immediate.
Thus if r = 1 mod n we have in the first part of Theorem 4.5.1 solved 
the second part of problem 3 of (31) and extended the result to generalised 
Fibonacci groups.
Corollary 2. F(r, n) ~ <x,y|y ^xy = x^, y^ = x^^ 1)) ) where
r 5 1 mod n.
Proof. Take k = 1, and hence h = 1, in the presentation for K. Then 
K ? <x,y|y“^Ky = x \  y** = /(n(r-l)), ^  ^(r"~D/n ^ ^
We require to show that
y ^xy = x^, (1)
and
together imply
Raising (1) to the power (r^-1)/(n(r~l)) gives
"l„(i^’^”"l)/(n(r-l)) _ r(r^-l)/(n(r-l))y ^ y — X .
But x^^ l)/(n(r 1)) _ ^n x^^ l)/n(r 1)) ^n element of Z(K)
Therefore
^ X r * - l ) / ( n ( r - l ) )  ^ 2, r ( r * - l ) / ( n ( r - l ) )
that is
x(r = 1 ,  I
and so (3) is a consequence of (1) and (2).
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Therefore we have now solved the first part of problem 3 of (31) so 
that the complete problem is solved by Corollary 1 and Corollary 2. If 
problem (3) of (31) is extended to a consideration of generalised Fibonacci 
groups then part of the problem is solved by Corollary 1 and the solution 
is completed in Theorem 4.5,2. First, however, we require another corollary 
to Theorem 4.5.1.
Corollary 3, F(r, n) = F(r, n, k) when r = 1 mod n and (k, n) = 1,
Proof. Let II be the set of prime factors of h.c.f. (h, (r-l)(r^-l)) and X 
the maximal II'-number dividing (r-l)(r^-l), then h + An is coprime to
(r-l)(r^-l) and hence coprime to the order of x and the order of y .
The group F(r,n) has a presentation
< x . y | y ' V  = x \  y”  = ^ ( r " - D / n ( r - l ) )  _ ^ ( r " - l ) / n  .
With this choice of X, and together generate F(r, n).
Let a = x^*^^ and b = yb+Xn^ Then
b'lab = y-(h+Xn) ^(h+Xn) ^(h+Xn)^
= y since y^ is a power of x,
_ (h+Xn)r^* »
Also,
,n _ (h+Xn)n b - y
and
(h+Xn)(r^-l)Zn(r-l))X  ,
^(r”-l)/(n(r-l))
g^r^-l)/n _ ^(h+Xn)(r^~l)/n
= 1.
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Therefore F(r, n) is a homomorphic image of F(r, n, k). But from Theorem 
4.5.1 we know that |F(r, n)[ = |F(r, n, k)| and therefore the result follows. 
Theorem 4.5.2. Suppose r = 1 mod n and (k, n) = 1, then F^ (t, n, k) has 
a 2-generator 2-relation presentation
F(r, n, k) e <x,y|y ^xy = x^, y^ = l)/(n(r 1))  ^^
Proof. The result is an immediate consequence of Corollary 2 and 
Corollary 3 of Theorem 4.5.1.
4.6 Metacyclic Fibonacci-type Groups
In (15) a proof is given that if r E s mod n and (r, n) = 1, then 
H(r, n, s) has the following 2-generator 2-relation presentation
<x.y|y'Vy = = fl y x("-i-l)(r-s)/a > .i = l
It is also shown in (15) that if, in addition, (r, s) f 1, then H(r, n, s) 
is infinite and if (r, s) = 1 H(r, n, s) is metacyclic of order r^ - s^ , 
being an extension of a cyclic group of order (r^ - s^)/n by a cyclic 
group of order n. Since r E s mod n we may assume that r = nt + a, 
s = nu + a. The method of proof is to let x = a^ag ... a^,
y “ ••• *a)"(*a+l*a+2 *2%) K = < x,y > . Then the
modified Todd-Coxeter algorithm is used to show that K has index 1 in 
H(r, n, s) and hence a presentation for H(r, n, s) on the generators x 
and y may be obtained. In this section we generalise these results by 
showing that H(r, n, k, s) is metacyclic if (i) r E s mod n, (ii) (r,n) = 1, 
(iii) (r + k - 1, n) = 1 and a 2-generator 2-relation presentation is 
found for these groups. If, in addition, (iv) (r,s) = 1, then we show 
that H(r, n, k, s) is a finite metacyclic group of order r^ - s^. Note 
that when condition (iv) is added, condition (ii) becomes redundant.
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Again the method of proof is to use the modified Todd-Coxeter algorithm
but this time we show that x = *** ^n Y " &p&2 *** %%+k-l3
generate H(r, n, k, s). The proof given in (15) for the groups H(r, n, s)
does not generalise to the groups H(r, n, k, s). However by taking k = 1 |
the proofs given in this section for the groups H(r, n, k, s) do of course 
provide proofs for the groups H(r, n, s).
In the next theorem we let r = nt + a, s = nu + a as before. We 
also require the following notation. We shall use ’[ ]' to denote that 
the expression in brackets is to be reduced modulo n so that [i] lies
in the range 0 < i < n-1. Also we shall take e. = 1 if n g , i+1, .. . , i+a-l};! ^ f t ^ = O cfthftrVWvMh) ■
1 < i < n, where the elements of the set are reduced modulo n^and shall 
define p^ by p^ = + ... +
Theorem 4.6.1. Suppose that
(i) r E s mod n,
(ii) (r, n) = 1,
(iii) (r + k - 1, n) = 1,
then H(r, n, k, s) has the 2-generator 2-relation presentation
<x.y|y'Vy = 1 = " t(n-i-l)X)u + p„_i ^ ^
i=0
where X ~ [[r] ^(k - 1) +1] and
p. = p, if the integral part of -iA is equal to the 
integral part of
= Pp - [r] otherwise.
Proof, The relations of H(r, n, k, s) are
u -1 J
^ ^ ^ j + a + k - l ^ j + a + k  ' * *  ^ ^ j + a + k - l ^ j + a + k  j + Z c t + k - Z ^ ^  ’
1 < j < n.
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Let K = <x, y > where x = a. a_ ... a and y = a_a_ ... a . ... We1 2  n 1 2 Gx+k~ll
use the modified Todd-Coxeter coset enumeration algorithm to show thatK 
has index 1 in H(r, n, k, s) and hence we can obtain a presentation
for H(r, n, k, s) on the two generators x and y. We shall show that
in fact we obtain a 2-generator 2-relation presentation. Define n 
cosets of K as follows: let coset 1 = K, and for 2 < i < n define
coset i by i = (i - l).ap_^. Then, since x G K, n.a^ =K.l. From the
subgroup generator y , we deduce the collapse{a + k3= y.l, noting that 
a + k ^ 1 since (a + k - 1, n) = 1.
Since ( a, n) = 1, given i such that 1 < i < n there exists a
unique j, 0 < j < n-1 with i = ja + 1 mod n. For the rest of this proof
we shall assume that ja + 1 has been reduced modulo n. All integers
representing cosets are reduced modulo n and all integers j appearing
in expressions of the formw(j) are reduced modulo n.
From the relations ia + 1, 0 < i < n-3 we deduce the collapses
(i + 2)a + k .= w((i + l)a + l).(i + l)a + 1,
[ CkC S'cntxJl. XT Om^l t) )
and, since (a + k-1, n) = 1, we therefore have complete collapse. Thus
K = < x,y > has index 1 in H(r, n,k,s).
From the ((n-l)a + l)st relation
((n + l)a + k) = w(na + 1)(na + 1),
that is (a + k) = w(na + l).l.
But (a + k) = y.l and so w(na + 1) = y.
We now write the jth relation, 1 < j < n, in the form
*“  ^j-1^ (*j*j+l *j+a-l)
^^j+a+k~l^j+a+k ^j+a+k-2^ ^^j+a+k-1 *** ^j+2a+k-2^’
= p(j) say.
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Consider the (ia + l)st relation. From the left hand side of the 
equality we obtain from the modified Todd-Coxeter algorithm
t E. .(ia + l).p(ia + 1) = x x (i + l)a + 1, (1)
■and from the right hand side we obtain
(ia + l).p(ia + 1) = (w(ia + 1)) ^((i + l)a + k).|>(ia + 1),
-1 u <5 - ,
= (w(ia + 1)) X X  .(i + 2)a + k, (2)
where e^ = fl if n e { i ,  i+1, ..., i+a-1}, 
lo  otherwise,
and ôp = fl if n G {i+a+k-1, i+a+k, ..., i+2a+k-2}, 
0 otherwise.
Note that, by definition, = ^(i+a+k-1)’ ^bere the subscripts are 
reduced modulo n.
From (1) and (2),
w(ia + l)x X (i + i)oj + 1 = X X (i + 2)a + k.
Using this recurrence relation and the fact that w(na + 1) = w(l) = y^
we obtain from the ((n - l)a + l)st relation
n-1 n-1
n-1 n-1
Since (a, n) = 1, % 6 . = I
Therefore y = x (nu-ia) ^^(nt+a) ^ £g
-1 s ry X y = X . (..3)
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In addition to relation (3) the modified Todd-Coxeter algorithm gives
us just one further relation for K, The subgroup generator gave us the
collapse a+k = 1, and together with the n-2 relations (ia + 1),0 < i < n-1
gave us complete collapse. We have used the ((n-l)a + l)st relation to
obtain (3), Thus we require to use the ((n-2)a + l)st relation in some
form to find a second relation for K, We have then determined two
relations for K, The results of section 2.3 then show that this is in
fact a 2-generator 2-relation presentation for K, F-rom the- (
r e l a t ' i o n  lO gw (?( 4 — 4 0  C  I  ^  ^ 5  4 ^  / 4 - «%  ^ ~  { I'f 2 d )  j -PÎ
r t + v .  d  J  y I A Â . C J 2 -   ^ A  -  i  ^  V i  )  ~  I ^
1 " 60 C V\ — I — /)4-/ )> (^41 — f y / ) 4-/
find, an__jixpres4îâreni7.Æ.or . (n  Sinee
(é^ v-2‘)-ct i-k-r- w ((i.
f -^6r — i j - / -  I 4- ^ A  — / ) ( Tyi dW >1- ) _ (Tui.r€.-jA.€*
Then=i;
 ^ ^  T\ -A / 3 -i- ( j  Aj y •— { ) i  I ) . /(y\ — ad 4 A — I ) + / 3,
-1 -1 Thus y ‘ (n -— +--1— -w-(-(-n— l)a + 1— - [a — (a~-+~kr —— t)i3t+4— [
k—  w((n--- l^TSt— I— t)— w-(-(-n-l-)-a—4— 1 (n -~-4-^-a--+-l - Xv
Fol4owing-
we— ge t ■ comp l e t e—co-l-l-a-ps-e^ — t-l^ e-su-Gond—rel-a-t-i-on—is— thus 
‘^YiSlO£Z<hÀ.c^  A w s  ^ Ove /loWn
1 = IT w((n - i)(a + k - 1) + 1),i=l
Now
w(i(c+k-l) + 1) = ,'^4+4.a+---+^.(i(l.a-l(k-l))-l)cj'llii;
[iXt] £p x^+a"*^ * * ‘ ^ ^l+(i (1+a ^(k-l)-l))a
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Therefore
- [A(n-l)]u+p 1 = X y
n-2 [X(n~i)]t - [A(n-i-l)]u + p
n  yi=l
[X]t+p-
y = 1,
where + ... +
Now = -6j^  - - i5j^ 2cc " ...-^1 i. ((n-l)(l+a“l(k-l)-l)a‘
' :i+a+k-r Therefore 6^ = = Cza+k' •••■ ^2-2a-k “ ^l-a’
n-1and so p - p. = ™ J e. . = -a. Now p. comes from looking atn ^1 . 1+ia 11=0
w(i(a+k-l)+l) and w((i~l)(a+k-l)+l). Therefore p^ = f p^ ,
[Vl “ (%!
being equal to p^ if the integral part of (iX)/n is equal to the integral 
part of (i - l)X/n and to p^- a otherwise. Since [n X]t- = 0, we have 
n-1 [(n-i)X]t - [(n-i-l)X]u + p
1 = n  X y»i=0
and hence H(r, n, k, s) has a 2-generator 2-relation presentation
i g  r P t' - [(n-i-l)X]u + p^_.<x,y|y x y  = x , l = l | x  y).i=0
Corollary 1. H(r, n, s) = (x,y|y ^x^y = x^, x’^ = p| x^^  ^ y > ^
V  =  5 Tnar^ w  Orvci C+'j'Vl) —  1 ,
Proof. From Theorem 4.6.1,
n-1 [(n-i)X]t-[(n-i-l)X]u+p .
H(r, n, k, s) (x,y|y x®y = x^, 1 = [~[ x y >
i=0
Let k = 1. Then X = 1, p_ = E_ =0, p. =0, 1 < i < n-1. Also p = p.-a = -a.» ri X *^i - n 1
In addition [n|: ' = 0. So
I ^ ^-(n-l)u-a ^ ^(n-i)t” (n-i-l)u
i=l
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But r = nt + a. Therefore
n-1
X (n-i) t - (n-i-l)u= T T  K- ' • y.i=0
In the next corollary we show how we may now obtain the 2-generator 
2-relation presentation for H(r, n, s) obtained in (15).
Corollary 2. An alternative presentation for H(r, n, s) is given by
H(r, n, s) s <a,b|b ^a®b = a^, a® = ] |bn (n-i-1)(r-s)/n > .i=l
Proôf. Let b = yx^ and a = x in Corollary 1. Then since y ^x^y = x^ .
- I s  t r -ty X y = X X X
that is
or
-t -1 s t rX y x y x  = X ,
,-1 s, rb a b = a «
n-1Also x^ = IT x^^ (ni that is
i=0
X® = ^s-r^nt-(n-l)u n-2n  yx X i=l
t (n-i-1)(t-u) tyx y.
T 7  y^t^(n-i-l) (t-u) 
i=l
t t u-t yx yx X
But with b = yx and a = x,
n-2
n  ba i=l
(n-i-1)(r-s)/n 2 (s-r)/nD a ;
n
n  ba 
i = l
(n-i-1)(r-s)/n
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Theorem 4.6.2. If r = s mod n and (r, n) = 1, then if (r, s) ^ 1,
H(r, n, s) is infinite.
Proof. By Corollary 2 of Theorem 4.6.1,
H(r, n, s) s (a.blb'la^b = a \  = fl' ba("-l"l> > .
' i= 1
Let d = (r, s) and consider the homomorphic image L of H(r, n, s) 
obtained by adding the relation a^ = 1. Then
L = <a,b)a^ = 1, b^ = 1 >
and so is infinite.
The next result is used in the proof of Theorem 4.6.4.
Lemma 4.6.3. Let (r, s) = 1. Then if the group G has the presentation
G S <x,y|y-Vy = = f f  ~ y >
i=0
-1 n Pr^ '' ' ^it follows that y xy = and y^ = where (1 - (or)n = h ™
, n n mod r - s .
l-(Wr)1-Wr
Proof. The relation y x y = x gives for any 6, Ç, -fcpan v IL\X^'^'yyO^
Çs^ Z Z Çr^ m çr^ çs*”^ mX y = y X and y x^ = x y .
Combining these
m gr™ + Çs^ Z çs^ m+£ Çr^y x^  ^ y = x^ y x
But r^ is coprime to s^ since (r, s) = 1, so, given any y ^ {0} we
can find Ç, 5 E %  such that çr^ + Çs^ = y.
This formula allows the y*s to be collected in the second relation to
give a relation of the form y^ = x^ for some p e 2. Hence y^ is central in
_ gU n n_ n n nG. Since y ^x y^ *= x^ , we obtain x^ ® =1. Let us denote r - s by o.
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Then, (s,cf ) = 1  since (r, s) = 1. Hence there exist w, w such that 
cos - wa = 1. But then
-1 cos cory X y = X ,
so
that is y ^xy = x^^. In addition, of course, x^ = 1, 
The second relation is
(n-i)t: - (n-i-l)u y
i=0
Using the relation y xy = x^^ we obtain, on writing (n-i)t - (n-i~l)u
u + (n-i)(t-u), y^ = x^ where
n-1 . n-1^ - j . - u -  J u (cor) - J (t - u)i(cor) - n(t - u), 
i=l i=l
n-1 . n-1= r - % u(cor)^ - (t - u) J i (cor)^  - n(t - u) ,i=0 i=l
r {1 - n(wr)"-l + (n-l)(a.r)"}-n(t: - u) ( 1 - (or J (1 - cor) 2 J
Therefore,
(1 - wr)n = (1 - (or)r - u(l - (wr)^) + (i ” (wr)^)wr
+ n (wr)^  ^(wr - 1) - n(t - u) (1 - cor).
But (tor)^  = 1 mod a, so modulo o ,
(1 - wr)n = (1 - wr)r + cor + (s-r) (-(cor)^ + 1 - cor),
2 . 2  , s-r (1 - (cor)’^)= r - cor + cor - cosr + --- cor-— 7=---- —n (1 - cor;
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Since, in addition, ws = 1 mod a,
(1 - wr)n s~ rn tor
1 - (tor)n1 - tor
(1 -  ( w r ) " ) (1  - wr) (s - r )(1 - wr) I n J (w r )w r
s - r f l  -  ( w r ) T
[ 1 -  wr J
Theorem 4.6.4. Suppose that
(i) r E s mod n,
(ii) (r + k - 1, n) = 1,
(iii) (r, s) = 1, 
then H(r, n , k, s) is a finite metacyclic group of order r^ - s^ ,
Proof. We show first that (r, s) = 1 implies that (r, n) = 1. For
suppose the contrary and ,let (r, n) = d, d ^ 1. Since r E s mod n, d divides 
s and so (r, s) f 1. Since (r, n) = 1 the three conditions of Theorem 4.6.1 
are satisfied and so H(r, n, k, s) has the 2-generator 2-relation presentation
1 g J. Ipl [(n-i)Alt - [(n-i-l)X]u + p^_.< x,y |y X y = X , 1 = ( | x
i=0 y >  .
Since (r, s) = 1 and as in the proof of Lemma 4.6.3 the relation 
y ^x^y = x^ allows the y ’s to be collected in the second relation to give
a relation of the form y = x . Hence y is central in H(r, n, k, s) and
y y^• — n  s'^ Ti , ^ n  —  c ^since y x y = x we obtain x = 1. As before let us denote
n n . -1 wr , o ,r - 8 by 0. Then y xy = x and x = 1.
We wish to prove that the second relation which we have already shown 
may be reduced to the form y^ = x^ is such that v = Ap - g where 3(1 “ wr) is
divisible by a,p is as in Lemma 4.6.3 and A = [a (a + k - 1)].
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For then the order of x
= ((1 “ wr)An “ (1 - wr)g, a),
= ((1 “ wr)Xn, a),
~1since (1 ~ wr)g is divisible by a. Now A is coprime to n since both a and 
a + k " 1 are coprime to n. Therefore the order of x = ((1 - wr)An, a) =
((1 '■* wr)n, o) . But by Lemma 4.6.3,
(1 ~ wr)n = s - rI ^  J 1 - w r mod a.
Hence the order of x is a, r-sn
1 - (wr) The proof of the theorem is
immediate when we have proved that the order of x is a/n and that 3(1 ~ tor) is 
divisible by a. Let us show first that the order of x is a/n. Now
(r-s)
n
'l - ( w r ) * ]
1 - wr J r + wr +
n-1 n + to r - s - tors . - (wr)* s^
Substituting tos = 1 + ü)0 in the right hand side gives
n
(r-s) jl ~ (tor)n-\
1 - wr
But r = s + jn for some j G £; so we obtain
= - (to^  ^r’^-sl - wr - fl + (wr) + ... + (wr)^
“ (w^ ^r^“s) - (1 + (ws) + ... + (ws)^ )^ mod a
1 f n-1 n X wra (1 - (ws) - (10 r-s) - —  h - r - s r
n-1
Replacing ws by 1 + wa in the above expression, it reduces to
^ (w^ ^r^-s) - (n-1) mod a
1 / n-1 n . , wra- (w r ~s) + — —  n n mod a,
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However s is coprime to o and so the h.c.f. remains unchanged on multiplying 
n-1through by s We obtain
n . n-12 + £ _  ( d  H. - 1) + Ü ”n n n
a , r*(n-l)wa + wr*  ^
n n n
Therefore, since 
0
(r-s) (1 - (wr)
= - mod a. n
n
mod 0
the order of x is,1 - wr 
as required,^-.
To complete the theorem it remains to show that 3(1 - wr) is divisible 
by 0. Consider the second relation in the presentation for H(r, n, k, s), 
that is
n-1 [(n-i)Xlt - [(n-i-l)A]u + p 
1 = n  X "  ^ y .i=0
We proceed as follows. Let iA - y^n + [iA]. Then
[iA]t - [(i - l)A3u + p.
= iAt - Y^nt - (i - l)Au + + p^,
= iAt -y^nt - (i - l)Au + + Y
= (iAt - (i - l)Au) - y\(nt + a) H y._^(nu + a) + p^,
= (iAt — (i - l)Au) - y^r + y%_^s + p^, 1 < i < n-1.
Now y. = 0 since A is reduced mod n. Put y = 0  for convenience. Then1 o
- [(n-1)A]u+p--a n-1 (n-i)At-(n-i-1)Au-y .r+y . ,s+p-r1 ' ' ' ' 'n-1 n-i-1 11 - X . y 1 I X y,i=l
The general term in the product on the right hand side may be written as 
(n-i)At-(n-i-l)Au ~^n-i* ^ ^n-i-l^^^lX X y. If we write -[(n-l)A]u + p^-a
- -(n-1) Au - Aa+y nu + (A-l)a + p., = -Ar + nAt - (n-1) Au *5- y _.nu + (A-l)a-f-p, 13 n~ i i n i  1 tj~Yn-i^ + Y _j_iS+pi . 3and if we take each of the n-1 expressions x to the right |
-1 wr Ihand side of the relation by means of the relation y xy = x then we obtain 4
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Ar (^ii“-i)At - (n-i-1) Au^
i=0
n-1
where 3 =  ^ (-y.r + y._ s + p_)(wr) + y nu + (A - l)a + p.4 * X i"”X X X XX~" X
But y. .,wsr 5 y. _ r mod a so we get 1-1 1-1
n-1
= -y r(wr)* + y nu + (A - l)a + p. % (wr)^.Tl'" X X X * ^ r\1—u
since (wr) = 1 mod a,
3 = (wr)* ^(-y _ir + y nu wr + (A - l)awr) 4* p  ^ (wr)^.X X X Q
n-1
However nu = s - a, so
n-1
= (wr)* (-a y ^wr + (A - l)owr) + p ^ (wr)^
*"^ i=0
But y - = A - 1 since (n - 1)A = (A - l)n + n - A and n y - n—1 n—1
(n - 1)A - [(n - 1)A]. Therefore
n-1
P, I (wr) , i=0
1 - (wr) 1 - wr
n.and so (1 - wr)3 = p^(l - (wr) ).
Also,
(p^(l - (wr)*), o) = (p^s*(l - (wr)*), a) since (s*, a) = 1,
= (p^(s* - r*), a),
— O' #
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Thus the second relation is
Ar ^(n-i)Xt - (n-i-1)Au
i=0
where (1 - wr)3 is divisible by a. But by Lemma 4.6.3
n-1 (n-i)t - (n-i-1)u- 71, X y1=0
may be written as
y "  = x ",
Therefore
n-1 ^(n-i)At - (n-i-1)Au^ 
i=0
may be written as
y "  = xAn.
Relation (•]•) then becomes
- G . ytl
TKu3
( t )
which is the required result. Thés with the conditions of the theorem 
as stated
H(r, n, k, s) s <x,y|y ^x®y = x^, x^^ ® =1, y* - x^^ f
and H(r, n, k, s) is metacyclic of order r* - s*, being an extension of a 
cyclic group of order (r* - s*)/n by a cyclic group of order n.
"I
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Next we show how the results of Theorem 4.6,4 can be extended in the 
special case of the groups F(r, n, k) to the class of groups F(r, n, k, h) 
so that given certain conditions F(r, n, k, h) is metacyclic of order r* - 1. 
We also consider whether there are similar results for the class of groups 
H(r, n, k, s, h), s ^ 1.
Theorem 4.6.5. Suppose that (r - l)h e 0 mod n and (k, n) = 1, then
F(r, n, k, h) s F(r(*'^), d,ky)
where d = n/(n,h) and y is the unique multiplicative inverse of h/(n,h) 
mod d.
Proof. By Lemma 4.2.2 we can assume without loss of generality that 
k = 1. The first relation of F(r, n, 1, h) reduces to
*2h *** *dh^ *h ~ \+l'
where the generators a^, a^^, ...» a^^ are all distinct. This allows us 
to express a^ ^^  ^in terms of a^, 2^\i* **** *dh relation (1 + ih) allows
us to express &(i+iyb+l in terms of a^, a^^, ..., for 1 < i < d-1.
Substituting these expressions in relation (2) gives
(r^ *”l) /d*2h •** *dh) *h " *h+2"
Continuing in this way be obtain
^2h *dh^^ " *h+j*  ^  ^ )
since a^^j, 1 < j < (n,h) are all distinct and a^^^^ h)^ ^ ^h**2h** * ***dh^‘
At this stage the n relations for F(r, n, 1, h) have been reduced to the 
d relations
((*h -2h ••• 1 ; i ; d-
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Putting = *ih^ 1 < i < d we obtain the relations
((%! •••  ^ ^
where 0 permutes the subscripts of x^, 1 < i < d, according to the
permutation (1 2 ... d), Now (n, h) = gn + yh and so (n, h) = yh mod n.
Therefore 1 5 (yh/(n,h)) mod d as required.
Corollary 1. With the conditions on r, n, k, h as in the statement of 
Theorem 4.6.5, F(r, n, k, h) is metacyclic of order r*~l.
Proof. The result follows from Theorem 4.6,4 and Theorem 4.6.5 on 
showing that = 1 mod d and y is coprime to n. Now yh/(n,h) E 1 mod d.
Therefore (h/(n,h), n/(n,h)) = 1, Also r^**^^“l = (r-1) (l+r-i-r^ + ...
and so r^**^^-l = 0 mod d if (r-1) E 0 mod d. Now (r-l)h e 0 mod n and
therefore (r-"l)h/(n,h) = Xn/(n,h), Thus, since d = n/(n,h), (r-l)h/(n,h) e 
0 mod d. Since we have proved that (h/(n,h), d) = 1 it follows that (r-l)E
0 mod d and so E 1 mod d.
TfVutN-sk h /v->We new show that ^,tt) = 1. Let n = (n,h)a and suppose (y,n) = k f 1.
fyj /\JThen k divides a and k divides y. That is k divides y and k divides n/(n,h).
Now (n,h) = 3n + yh and so k divides (n,h), Therefore k^ divides n and k
divides h. From this we can now show that k^ divides (n,h) which implies 
that k^ divides n and k^ divides h. Proceeding in this way we find that 
all powers of k divide (n,h) . Therefore k = 1 and (y,n) = 1. =  ( Sd'the
An obvious question is to ask whether Theorem 4.6.5 and Corollary 1
of that theorem can be extended to the class of groups H(r, n, k, s, h),
s f 1. In fact Theorem 4.6.5 may be generalised and we obtain the following
result.
Theorem 4.6.6, H(r, n, k, s, h) s H r(n,h) if r is divisible
by 8, (r-s)h = 0 mod n and k is coprime to n, where d = n/(n, h) andky is 
such that h(i(Y+s*-l)/(n,h) e 4 mod d.
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Note that a necessary condition for this theorem is that r is divisible 
by s, whereas in the statement of Theorem 4.6.5 (r,s) = 1. We therefore omit 
the proof of Theorem 4.6.6 since it does not allow us to extend the result 
of Corollary 1 of Theorem 4.6.5.
4.7 On a conj ecture ,
In this section we consider the groups H(r, 4, 2). We first show that
if r is even H(r, 4, 2) is infinite. In (15) E.F. Robertson and I conjecture
that the groups H(r, 4, 2), r odd are metacyclic. We show how a 2-generator
r  ccicL
2-relation presentation may be obtained for H(r, 4, 2)^ . We had checked the 
conjecture for r < 23 by using the coset enumeration programme (1) which also 
enabled us to obtain for r = 3,5,7,9 and 11, the orders of H(r, 4, 2), 
these being 5,15,125,1015 and 4095 respectively. The truth of the conjecture 
has since been proved by A.M. Brunner and the proof will appear in (6). We 
conclude the section by stating a version of his result.
Lemma 4.7.1. If r is even, H(r, 4, 2) is infinite.
Proof. This is an immediate consequence of Lumma:z4T2 H r.
We now consider H(r, 4, 2), r odd, giving first a presentation for 
H(r, 4, 2).
Theorem 4.7.2. If r is odd H(r, 4, 2) has a presentation
<x,y|(xy)^’^ = y^x ^yx (yx)^^ = x^y ^xy  ^) .
Proof. We consider first the case when r = 4n + 1.
H(r, 4, 2) = <a,b,c,d|(abcd)*a = be, (bcda)*b = cd,
(cdab)*t = da, (dabc)*d = ab > .
Let X = ab and y = cd and let K = <x,y > . We use the modified
Todd-Coxeter coset enumeration algorithm to show that K has index 1 in
H(r, 4, 2), that is x and y generate H(r, 4, 2). We are thus able to 
find a presentation for H(r, 4, 2) on the generators x and y.
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Let coset 1 == K and define cosets 2 and 3 as follows; 2 - l.a and
3 = I.e. Then since x and y 6. K, 2b = x.l and 3d = y.l. From the second
n ”■ 1relation, considering coset 2, we deduce the collapse 2 = (xy) xy .1 and 
from the fourth relation, considering coset 3, we deduce the collapse 
3 “ (yx)*yx ^,1. Therefore we have complete collapse giving
l.a = (xy)*xy ^.1, l.b = yx ^(xy) *x.l,
l.c = (yx)*yx ^.1, l.d = xy ^(yx) y.l.
From the first and third relations of the original presentation we 
obtain, using the modified algorithm, see 2*2, the relations for K,
f .n, -1 -1 / v-n , .n -1(xy) (xy) xy = yx (xy) x(yx) yx ,
and
(yx)*(yx)*yx  ^= xy ^(yx) *y(xy)*xy
that is
, I . v2n 2 *"1 “1 . x2n 2 -1 -1 .K £• <x,y|(xy) = y x yx , (yx) = y y %% >
or
K 5 <x,y|(xy)(^ = y^x '^yx (yx) “ x^y ^xy  ^) .
Now we consider the case when r = 4n + 3.
H(r, 4, 2) ^ ( a,b,c,d] (abcd)*abc == da, (bcda)*bcd = ab,
(cdab)^cda = be, (dabc)*dab = cd > .
As in the first case let x =. ab and y = cd and let K = < x,y > . Let 
coset 1 = K and define cosets 2 and 3 as follows: 2 = l.a and 3 = l.c.
Then since x and y G K, 2.b = x.l and 3.d = y.l. From the. second relation,
considering coset 2, we deduce in this case the collapse 2 = (xy)*xyx~^.l
and from the fourth relation, considering coset 3, we deduce the collapse 
3 = (yx) yxy .1. Again we have complete collapse giving
F
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l.a = (xy)* xy x ^ .l, l.b = xy ^x ^(xy) *x.l,
l.c = (yx)*y xy ^.1, l.d = yx ^y ^(yx) *y.l.
From the first and third relations of the original presentation we obtain 
the relations for K,
f .n / .n ”1 ~1 -1/ \~n / %n “1(xy) x(yx) yxy yx y (yx) (xy) xyx ,
and
(yx)*y(xy)*xyx  ^ = xy "^x ^(xy) *x(yx)*yxy
that is
K = (x ,y | (x y )^ * * ^  = y^x ^yx (y x )^ **^  = x^y ^xy  ^ > ,
or
K e <%,y|(xy)(r-l)/2 = y W " \  (yx) = x > .
Thus, when r is odd, H(r, 4, 2) has a presentation
< x , y | ( x y ) ( f " ^ ) / 2  .  y ^ x - l y x " ! ,  ( y x ) ( r - l ) / 2  =  x V ^ ' x y " ^  > .
Lemma 4.7.3, If r is odd, H(r, 4, 2) has a presentation
<t,y|(ty^)(^ = yt y^t  ^ = (tyt)^ > .
Proof. From Theorem 4.7.2
H(r, 4, 2) = <x,y|(xy)(* = y^x ^yx ( y x ) = x^y ^xy  ^>
Now let xy  ^= t. Then since H(r, 4, 2) is generated by x and y , so it is
generated by y and t.
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The first relation becomes
(cyb = y V h " V h “  ^ = yt-b
and the second relation becomes
= tyt^,
Thus,
H(r, 4, 2) 5 <t,y|(ty^)(* - yt ^,(yty)^* = tyt^ > .
or, simplifying,
H (r ,  4 , 2) = < t .y  | ( t y 2 ) ( r - l ) / 2  = y t '^ ,  y^t"^  = ( t y t ) ^  > .
Before giving the result of Brunner we give a lemma concerning 
H(r, 4, 2)/H’(r, 4, 2), r odd.
Lemma 4,7.4. If r is odd, H(r, 4, 2)/H’(r, 4, 2) is isomorphic to
if r-2 is not divisible by 5 and is isomorphic t o x  %  if 5(r-2) 5 r-2
r~2 is divisible by 5.
Proof. By Lemma 4.7.3 H(r, 4, 2), r odd, has a presentation
<a,b|(ab2)(*~l)/2 = ba“^,b^a~’^  = (aba)^>.
Therefore
H(r, 4, 2)/H'(r, 4, 2) s <a,b|a(5+r-2)/2 = 1.
Since r is odd, then if r-2 is not divisible by 5, (5 + r ~ 2)/2 and r-2 
are coprime. Therefore
H(r, 4, 2)/H'(r, 4, 2)
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If r-2 is divisible by 5 then (5 + r ~ 2)/2 is divisible by 5, and so
H(r, 4, 2)/H'(r, 4, 2) s Z  3
The final theorem which shows that the groups Jd(r, 4, 2), r odd, 
are metacyclic is due to A.M. Brunner, It was given first in a private 
communication and will appear in (6). Note that the presentation for 
I^ (r, 4, 2) required is that obtained in Lemma 4,7,3, The result may be 
stated as follows:
Theorem 4.7,5. Let G e <a,b|(ab^)^^ i)/2 „ b^a  ^= (aba) ^  > where
G 2 < a,b|bf-2 . b'bb = . i ) ,
where k = 2*”  ^ + (-l)(^~^)(*™3)/82(r-l)/2 ^
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Appendix 1 
The programme CCRG
C TH5 P R C G R A " M r  CC R G  
C R E S U L T S  S U M M A R Y  R E C O R D
I M P L I C I T  I N T E G E R * ? ( A - Z )
D I M E N S I O N  C 0 S E T ( 1 2 8 , I 0 ) , C I N V ( 1 2 8 , 1 0 )
D I M E N S I O M  5 T A R T (i 2 Ô ,Î 0) ,SIi N V (128 f10 ) 
D I M E N S I O N  E N D ( 1 2 9 , 1 0 ) , F U O I N ( 128,10)
D I M E N S I O N  R E L T L E ( i O O O ) , w n R D ( 4 C O C ) , W I N V ( 4 0 C O )  
D I M E N S I O N  A N S W E R ( 4 0 C 0 ) , A B A N S ( 3 2 )
R E A 0 ( 5 , 3 : 1 )  R SKT  
W R I T E ( 6 , 3 1 2 )  RBKT
311 FO RMA T ( Al )
312 F Q RN AT ( I I O )
R E A D ( 5 , 1 0 )  N C O S E T , N G G E N , N G E N  
10 F 0 R M A T ( 4 X , I 5 , 1 3 X , I 5 , 2 3 X , I 5 , 2 5 X )
W R I T E ( b , 1 0 ) N C C S H T , N G G 2 N , N G L N  
C W O R D  R E C O R D S  
IPV = 0
DO 31 I = l , N C n S E T  
DO 31 J = 1 , N G G E N  
R E A D (5,20) I W ,J W ,K W ,N T 2RM 
20 F O R M A T ! 1 3 , 1 3 ,1 3 , 12 )
W R I T E ( 6 , 2 0 ) I W ,J W ,K W ,NTERM
IP1 =I P 2 +1
I D 2 = 2 * N T E % M + I P 1 - :
C O S E T ! I W , J W ) = K W ‘
C I N V ( K W , J W ) = I W  
S T A R T ! I W , J W ) = I P i  
E M D ( I W , J W ) = I P 2  ■
STlNV! KVl, JW) = I PI 
5 N 0 I N ( K w , J W ) = I P :
I F N w T E P w . E j . O )  SO TO 31
R E A D ! 5,20) ! W 0 R C ! I P ) , I P = I P 1 , I P 2 )
30 F O R M A T ! 2412)
W R I T 5 ! 6 , 2 0 ) ( W 0 R D ! I P ) , I P = I P 1 , I P 2 )
C TO FIND I NV 2 RS - OF A W OR C  
J l = ! I P l + l ) / 2  
J 2 = I P 2 / 2  
DO 32 P= J1 ,J 2
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W I N V ( 2 4 P - 1 ) = W 0 R D ( 2 * J 2 - 2 * ( P - J 1 ) - ] ) 
W I N V ( 2 * P ) = - W 0 R C ( 2 * J 2 - 2 * ( P - J 1 ))
32 C O N T I N U E
W R I T E ! 6,150) ( W I N V ( P ) , P = I P 1 , I P 2 )
31 C O N T I N U E  
150 F O RMA T!*  W Ï M V ' , 2 0 1 4 )
C READ R E L A T I O N S
Rc A D (5 , 4 0)  N G G E N , N G E N , N R c L
40 F 0 R M A T ( I 4 , 4 X , I 4 , I 4 )  
W R I T = ( 6 , 4 0 ) N G G e N , N C E N , N R E L  
DO 53 K = 1 , N R E L  
R E A D ( 5 , 4 1 )  IRLTH
41 F O R M A T ! 14)
W R I T E ! 6,41 ) IRLTH
R E A D (5,50) ( R E L T L E ( K K ) , K K = 1 , I R L T H )
50 F O R M A T ! 10 14)
W R I T S ! 6 , 5 0 ) ( 3 E L T L E ( K K ) , K K = l ,IRLTH) 
W R I T E (6,51)
51 FORMA T! * RE L A T I O N * )
C TO W OR K OUT A N S W E R  FOR A R E L A T I O N  
DO 5 3 w ^ l , N C O S E T  
L A N 5 = 0  
I = M 12=0 ' •
00 120 J = l , I R L T H  
I F ! R E L T L E f J ) . G T . O )  GO TC 101 
I F ! R E L T L E ! J ) . L T . O )  GO TO 102 
IF! R5L TL S!  J ) , :-‘C»0 ) GO TO 10 3
103 W R I T E (6,104)
104 F ORM AT! ' P R O G R A M  IS WRONG')
101 I R = R E LT L£ ! J)
I1 =L A NS + 1
I2 = LAN5 + 1 + = N D ( I , IR )- S TA R T  ! 1 , 13) 
I F ! I 2 , L T . I 1 )  GO TO 107 
I S = 3 T A R T ! I , I R )
DO 105 1 1 =1 1 , 1 2
I S S = I S - 1 + I I ~ L A M S  
AN SW E R !I  I )=wnRC(I S3)
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105 C O N T I N U E
107 I=Cas:£T(I , IR)
GO TC 120
102 I R = - k E L T L E ( J )
I1=L 4NS +1
Î 2 = L A N S + l + r N D I N (  I , IP. )-STINV( I , IR ) 
IF (I 2 o L T o I l )  GO TO 108 
I S = S T I N V ( I , I R )
DO 106 11=1 1,1 2  
I S S = I S - 1 + I I - L A N S  
A N S W E R ( I I ) = W I N V ( I S S )
106 C O N T I N U E
108 I = CI N V ( I , I R )
120 L A N S = I 2
I F( I 2 . : 3 . 0 )  GO TO 110 
110 C O N T I N U E  
C C O r C E N S c  AN S WE R
C FOR THE P R O G R A M M E  C C R G A B  WE R E P L A C E  THE 
C S E C T I O N  C O N D E N S E  A N S W E R  BY A S E L I A N I S E  ANS W ER  
J = 1
I A = A N S W E R ( 1 )
I C = A N S W E R ( 2 )DO 70 1 = 3 , L A N S , 2 
J= J+2  ,
I B = A N S W E R ! I )
I F ! I B . N E . I A) GO TO  170 
I C = I C + A N S W E R ! I + l )
I F! I C . E 2 . 0 )  GO TO 270 
A N S W E R ! J - 1 ) = I C  
J = J- 2 
GO TO 70 
270 J=J-4
IF !J . LT . l ) GO TO 500 
I A = A N 5 W E R ! J )
I C = A N S W E R ! J + : )
GO ,10 70 
500 IA=-1
GO TO 70
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170 A N S W E R ! J ) = I G 
I C = A N S W & R ! I + 1 )
A N S W E R ! J + 1 ) = i C  iA=ie 
70 C O N T I N U E  
L A N S = J + 1  
C END OF C O N D E N S E  A N S W ER  
C O UT PUT
I F ( L A N S , L T , 2) GO TO 553 
00 80 1 = 1 , L A N S , 2
I F ( A N S W E R ( I ) . E C , 0 )  A N S W E R ! I ) = - I 6 l 2 e  
I F ( A N S W E R ! I ) , E C . 1) A N S W E R ! I ) = - 1 5 o 7 2  
I F ( A N S W E R ( I ) . F Q , 2 )  A N S W E R ! I ) = - 1 5 o i 6  ' 
I F ! A N S W E R ! I ) , E C . 3) A N S W E R ! I ) = - 1 5 3 6 0  
IF!A',5WER(I),EC.4) ANSWER! I) = - 1 5 1 0 4  
I F ! A N S W E R ( I ) . E C . 5) A ^ W E R ! I ) = - 1 4 e 4 3  
I F ! A N S W E R ! I ) , E C . 6) A N S W E R ! I ) = - 1 4 5 0 2  
ÜC C O N T I N U E
W R I T E ! 6,350)
350 FORMAT!' C O N D E N S E D  ANSWER') 
L A N S = L A N S + 1  
A N S W E R ! L A N 5 ) = R D K T
W R I T E ! 6 , 351) ! A N SWE R ! I ),! = : , L A N S )
W P I T E ! 7 , 3 5 1 ) (A N S W E R ! ! ) , 1 = 1 , L A N S )
351 FORMA T! ' ! ' 10 ! A 1 , 1 3 ) / ( ’ '1 7(7 1, 1 3) ) )  
W R I T E ! 6,52)
52 FORMAT!' EN D OF ANSWE R' )
53 C O N T I N U E  
C^LL EXIT
553 W R I T z ! b , 5 4 )
54 FQANAT!' W CR U IS T R I V I A L' )
GO TO 53
END
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The programme CGRGAB - the abelianised answer
C A R F L I A N I S E C  A N S W E R  
DO 4 0 0  J = 1 , N G E N  INOex="
IF (LANS, EG,*: ) GO TO 553 
DO 4(1 1 = 1 , L A N S , 2
I F ( A N S W E R ( I ) . E Q . J - 1 )  I N D E X = I N D E X + A N S W E R ( I + 1 )  
401 C O N T I N U EABANS(2vJ-i)=j-i
A B A N S ( 2 * J ) = I M 0 E X  
40) C O N T I N U E  
1 = 2
LANS = 2':NGEN 
4C4 IF ( I . G T . L A N S )  GO TO 4:5
I F ( A R A N S ( I ) . N E . O )  GO TO 402n  =1 + 1
DO 413 J = I 1 , L A N S  
4C3 A P A U S ( J - Z ) = A B A N S ( J )
LANS = LANS - 2 
GO TC 4v4 
4C2 I=:+2
GO TO 4^4 
4Ü5 I F ( L A N S . E Q . C )  GO TO 553 
DO 5 0 J 1 = 1 , LANS 
50^ A N S k E R ( I ) = A B A N S ( I )
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Reference (8)
Some examples using coset enumeratioji 
C. M. Campbell
Introdudion. A modification of the Todd-Coxeter coset enumeration 
process [1] has been described by Campbeil [2], Moser [3], and Benson and 
Mendelsohn [4j. In this note we give some examples that illustrate the way 
in which this modification is used.
Let G be an abstract group with a finite number of generators and rela­
tions, and let //b e  a subgroup of G. Assume further that the index {G : //]  
of / / in  G is finite. Let E denote the identity and let (") denote the inverse 
of an element.
THEORERt. If from the relation R — E, where E is the identity and
R  ~  a i  . . .  Or . . .  ÛS . . .  üpi I  ^  r  s Pf
we w6i the new information
... Os ~
where each n,- is a generator gj or its inverse and a, f are integers denoting cosets, then a.<?r ... Os ~ Hb/9, 
where W  =  Wr-xWr^  ^ . . .  W^Wp . . .  WC+i
is a word in the subgroup and are now thought of as coset representatives. Proof. Express the relation R ~ E'm the form
Gf * • • Gf— \Gj^— 2 " * G^Gp . # *
Then CLt,Gf • a ■ Gÿ O t 2 * • • G\Gp * * ^ jr-i l*
From previous information in the tables we find ccâr-i expressed in the 
form (a and y are now thought of as coset representatives and
is a word in the subgroup H):
OC.^7^ ... Oÿ —  IFÿ—ly.af—2 • • • tt^ttp ...
Now, again from the tables, y*dr_2 =
Therefore
cc.Of ... Qj — IFjr— . . .  a^ttp ...
37
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Repeating the process,
. . .  tts — W r - l W r - i  . . . îViJVp . . .
Finally, from the tables.
Therefore
Ot.Qf . . . Og “  ITr— 1 fFp— 2 ... IFl ffp ...
and hence
• a.ûr . . .  ûs ~  W.(l,
The Todd-Coxeter process leads to an enumeration table and from the 
modification and our theorem (with p ~ \) we obtain a table carrying addi­
tional information (see Example 1).
Examines. In [2] an algorithmic proof is given to show that the two 
relations
RS2 =  S^ R, SR^  =  R?S
imply that R = S = E, where Cis the identity. This has been generalized by 
Benson and Mendelsohn [4] who show that the two relations
= R'^ S
again imply that R = S ~ E.
We consider two examples that arise from the previous two.
Example 1. Let G =  (r, S, T, U) be subject to the relations RS ~ S^ 2\ ST =  T^ U, TU = C/2R, ÙR =  Then G is cyclic of order*5.
Proof. RS =  S^ T (1)
ST =  T^ U (2)
TU =  U^ R (3)
UR =  R^ S (4)
j%r2&r== /LS C») fron i(I), (2)
STU =  R (6) from (3), (4), (5)
where, as before, (“) denotes the inverse
SU = RST (7) from (3), (6)
S^T=-E . (8) from (I), (2), (6)
SRS = E (9) from (1), (8)
t/2 =  R (10) from (4), (9)
ST:=^ R^ U (11) from (6), (10)
S == R^  (12) from (7), (11)
U=-R  ^ (13) from (4), (12)
r ^ R  (14) from (11), (12), (13)
=  E (15) from (10)
- 159 -
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This algebraic proof follows algorithmically from the modified Todd- 
Coxeter process with the following enumeration and information tables. 
New information is found from the underlined positions in the tables in the 
order numbered.
R S T S S S T U T T T U R V V U R S R R
1 2(2)3 2 1 1 2  5 1 1 4 J 1 4(1)2 1 1
(7) 1 3 2 2 3 2 (3) 5 2 2 5 1 1  5(5)2 2 5
3 3 (6) 1 5 2 3 3 2 3 3
2 3 4 4 4 4 4 4(8)1 1 2
5 5 5 5 2 4 1(4)5 5 1 1
Coset Representative R 5 T U
1 = {R) 1 = E 1.R == R.l l.S = E.2 !.[/ = EA2 = 1.S 2 = S 2.5 =  &3 2.T = E.5 2 M =  R.53 = 2.S 3 =  âS* 3.r =  R.24 = l.U 4 = U 4.R == RK2 4.U = R.15 = 2.r 5 = ST 5.U^R.I
From the positions numbered 3, 6, 7 we have, using our theorem, the 
additional information 5.TU =  R.2,
Z.ST =  E.l,
l.RS =  EA.
In the above tables 4. C/ =  R.l and 5.(7 =  R.l, which implies that 4 and 5 
are the same coset, and in terms of coset representatives 5 =  R“.4. Replac­
ing 5 by ^-.4 in the information tables gives
R S T if
1.R = RA 1.5 = E.2 l.U = EA2.5 =  E.3 2.T = R\43.T = R.2 2.1/ = IJ3.4A.R =  RK2 4.17 =  /Î.1
From these tables 1.17 =  EA and 2.U ~ R^ A, and it now follows that 
1 and 2 are the same coset. Repeating the process as before leads finally to 
complete collapse.
CPA 4
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The new information 4.7? =  2 and 3.T — 2 reduce to equations (1) and 
(4) but from the new information 5.TU =  2 equation (5) is obtained. In the 
first of the two calculations below we work with the coset representative as 
an integer and in the second we think of the coset representatives as a word 
in the group.
5,TU =  STST ST.TU = ST.TST from (2)
=  E2.ST =  ES.ST
=  EE3.T =  EESKT
“  EER.2 =  EER.S
5.TU =  7?.2 =  R.S from (1)
This is equation (5). In a similar manner we obtain equations (6)-(10). 
Equation (11) comes from the first coincidence when cosets 4 and 5 are 
identified.
5 =  jRl.r? from 5.U ~ R.l
^ RR4.UÜ from 4 . f /=  7?.l
or, in terms of coset representatives,
ST === RE.Ü from (6)
=  RRUUÜ from (10)
= R^Ug
and this is equation (11). From the other coincidences we obtain equations 
(12X14).
Example 2. The relations 6"7?^  =  RSRS and RS^  — SRSR imply that R = S = E.Proof. The proof is again obtained algorithmically as in Example 1.
57?2 =  RSRS ( I)
=  SRSR (2)
SR^  =  7?25= (3) from (1), (2)
S^ RSR =  RSR^ S (4) from (1), (2)
53 =  RS^ -R^  (5) from (1), (3)
SR^ SRS = RS^ R (6) from (1), (3)
sms  =  S m  (7) from (2), (3), (5), (6)
whence S — E and R = E.
The following question now arises. Given SR" =  R”~^ SRS and RS" =  
a= S"~^ RSR, do these relations imply R = S ~ El (True for n =  1, 2.) 
One further example is the following: show that the group generated by five
161
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generators a, b, c, d, e subject only to the relations ab ~ c, be — d, cd — e, de ~ a, ea ~ b, is cyclic of order 11. This problem was discussed in the American Mathematical Monthly [5].
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T H E  O R D E R S  O F  C E R T A I N  M E T A C Y C L I C  G R O U P S  
C. M. CAMPBELL and E. F. ROBERTSON
Reference (10) R Introduction
Let F„ be the free group on (r/,- : i e Z„), where the set of congruence classes mod// 
is used as an index set for the generators. Let (p be the permutation (12 3 ...//) of Z„ 
and denote by 0 the automorphism of F„ induced by (j>, namely
GiO — cr,-^.
Suppose H’ is a word in f  Let N(n) be the normal closure of {n 0‘ : 1 <  i <  //} in 
F„. Define the group G(n-) by C(u') =  FjN{w) and call =  1 the relation ( / )
of G(»v).
When, for some integer r >  2, the word w is given by
w ~ 02 0^  ... affi
then G’(u') is the Fibonacci group F(r, n). If  r and k are integers with r ^  2, k ^  0 
and w is the word
w’ = 2^ <Î3... Û,af+k
then G (a) is the generalised Fibonacci group F{r,n,k). The group F(/*,//) is the 
group F (r,//, 1). The groups F (r,//) were Introduced by Conway in [5] and are 
studied in [4], f6], [8], [9], and [10]. When r = 1 (mod//), a bound for the order of 
F(r, n) is known (see [9]) but it has been an open question as to what is the exact 
order. In this paper v\e solve this problem by showing that the order of F (r,//) is 
r " — I  and thus the bound given in [9] is never attained. We also solve a problem 
arising from results on generalised Fibonacci groups presented in [4].
The main tools used in this investigation are the Todd-Coxeter coset enumeration 
algorithm, see for example [7], and the modification to the algorithm described in [2].
2. The orders of the groups
THEOREM. Suppose V =  I (mod n) and k is coprime to //, then F(r, //, k) is metacyclic 
of ordi r r" — I .
Procf. Let .v = r/, «2^3 Lt H — <(.y) and use the modified Todd-Coxeter 
algorithm to find the index of 77 in F (r,//, A) and also a presentation for 77. Using a 
similar notation to that described in [3], define coscts 2, 3, ...,// by i.o, =  /-f-l.
Received ! October. 1273.
[B u l l . L o n d o n  M a t h . S ee., 6 (1974), 312-314]
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1 <  i <  « — I. The subgroup generator gives us n.a,^ — .y ,1. Since r s  1 (modn), 
r =  « /+ 1, say. Define bQ ~ ~ t and inductively bj = (///+ 1) + /.
Using relation (1) we obtain i.fifjt+i =  and, in general, from relation (/•)
we obtain
= .v'’* .(/•+1) 1 < r < H- L
Also relation (/?) gives -- 1. We may now use relation (A+ 1) to obtain
the information I .r?2Jt+i =  .Y \2 . Proceeding successively in this way we obtain from 
relation ((a — 1) A-i-i) the information
f . ( i  T  I ), I ^  i ^  /I — 1,
and since k is coprime to n the coset enumeration terminates showing the index of 
II in F(t*,.n, k) to be n and II to be normal in F(r, n, A). The modified Todd-Coxeter 
algorithm gives a presentation for II, see [1], / /  = Çx: .y*“ =  1>.
Assume by induction that
Then i, = («»+!) 2  In'-'(> + /
Hence
and so |F(r, //, A)| =  n.b„ =  /•" -  I.
This theorem explains the isomorphism between F(6, 5,1) and F(6, 5, 3) investigated 
in [4].
C o r o l la r y .  If r ^  1 (mod//) then F(r,n) is a metacyclic group of order precisely 
r " - l .
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ON M E T A C Y C L I C  F I B O N A C C I  G R O U P S
by C. M. CAMPBELL and E. F, ROBERTSON 
Reference (11) (Received 14th November 1973)
1. Introduction
Let F„ be the free group on (r?,-: i e Z„}, where the set of congruence classes 
mod ?i is used as an index set for the generators. Let ÿ be the permutation 
(1, 2, 3, ..., «) of Z„ and denote by 0 the automorphism of F„ induced by <p, 
namely
QiO = rZfÿ.
Let r and k be integers such that r ^  2, A ^  0 and let N  be the normal 
closure of the set
{(« 1 «2 • • • : 1 ^  m  ^  n)
in F„. Define the generalised Fibonacci group F{r, n, k) by
F(t\ n, k) =  FJN.
We shall call =  1 the relation (m) of F(r, n, ‘k). The groupsF(r, n. I) are the Fibonacci groups discussed in (3), where it is proved that these 
groups are metacyclic if r =  1 mod n. In (3) two questions are posed relating 
to the case r = 1 mod n, namely to find the orders of these groups and also 
2-generator 2-relation presentations for them. The first of these questions was 
solved in (2) and in this paper we solve the second problem.
The generalised Fibonacci groups F{r, n, k) are discussed in (1) where it is 
stated that f  (6, 5, 3) is isomorphic to F(6, 5, 1). We prove a generalisation of 
this result, namely that when r =  1 mod n F{r, n, k) is isomorphic to F{r, n, 1) 
for any k coprime to n.
2. A 2-gencrator presentation for F (/', n, A)
Suppose r =  1 mod n and let r — 7/M-L Define bo ~ 0, b^ = t and, 
inductively, bj =  rbj-^ Ft. Denote by .v the element a^ a2...a„ of F(r, n, k). 
In (2) we showed that <.v> has index n in F(r, n, k) when k is coprime to n and 
that X has order A coset enumeration was carried out using the modified 
Todd-Coxeter algorithm. Defining the cosets 2, 3, ...» it by i.üi — 7+1, 
1 ^ 7 ^ 7 1 —1, the following relations between coset representatives were 
obtained
+  (i+l) i S i S n - U  ■ ■
I =  n.
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Let 7 = ^ 1 We show that % and y together generate F(/*, k) and obtain the following theorem.
Theorem 1, Let r s= 1 mod n aitd let k be coprime to n. Then
F(r, n, k) ~ <x, 7 1 y~^xy — 7" —
where hk s 1 mod n and 1 ^ A ^  n — L
Proof. We use the modified Todd-Coxeter algorithm for the subgroup 
H  — <x, 7>, making use of the results already stated for <x> and following 
through the collapses which occur with the addition of the information 
Î = JX. L Using relation (1) we obtain 1 and so 2 = x“‘7.LBut = x*".2 = x*’“"‘7.1. Since k is coprime to
l.ûi==x'^ '’<'-‘>"'7.1;
Therefore the subgroup H  has index one in F{r, n, k) and thus
F(r, n, k) = <x, 7).
Notice that we can always replace x^  ^by x*' where ^ ^ mod n and0 S Jl<n since .x*" = I.In addition to the relation x*" — 1 the modified Todd-Coxeter algorithm gives us the following relations for //. From the subgroup generator 
X — we obtain
(A) X = PjI = 1
and from the relation (nt) of F{r, n, k) we obtain 
(B„,) ^
Notice that (RJ is the rth power of relation (A). Now (R,„) and (R„,+1) together imply
y^bhm+l-bhmy -  I _ l“Ahtm-U
But + + ^ and thus
We therefore obtain
(C „ )  =
However (CJ, I ^ m  ^  n, together with (A) imply (R,„), 1 ^ ^ n.
The relation (CJ is y'^ x^ y — x""", and raising this relation to the power gjygg the relation (C„,). Hence a presentation for H, and therefore for 
F(r, n, k), is given by the generators x and 7 subject to the relations (.4), (CJ and 
x**" = 1. Since 1 ^ f ^  is divisible by t, relation (A) simplifies using
( C l )  to give y  =  x' where
« = 1 -  fI = 1
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But =  {A'^—r)jn and so a — r(r''—l)/(n(/-—1)). Relation (A) becomes
y" =  yr"-n/(n(r-n) sjnce r — 1+ (/*--1) and = 1. Relation
(Cl) now simplifies using the modified relation (/I). For a =  tV+i for some veZ, and so y"^x""^y = giving
y~^ xy =
Notice we have used the fact that .v“ e Z(/7), the centre of //, However, 
_  I since
n r — 1 n
for some u e Z. Thus y~ b\-y =  x"’\
Corollary 1. F{r, n, 1) =  <x, y | y“ ^xy = x"", y" =  where
r s  mod n.
Proof. It suffices to show that the relations y" hvy =  x"" and
_  yrn-l)/{„(r-l))
together imply x^ '"""' =  1. Raisingy~ hxy = x'' to the power (r"— l)/(n(r— 1))
gives
Since =  1.
Corollary 2. F{r, «, 1) ^  F{t\ n, k) when r = 1 mod n and k is coprime to n.
Proof, Let H be the- set of prime factors of h.c.f. (//, (r— I)(r" — 1)) and A 
the maximal H'-number dividing (/•—l)(r”—1), then h + /.n is coprime to 
(/■~l)(r"—1) and hence coprime to the order of x and the order of y. The 
group F{r, n, 1) has a presentation
(x, y I y~^xy = x% y" =
With this choice of A, and y'’+^ -" together generate F(r, n, 1). Witha ~ b = + it is straightforward to check that
Hence F(r, n, 1) is a homomorphic image of F(r, n, k) and, using the fact 
proved in (2) that [ F{r, n, 1) | =  | F(r, n, k) |, the result follows.
An immediate consequence of Corollary 1 and Corollary 2 is the following 
theorem.
Theorem 2. Let r =  1 mod n and let k be coprime to n. Then F{r, «, k) has a 2-generator 2-relation presentation
F(r, n, k) — <x, y | y'^xy =  x\ y" —
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1. Introduction
Let G be a finitely presented group. A finite presentation ^  of G is said to 
have deficiency m — n if it defines G with m generators and n relations. The 
deficiency of G is the maximum of the deficiencies of all the finite presentations ^ 
of G. If  G is finite the deficiency of G is less than or equal to zero. The only finite 
two generator groups of deficiency zero that are known are certain metacyclic 
groups given by Wamsley (1970), a class of nilpotent groups given by Macdonald 
in (1962) and a class of groups given by Wamsley (1972).
In this paper we consider a class of two generator groups of deficiency zero. 
Define the group G(m, n), where m, n are non-zero integers, by
G(m,n) =  <(3,6] =  a~^ b"a, = b~^ a"b}.
The groups G(l,n) are metacyclic groups of order and exponent n^. We 
investigate the groups G(2,n) for —3 ^  n ^  5 showing that G(2, —3) is a group 
of order 2®.3^  and that G(2,3) is a group of order 2^ .^3®. These two groups are 
neither metabelian nor nilpotent nor are they isomorphic to any of the groups in 
the classes defined in Macdonald (1962), and Wamsley (1970), Wamsley (1972). 
We also show that G(3,1) is isomorphic to SL(2,5). This answers a question 
posed in Campbell (1969) as to whether the groups G(m, 1) are all trivial.
The main tools used in this investigation are the Todd-Coxeter coset enumera­
tion algorithm, see for example Coxeter and Moser (1972), and the modification 
to the algorithm described in Benson and Mendelsohn (1966). We would like 
to take this opportunity to thank Dr. M. J. Beetham for allowing us to use his 
coset enumeration programme Beetham (unpublished). The machine calculations 
were carried out on the IBM 360 computer of the University of St. Andrews.
2. The groups G (m,n)
We use the notation Z„ for the cyclic group of order n. It is easy to see that, 
if G%m, «) is the derived group of G(m, n), then G(m, n)jG'(in, n) is isomorphic to 
Z„ X Z„ if « ^  1 and to Z_„ x Z_„ if n ^  1.
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Consider G(l, ?i) for n ^  1. This group has the presentation
G ~ G(l,?î) =  (^ a,b\ab~^  =  — a"~^ by.
Hence a”~^ b.b"~^ a ~ 1 giving a" =  6“". Thus a”eZ(G), the centre of G. Since 
G/(a") c:; Z„ X  Z„ we must have <a"> = O'. Now
bab~^  — b"a =
Hence b"ab~'' = a^~"^  and since b’'ab~"^ ~ a,a"^ — 1. Therefore G has order n® 
and is metacyclic of exponent n^ . I f  n ^  1 a similar argument holds. We have the 
following theorem.
Theorem  1. If n ^  1, G(l,n) is a finite metacyclic group of order n®. The 
centre o/G(l,?i) is equal to the derived group o /G (l,/i) and is cyclic of order n. 
The group G(l, —/i) is isomorphic to G(l,n).
Let d =  h.c.f.(m, ;i). It is easy to see that G(/n,n) has a homomorphic image 
isomorphic to Z^  * Z ,^ the free product of two copies of Z .^ For, if a'' =  1, h'^  = l 
are added to G(m,n), the relations [a'”,b~^J = a~^ b"a and =  b~^ a"b
are then redundant. In the case m ~ 2 we can prove a slightly stronger result.
Theorem 2. G(in, 7t) has Z  ^* Z  ^ as a homomorphic image, where 
à =  h.c.f.(tn, 7i). Therefore G(/m,7î) is infinite if m and n are not coprime. In 
G(2, n),for n even, the subgroup <a ,^ b^ } is normal. G(2, is isomorphic
to Doo, the infinite dihedral group.
P ro o f. Since cs; Z 2 * Z 2 we need only prove that h^ y is normal in 
G(2, n). Since n is even put n — 2k. It is sufficient to prove that ab^ a~^  e <0 *, b~y.  
But
b^  ~ a~^ ba^ ’‘ba
=  a~\ba^ b~^ fb^ a
=  a-\ab^ ’^afb^ a
=  (b'^''a^f~^ b^ {^ab'^a~'-)a^.
Hence 6 as required.
, Next we give a result about G(/n, n) where m, n are coprime.
Theorem  3. Let m and n be coprime. Then G{m,n) has G(l,n) as a homo- 
morphic image. In particular G(~ n,n + 1) is isomorphic to G (l,n *f I).
P ro o f. Consider the group
H  = <a,h I = a~^ b'^ a,lb”\a~^] = 6-'a”h, «"h" = 1>.
Clearly H is a homomorphic image of G{m,n).
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Since a" =  a" and 6" are in Z(H), the centre of H. Hence
=  a" => =  b”*b~\
Thus and so 6"' =  1. But
<,a,b\a" = b" =  1, [b'",a-‘] =  1, ^  Z. x Z„,
since m is coprime to and so [h"‘, n“ ]^ =  1 implies that a and b commute.
Therefore H ' =  Z(H) — <a"> and H is isomorphic to G(l,/i).
Now consider
G(~7J,n +  l) =  ( f l ,  h  j h “ ^ ]  =  a'^ b'^ '^ a^, [b~",a~^ '] — b~^a’*'^fiy.
The relation [cr",b~^'] = gives Also
b“^ a^b~"a~^  = 6^ and so giving
=  Therefore by the first part of the theorem G( — ;j, ?i +  1) is isomorphic to 
G(l, n + 1).
Let us now consider the infinite groups G(2,2/j) for n ^ 1. We have proved 
that 6^) is normal in G(2,2/2) with G(2,2n)/(n^, 6^) isomorphic to D„. We 
now give a result which examines defining relations for <n, h“>. This in turn 
gives information about b^y.
The relations of G(2,2n) are
abb bbaba~^ a~^ b~^  — 1, and baa aabab~^ b~^ a~^  ~ 1.
' . 1-- 2n—  ^ I-- 2n— ^
We use the modified Todd-Coxeter algorithm to find a presentation for the sub­
group b^y. Sec Beetham and Campbell (to appear) for a proof that the al­
gorithm gives a presentation of the subgroup. We obtain the following table as 
in Campbell (1969), where x = a and y — b^ .
l.fl ~ x.l 
1.6 =  1.1
2.6 =  y.l 
2m  =  1.3
3.a =  xy"x.2
3.6 =  1.4
4.6 =  yx^ "3
4.n =  1.5
5.a “  xy^ xy^ A
5.6 =  1.6
6.6 = yx^ "(^ y"x)''.5
6.0 =  1.7
7.0 =  (xy"xy")(yx^")".6
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It  is easy to check, using induction, that if k is odd
k,a ~ w(/c).(k — 1), 
k.b == l,(/e +  1),
and for k even
k.b =  w(k).{k — 1),
k.a =  i.(k +  1),
where vv(/c) is a word in % and y depending on k.
Now w(l) =  X, w(2) =  y, w(3) =  vv’(4) =  yx^ " and by induction we can
show that
>v(/c) =  w(k — 2)[w(k — 3)]"; k è  5,
Each coset gives one relation for the subgroup <x, y>. Denote by R(k) =  1 the 
relation obtained from coset k. Then
R(l) =  (xy",x)"yxy” kx~ ,^
R(2) — (y X ^  ")"xy "xy % " ^  y " \
and by induction we obtain
R(k) =  [vv(fc +  2)]V(k + l)w(k)[vr(/c -  l)]- '[u '(k )]- ';  k ^  3,
Notice that if n ^  1 precisely the same argument holds. We have proved the 
following theorem.
T heo r em  4. The subgroup H =  <a, 6^> o/G(2,2;i) has a presentation
11 =  <x,.F|J?(fc) =  uk =  l ,2 .3 .-> ,
where the R{k) are given inductively as above.
3. Examples
In this section we examine the groups G(2, n) for — 3 ^  n ^  5 and also the 
group G(3,1).
G(2, “ 3) This group has the presentation
G(2,—3) =  <^ a,b\ab^ a~^  =  ba~^ b, ba^ b"^  =  ab~^ ay.
Let H be the subgroup of G(2, — 3) generated by [n“ ,^ 6“ ‘], 6], [a, 6].
Clearly H ^  G'(2, —3) and in fact }G(2, —3) : Lfj =  18 so H is a subgroup of 
index 2 in G'(2, —3). Put x =  6"^], y =  6], z =  [a ,6]. Using the
modification of the Todd-Coxeter coset enumeration algorithm we obtain a pre­
sentation for H on the generators x,y,z with the following relations:
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x~^yz~^y~^x^y"^zy = 1,
x~'^yzx~^y~^z ~  1,
yz~^ y~^ x^ zy~^ xy~^ x ~ 1,
x~^yzy~^xy~^ x~^yz~^x~^y^ = 1,
x~^yz~^y~^x^z~^y~^xzy~'-xyz~^y = 1,
xy~^zy~^x^yx~^yzy~^ = 1,
y^xzy“^x y^“^xzyx“*yzxy"^z = 1,
yx~^yz~^x~^yzy"^z~^x~^y^x~^yx'~^yz~^x~^yzy~^xy~^x~^yz~^y~^x = 1, 
y'~^z^y~^x~^yz~^x~^yz = 1, 
x"^yz~^x~^y^xy'~'^zy~^x~^y = 1, 
x ’~^yx~^yzy~^x"^yz~^yx~‘ ^yzy~^zy~^z~^y = 1, 
x~^ yx~^ yzr'^ yx~^ y^ z~^ y~^ xy~^ x~^ y = 1, 
xy~^xzyz~^y~^xzy~^xy~^x^y‘'^xzyz~^ yx~^yzy~'^ = 1, 
y~^xy~^xy~^zy~^x~^yz~^yz~^y~^xzy~^xy~^x^z~^y~^xzy~^xy~^x^y"^xzy~^ 
xy"^x^y~^xz = 1.
It would not be a too tedious task to produce these defining relations by hand. 
We however used a programme Wilde (1967) to find the words in the subgroup 
generators which give the relations between the coset representatives. We wrote 
a programme to find from these words a presentation for the subgroup H. Twenty 
relations were obtained and the shorter relations used to simplify the longer 
ones until the programme Beetham (unpublished) could handle the coset enu­
meration. During the simplifications six of the rrelations were found to be re­
dundant.
The index of <.x> in H is 32 and <x> is not a normal subgroup of H. Hence 
H is not abelian and since H g  G'(2, —3) the group G(2, —3) is not metabelian. 
In fact [H I =  2’ .3 and so jG(2, — 3)j = 2®.3®. By Theorem 3 G(2, -3 )  has a 
homomorphic image isomorphic to G(l,3), a group of order 27, and so G(2, —3) 
is an extension of a 2-group by G(l, 3). Since jC(2, —3) : <n> [ =  2 .^3 the order 
of a is 36. Hence has order 9 and so a'’’ is contained in a Sylow 3-subgroup P. 
I f  G(2, —3) is nilpotent P is normal in G(2, —3). Let N  be the normal closure of 
in G(2, —3). Since P is normal N  ^  P so G(2, — 3)/N has order divisible by 
2°. However |G(2, -3)/iV | == 24, so G(2, —3) is not nilpotent.
Next we look at G(2,3), the structure of which is similar to G(2, — 3).
G(2, 3) This group has the presentation
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G(2,3) =  (^ a,b\ab^ a — ba^ b~^ ,bo3b = ab^ a~^ y.
It is easy to deduce the relations (abf ~ 1 and (baf =  1 which are of some help 
ill the coset enumerations.
Let H  = ([n, 6], [n“ ,^ 6“ *], [n“ ^6]>. Then / /  is a subgroup of index 18 in 
G(2,3) and has index 2 in G'(2,3). With x =  [o, 6], y =  [a" \  b~^], z =  [a"^  6] 
we obtain a presentation of H on x, y, z with eight relations
0 ) = 1,
(2) [y\z:] = 1,
(3) . .. zyx-^z~^yx-^ =  1,
(4) (yxfz-^ =  1,
(5) y~^zx~^z'^x^y^z~^x^y'’^ zx~^  = 1,
(6) y^z“^x^y“^zx^^z"^x^yzx^ = 1,
(7) z~^y~^zx'^y~^z~-^y-^zx~^y~^ ~ 1,
(8) x"^z~^y^z~^y^xz~^yx~^z = 1.
The same techniques as used for G(2, — 3) were used to find presentations of 
subgroups of G(2,3).
The subgroup <x\y^, z^> is abelian. For, from (3) [z^,yx"^] =  1, from
(4)[z^,yx] =  1 and so [z",x^] = 1. The relations of are sufficiently complicated 
to make it very difficult to find a presentation of a subgroup L of H of index 
greater than two by the modified Todd-Coxeter algorithm. However if the sub­
group of H is known to be abelian the simplification is substantial and so 
it might be reasonable to try to find a presentation for <x“,y^ z^>. The index 
\H: I is 256 which the programme Wilde (1967) cannot handle. We
reduce the problem by finding a subgroup K of index 2 in H and a larger abelian 
subgroup than <x^y^,z“>.
Let A — <x^,y^,z^,yx"y,yz^y>. Then A is abelian. This can be checked 
using the relations (1) to (4). We know x~,y^  and z^  commute. To show [x“,yx'y] 
=•• 1 use(4) to obtain [x“,yxyx] =  1. Since x  ^commutes withyxy" \  [x",yx"y"
=  1 and so x  ^commutes with yx^y as required. Next we show that [z^, yx^y] = L 
Use (3) to obtain [z^,yx“ ]^ = 1. But [z^,yx"^] =  1 gives both [z",xy~^] =  1 
and [z \y x ] =  1 so [z^,yx^y^] = 1 and the result follows. Now [z^,yx^y] =  1 
implies [x^,yz^y] = 1 and it remains to show that [z^,yz“y] =  1, But yz’y 
.== y^xyxy by (4) and z^  commutes with xy since we have shown above that 
[z^,xy~*] =  1. Hence A is abelian.
Let K ~ <x^,y, z>. Then H K A and \ H :K\ =  2. With r = x^, s — y, 
t =  z we can find a presentation of K on r, s, t with the fourteen relations which 
may be simplified, using the fact that A is abelian, to the following;
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[r,a = 1,
[r.srs] = 1,
. • . l r , s f i s ]  =  1,
« , • [g s ]^ = 1,
= 1, 
= 1,
r ^ j i s r s - ^ r ^ r Ÿ  -  1, 
strs^ t~^ i's~^ trs^ t~^ r ~ 1, 
s~^rhtsrht = 1, 
t s r ~ ^ t ~ ^ s ~ ^ r ~ h " ^ s r r ^ s ~ h - ~ ^  =  i ,  
t~^srsts~^isrst~^rsr — 1, 
r ^ s ~ ^ r h ' ~ ' h r h r ^ s t s ~ \ r ~ ^  _  
s-Us~U^r~^s~^t~^s~fsr~U = 1,
== 1.
Now A ~ <r, 5 ,^ fi, srs, sfsy and | K : A j = 32. The modified Todd-Coxeter 
algorithm applied to A as a subgroup of K gives a presentation for the abelian 
group A from which it can be shown that | H | = 768 and = (s-f^  =
~ (srsy^  =  (sfsf =  1. This shows that the order of G(2,3) is 2^ ®.3®. Note that 
H  is not abelian since <.\*> is not normal in H and so G(2,3) is not metabelian. 
To show G(2,3) is not nilpotent use the fact that ab is an element of order 3, so if 
G(2,3) is nilpotent ab is contained in the normal S}Iow 3-subgroup. This is 
clearly impossible since a and b have order 72.
To complete a study of the finite groups G(2,n) for —3 ^ n ^  5 we must 
examine G(2, -1 ), G(2,1) and G(2,5). G(2, -1 )  is trivial by Theorem 3 and G(2,1) 
is proved to be trivial in Example 2 of Campbell (1969).
G(2,5) The group G(2,5) is isomorphic to G(l, 5). To show this we must prove 
that =  b~^. The subgroup <n> is normal in G(2,5) and G(2,5)/<«> cs: Z 5. 
Hence = <6 >^ =G '(2,5). Since o \6=eZ(G (2,5)), the centre of G(2,5), 
we have
a~^ ba^  = 6®, b~^ ab^  =  n®.
Then a~'‘^b^ a^  = 6®° so b^  ^ =  1. Also b~^ a~^ b ~ b^ a~^  gives b~^ a~^ b 
r= so b~fib =  b^ a^. Thus b"^ ab^  ~ b^ °a and this together with
h~^ ah^  ~ a® gives a® = 6 "®.
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Next consider the three infinite groups G(2, —2), G(2,2) and G(2,4).
G(2,2) We prove G(2,2) is isomorphic to D^. This follows from Theorem 2 
once we have shown = 6^  =  1. Now
G(2,2) =  (^ a,b\ab^ a~^  =  ba^b, ba^ b~^  — ab^ a}.
But ab“^a~^  = ba^ b~^ b^  =  ah^ ah^  and so a~^  =  b^. Then ab^ a~^  ~ ba^ b =  1 
and so 6^  =  1. Since a~^  =  b^  this gives =  1.
G(2, —2) We show that G(2, —2) is also isomorphic to D^, Use the relations 
of Theorem 4 to give a presentation for H = <o, 6^>.
H  =  (x .fp C Q  =  1, fc =  1,2,3,•••>.
The first four of these relations are
x“^yx"^yxy^ =  1,
x^y“^xy“^xyx“ = 1,
yx-^yx-^yx-^y-^xy-^x-^yx-^ =  t,
xy~^x®y"*xy"^x“^yxy“ ’^ =  1.
It is straightforward to deduce from these relations that y =  1 and x  ^ =  1. H  is 
isomorphic to the cyclic group of order 2 since the relations R(k) = 1 hold in the 
group (x, y I y =  l,x^ =  1> for k ^  5. This gives n" =  1 and therefore b^  =  1. 
Thus G(2, —2) is isomorphic to the infinite dihedral group by Theorem 2.
G(2,4) Again use Theorem 4. H can easily be shown to have only five rela­
tions, For, vv(k) = w(k — 2)[vv(k — 3)]^, k ^  5, and
[w(k -b 2)]^y(k -I- l)w(k)[u-(k -  l ) ] “ '[vv(k)]-^ =  1, k è  3.
Then vv(k + 2) = vv(k)[H’(k -  1)]  ^ and so w(k + 2)w(k 4- l)\v(k)w(k — I) = 1, 
k ^  3. Then w(k -h 3) =  vv(k — 1), k ^  3. Hence, for n =  2, H has a presentation
H  =  <x,y|R(l) =  R{2) =  R(3) =  R(4) =  R(5) =  1>.
This presentation simplifies to
H  = (x,yjy^xy = x'®, xy^x"^ = y"^ Tx“^y“  ^= x“ >^,
and so H is a group of order 64. Hence <a ,^ 6^> is a group of order 32 whose 
structure is easily exhibited. G(2,4) is an extension of this group of order 32 by D^. 
• G(3,1) This group has the presentation
G(3,1) =  <a, =  b^ aba, ba^  =  a^ baby.
The order of G(3,1) is 120. For, using the modified Todd-Coxeter algorithm on the 
subgroup <n> gives |G(3,1) ; <«> | =  12 and the presentation for <«> obtained is 
=  1>.
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SL(2,5) is generated by the two matrices A and B where
305
But AB^ — B^ABA and BA^ = A^BAB and so SL(2,5) is a homomorphic image 
of G(3,1). However | SL(2,5) | = 120 and so G(3,1) is isomorphic to SL(2,5).
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S y n o p s i s
We use programmes for the Todd-Coxeter coset enumeration algorithm and the modified Todd- 
Coxeter coset enumeration algorithm to investigate a class o f generalised Fibonacci groups. In 
particular \vc use these techniques to discover a finite non-metacyclic Fibonacci group and to study 
its structure.
I .  I n t r o d u c t i o n
Let F„ be the free group on (c7,-: i e Z„} and let ^  be the permutation (0, I, 2 , 1 ) .  
Denote by 0 the automorphism of F„ induced by (j), namely afi —  <7,-^. For r and k 
integers, r ^  1 and k ^  0, let oj be the word in F„
ft) = l^ r + fc-I*
Define the generalised Fibonacci group F (r, n, k) to be the group FJW (co), where 
N  (ft)) denotes the normal closure of {ojO‘~^  ; 1 ^ ^ in F„. The Fibonacci groups
F(r, n, 1) have already received attention by several mathematicians, see for example 
[6]. In this note we use computer techniques both to solve some problems relating to Fibonacci groups and to investigate the generalised Fibonacci groups.
We would like to thank the University of Warwick for their hospitality while 
part of this work was undertaken.
2. T h e  G r o u p s  F{r,n,k)
If ki mod n, then F {r, n, k{) ~ F {r, n, kf) so that when we write F {r, n, k) we shall assume that k has been reduced mod n. To facilitate a systematic computer 
study of generalised Fibonacci groups, use was made of the following two iso­
morphisms.
Lemma 1. F (r, n, k) = F{r, n, l — r— k).
Proof. Let F (r, n, k) be generated by {a, : i e and F (r, n, l— r— k) by (6; : / e !„}. 
If F„ is the free group on (ft,-: i e Z„}, then the map E,-»F(r, n, 1-r— k) induced 
by ft,-<^ = bZi gives an isomorphism between F(r, n, k) and F(r, n, l— r— k).We state the second isomorphism without proof since its proof is technical and 
somewhat lengthy. However, we give a proof of this result and some other results 
on metacyclic generalised Fibonacci groups in [3] and [4].
* This paper was assisted in publication by a grant from the Carnegie Trust for the Universities 
o f Scotland.
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T heorem 2. If r = 1 mod n and and kg are coprime to n,
F(r, w, ki) ^  F(r,/Î, kg) 
and is metacyclic of order /’"— I.
The following lemma whose proof is elementary enables some generalised Fibonacci groups to be easily described.
Lemma 3. (i) F {r, \,k) S the cyclic group of order r— 1,
(ii) F(l, n, k) ^  Fj, the free group of rank d, where d — h.c.f. (n, k),
(iii) F (r, n, 0) s C,._i h.c.f. {r— Un) — U otherwise F {r, n, 0) is in­
finite.
It is easy to see that F {r, n, k) is a homomorphic image of F (/*, Xn, k) for any positive integer /. A further result on homomorphic images is given by the following theorem.
T heorem 4. For n coprime to 6, F (2, n, — 4) is a perfect group, and has SL (2, p) 
as a homomorphic image for any prime divisor p of n.
Proof. The relations of F (2, n, — j) are
OqOi ~ ayj2, 0^ 02 = t?3/2> ^ 2^ 3' ~ ^ 5/2> •••» 1^ 0 ~
Now fti/gftg/g = fti and thus (ftoo J(U(ftg) = Oj. In the factor of F (2, n, — ]) by its 
derived group both ftoft^Ug = I and ftiftgu^ = 1 and thus Oq = a^ . Since n is coprime to 3 this proves F (2, n, — j) is perfect.
If X —  1^ , y = where the entries in the matrices are in GF{p),
it is well known that -v and y generate SL (2, p). Putting a-, = it may be
checked that Oq, «i, ftp_i satisfy the relations for F (2, p, —
Theorem 8 of [6] shows that any finite group with an «-generator «-relation 
presentation has factor by derived, group of rank at most 3. This result enables us to show that the generalised Fibonacci groups F{2/./'— 1, pr, 1 — vr) are infinite 
if r ^  4, for any positive integers p, v. This follows since adding the relations 
of = 1, 0 ^  I ^  pr—1 shows the factor by the derived group to have rank at least 4.
3. S o m e  R e s u l t s  u s i n g  C o s e t  E n u m e r a t i o n
The Todd-Coxeter coset enumeration algorithm is described in [5] and this 
algorithm has been programmed by Dr M. J. Beetham for the IBM 360 computer 
of the University of St Andrews. This programme enables the index of a finitely 
generated subgroup in a finitely generated finitely presented group to be obtained, 
enumerating up to 32 000/(2/i-f-1) cosets, where n is the number of generators of the 
group. Using this programme, we have shown that F (3, 6, I) is a finite non-metacyclic 
group, being the first, and as far as we know the only, finite non-metacyclic Fibonacci 
group so far discovered. F (3, 6, 1) may be reduced to a 2-generator group with 
presentation
<«, h j a^ b~^ ab~^ a^ b~^ ab =  b~a~^ baba^  — 1>.
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The programme shows | F (3, 6, l)j =  1512 =  2®.3®.7 and that a and b have order 
84. The homomorphic image obtained by adding \cd^, 6] =  1 also has order 1512, 
and so a^  ^ generates a unique Sylow 7-subgroup in the centre of F (3, 6, 1). The 
Sylow 3-subgroup is normal, elementary abelian, and may be generated by «“6*® 
and a%~^ a^ b~^ . There are 9 Sylow 2-subgroups isomorphic to the quaternion 
group and one may be generated by a~^  and Although soluble
F (3, 6, 1) by the above is obviously not nilpotent.
We have made a systematic search for finite generalised Fibonacci groups for 
/•, n, k ^ 6. Apart from the finite groups given by the results of section 2 and F (3,6, 1) 
discussed above, we have obtained the following orders:
I F(6, 3, 2)1= 5, |F(2, 6,2)1= 7, |F(4,4,2)|= 39,
I F (3, 3, 2)1 = 48, IF (2, 5, 2)| = 120, | F (6, 4, 2)| = 125.
F (6, 3, 2) and F (2, 6, 2) are clearly cyclic, F (4, 4, 2) and F (6, 4, 2) are metacyclic, 
F (3, 3, 2) is not metacyclic, having the binary tetrahedral group, see for example
[5], section 6.5, as derived group. F (2, 5, 2) must be isomorphic to SL (2, 5) by 
Theorem 4.
In answer to a question posed in [6] we have shown that the homomorphic image 
of F (2, 10, 1) obtained by adding the relation = 1 is a metacyclic group of
order 253.
4. In f in i te  F(r, «, k)
A modification of the Todd-Coxeter coset enumeration algorithm is described 
in [ I ]  and has been programmed by Wilde in [7]. Using this programme together
with one of our own, see [2], we are able to show that the groups F (5, 5, 3), F (3, 5, 4)
and F (3, 6, 5) are infinite.
F (5, 5, 3) may be reduced to a 2-generator group with the presentation
<ft, b I bab~^ ababa~^ ba = a~^ bababa~^ b~^ a~^ b~^  =  1>.
The subgroup H ~ (,(abf, (baf} has index 4. With .v = (abf, y =  (baf, H  has 
the presentation
<A‘, y\x^ =  y^ =  (xy)^>.
This is the binary polyhedral group <5, 5, 3> discussed in [5], section 6.5, where 
it is shown to be infinite.
F (3, 5, 4) has the following presentation as a 2-generator group:
<ft, b I b~^ ab~'-a~fiab~ ^aba~d = b~^ a~^ bab~^ a~^ b~^ aba~^  ~ i>.
The subgroup H — <n, has index 10 in F (3, 5, 4) and with x — a, y — b^- it 
has the presentation
<A, y I yxy"U"
= y“^x“U’-':~ V “ '^Vyx~‘y~Cxyxy“kx“’yx = 1>.
H  has a free abelian factor of rank 2 and so F (3, 5, 4) is infinite.
F (3, 6, 5) has the following presentation as a 2-generator group:
<ft, b I b~^ ab~^ a~^ bab~^ a~^ b~fiba~^  = b~'^ a~^ bab~fi~^ ba~^ b~^ aba~^  = 1>.
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The subgroup H ~ 6 \  a~^ b^ a, has index 24 in F (3, 6, 5) and a
similar method enables us to show that H  has an infinite cyclic homomorphic image 
and thus F (3, 6, 5) is infinite.
Finally, Theorem 4 together with the fact that F (2, 5, 2) ^  &L (2, 5) poses the 
question as to whether F  (2, /? ,-l/2 ) ^  SL (2, p), p a primr, p'^ 1. However, the 
modified Todd-Coxeter coset enumeration algorithm may be used to show that this 
is not the case, F (2, p, — 1/2) being infinite, p '^1.
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A N O T E  O N  F I B O N A C C I  T Y P E  G R O U P S
BY
C. M. CAMPBELL AND E. F. ROBERTSON
1. Introduction. Let F„ be the free group on {«,:/ e 2„} where the set of con­
gruence classes mod n is used as an index set for the generators. The permutation 
(1, 2, 3 , . . .  , n) ofZ„ induces an automorphism 0 of by permuting the sub­
scripts of the generators. Suppose u' is a word in and let A’(a’) denote the normal 
closure of 1 < /< «}. Define the group G„(n') by Gn(w)~FjN{w) and
call 1 the relation (/) of (7„(»v).
In this note we consider the group C„(ir) where u* is the word
w =
and h, k are integers such that k>0, h>\, r>2. For this particular choice of w 
we denote (7*(n') by R(r, n, k, h). The groups R(2, «, «•—1, 2) are discussed in
[6] while the groups R(2, //, k, h) ha\e been investigated by Johnson and Mawdesley. 
The groups R(r, n, k, 1) are the generalized Fibonacci groups F(r, n, k) discussed 
in [2], [3], [4] and [7] while the groups li(r,n, I, 1) are the ordinary Fibonacci
Received by the editors'M arch 1, 1974.
groups F(r, «) discussed in [5] and [8]. We exhibit some isomorphisms, showing 
that more of the groups R(r, n,k, h) are generalized Fibonacci groups than are 
indicated above. We also discuss the group R(3, 6, 5, 2), a finite non-metacyclic 
group which is not a generalized Fibonacci group.
2. Some isomorphisms. It follows immediately from the definition that if 
ki==A'2 mod n and /qzk, mod n then R(r, n, A'l, /q)g^R(r, «, kg, lu) so that when 
we write R(r, n, k, h) we shall assume that k and h have been reduced mod n.
Lemma 1.
R(r, n, k, li)^  R(r, n, k-F(r—1)6, —6)
^  R(G n, — k, —6)
SË R(g k, —k—(r—1)/i, h).
Proof. The isomorphisms are immediate on considering the maps éi, from 
the free group F„ on {xp./ e to R(r, «, k, h) induced by Xi4>i=oJ^, 
and .
Lemma 2. If v. is an integer coprime to n then
R(r, «, k, h) SÉ R(r, n, k/%, 6/a).
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Proof. This isomorphism follows from considering the map (f> from the free 
group on {xpi e 2,,} to R(r, n, k, h) induced by 
Notice that it follows from this result that if h is coprime to n, R(r, n, k, h)g^ 
F(r, n, kjh).
Theorem 3. Suppose that (r—1)6=0 mod n and k is coprime to n, then
R(r, k, A) ^  rl, y)
where d~n[(ji, h) and y is such that (n, h)~fn-\-yh.
Proof. By lemma 2 we can assume without loss of generality that k = l.  The 
first relation of R(r, n, 1, h) reduces to
where the generators a^, a.iJ^,. . . are distinct. This allows us to express a,^ i^ 
in terms of , a^ ,, and relation (/6) allows us to express also in
terms of a^ ,, a^;,,. ..  , a^ /, for 1 <i<d~\. Substituting these expressions in relation
(2) gives
Continuing in this way we obtain
• • • adAy^""^% =  an+s, 1 <  J ^  («. 6),
since 1 < ;< (/:, h) are distinct and  ^{<?*, , «nu)- At this stage
the n relations for R(r, n,\, h) have been reduced to the d relations
((«.aa • ■ • =1.
Putting Xi—Oij^, l<i<d we obtain the relations
((xiXa ■ • • =1, I ^  i ^
where Ô permutes the subscripts of x,-, l^ i<d, according to the permutation 
(1, 2 ,. ..  , <7). The result now follows.
Corollary. With the conditions on r, n-, k^ h as in the statement of Theorem 3, 
R(r, n, k, h) is metacyclic of order r”—1.
Proof. This follows from Theorem 1 of [3] and Theorem 3 on showing that 
mod</ and y is coprime to n. These are straightforward applications of 
elementary number theory.
Notice, using the results of [4], that if R(r,.;2, k^ , 6J and R(r, n, ko, 6.J satisfy 
the conditions of the above theorem then they are isomorphic if, and only if,
(« , /ii)=  ()7, ko).
Next we show that if («, k, k)?^l, then R(r, n, k, h) is infinite.
T heorem 4. If («, k, h)^ dÿà l , then
R(r, n, k, h) ^   ^R(r, njd, k/d, 6/d),d
the.free pro<hict of d copies QfR{r, n(d, k/d, 6/d).
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Proof. Let a=«/d, f~kld, y~hjd and fix t with 0 < r^ d —i, With X j— aj^+t the 
relations (id-\-t), 1 </<% , reduce to
(XyXgy • • • x,.yX7/^ )^0*~^  =1, 1 ^  J ^
where the subscripts of the x, are reduced mod a and permuted by Ô according to 
the permutation (1, 2, . . . , a). The result now follows.
3. The group R(3, 6, 5, 2). The only Fibonacci group known to be finite and 
not metacyclic is F(3, 6), a group of order 1512, see [2], where the three known 
finite non-metacyclic generalized Fibonacci groups are discussed. The only finite 
non-metacyclic group which we have discovered in the class R(r, n, k, h) other 
than these generalized Fibonacci groups is
Using Tietze transformations the following 2-generator, 2-relation presentation 
is obtained.
R(3, 6, 5, 2) =  (a, b j a~^ ba'b~^ ab~ =  {ba~^ b~^ a~U~ba~^ bab~^ a =  1).
We have investigated this group using the coset enumeration programme [1] which 
shows that |R(3, 6, 5, 2)[= 1512=2^ • 3® ■ 7. It is soluble but not metabelian and 
has the following Sylow structure. A Sylow 2-subgroup is cyclic and generated 
by a. It is not normal. Both the Sylow 3-subgroup and the Sylow 7-subgroup are 
ncrmal, the Sylow 3-subgroup being the non-abelian group of order 27. Despite the 
coincidence in the orders R(3, 6, 5, 2) is not isomorphic to F(3, 6) since, for 
example, F(3, 6) has Qg as a Sylow 2-subgroup.
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C. M. CAMPBELL a n d  E. F. ROBERTSON
<3. A. Miller in [10] introduced a class of groups G„{co) defined as follows. Let f„ 
be the free group on {ay. i g Z„} where the set of congruence classes mod n is used as 
an index set for the generators. The permutation (I 2 3 ... /z) of Z„ induces an auto­
morphism 0 of by permuting the subscripts of the generators. For a given word w in 
F„, G„{oj) =  FJN{o)) where N{oj) is the smallest normal subgroup of F„ containing 
1 ^ ^ «}. We shall call the relation ~ 1 theyth relation. Various
classes of G„{oj) have been studied in detail. For instance the Fibonacci groups F(r, n) 
are obtained when w is the word
Oi =  ^r^r+*l>
r an integer r ^ 2; see for example [9]. When k, r are integers, k 0, r ^  2 and at is 
the word
tü = a^ Û2 ••• + i
then the generalised Fibonacci groups F(r, «, k) are obtained; see for example [3], [4] 
and [5],
In this paper we consider the groups H(r, «, j), the subclass of G„(oj) obtained by 
taking
01 • «^ «2 ••• ^ r(^ r+l^ r + 2 r^ + s)
where r, s are integers, r > s > 1. Notice that the class of Fibonacci groups is a sub­
class of the class H(/-, «, s) since F(r, n) is isomorphic to II(r, «, 1). In section i we 
discuss some elementary properties of II(r, «, s) including a study of when the com­
mutator quotient is finite, this generalising Corollary 2 of Theorem 2 of [7]. In 
section 2 wc obtain results concerning metacyclic groups in the class H(r, n, s). In [9] 
two questions are posed relating to the Fibonacci groups F(>, n) when r z  I mod n, 
namely to find the orders of these groups and also 2-generator 2-reIation presentations 
for them. These tv/o problems were solved in [4] and [5] respectively. The solutions to 
these two problems may also be obtained as special cases of the more general results of 
section 2. The main tools we use in investigating metacylic H(r, «, s) are the Todd- 
Coxeter coset enumeration algorithm; sec for example [6] and the modification to the 
algorithm described in [1],
I. Elementary results 
Lemma 1. Suppose /• = 0 mod n or s ^  0 mod n ; then
(i) H(r, n,s) if r~s is coprime to r,
(ii) H(r, n, s) is infinite if r — s is not coprime to n.
Received 3 June, 1974.
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Proof. Since H(r, n, s  F(/'~ j  + 1, n, 0) if r = 0 mod « or j  =  0 mod n, then, 
as in Lemma 3 (iii) of [3], the result is straightforward.
Lemma 2. H(r, n, s) has II(r , /?/, )^ as a homomorphic image if m divides n.
Proof. Add the relations ~  1, / e Z„ to the relations for H(/-, «, s).
Lemma 3. K(r, n, s) is infinite if (r, «, j )  #  1.
Proof. Let d ~ (r, n, s) #  1. By Lemma 2, FI(/', n, j )  has I-I(/', d, s) as a homo­
morphic image but H(r, d, s) is infinite by Lemma 1, since d divides both r and s.
It is easy to see that H(r, n, s)/HXr, n, s), where H'(r, «, s) is the derived group of 
K(r, «, j), is infinite if (r, n, j )  1. We show that in all other cases the commutator 
quotient of H(r, «, .s) is finite.
T h e o r e m I. H(r, «, J’)/H'(/*, «, s') is finite if and only if (/', «, 5) = 1.
Proof The polynomial associated with FI(r, n, s) is/ (.v) where
f(x) =  14-X +  .F+ ... ... -.V+'-k
By Theorem 2 of [8], H(r, n, s) has an infinite abelian factor precisely when there is an 
«th root of unity  ^satisfying/(^) = 0. Clearly  ^^  I.
so (1 -  0 / ( 0  -  0 when
=  (i)
Hence | l - f  [ =  =  [I - f  [, f  96 1 and so f  =  f  or f  =
Substituting f  = 0  into (1) gives
= 0;
s o ( f - l ) "  =  0.
Hence = 1 , 0 =  1, f  = 1,  ^ #  I, giving (r, n, j )  #  I.
Substituting T =  f" ' into (I) gives
= 0,
which again gives (r, n,s)¥^ l.
Lemma 4. H(r, n, s) is infinite if
(i) r-l-f = 0 mod n, n ^ 5,
or
(ii) « =  4 and r+s is divisible by 8.
Proof If  H(r, n, s) is finite it is a group of deficiency zero and so by Theorem 9 of
[9] it follows that H(r, n, s) is infinite if the commutator quotient has rank ^ 4. 
Consider A, the factor group of the commutator quotient of H(r, n, j )  obtained by
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adding the relations « /  = 1, 1 < / < n. Since r + j  = Omod/i, the relations for 
H(r, «, s) become in A the single relation
1^* “ ^ r+l^ *+2
that is
Therefore A is isomorphic to the direct sum of « — 1 copies of and so the com­
mutator quotient has rank > 4 if « > 5.
If, however, « = 4 and r+s is divisible by 8, then the relations for H(r, 4, j )
become redundant in A and so A has rank 4.
Apart from those mentioned in the results of this section and in the metacyclic 
results of section 2, the only other finite groups we have discovered in the class 
H(r, », j )  arc given by the following result, the proof of which is routine and which we 
therefore omit.
Lemma 5. (i) H(r, 4, r — 1) % Zg if r = 2, 3 mod 4,
(ii) H(r, 6, r -  I) ^  Z i3 if r =  3, 4 mod 6.
2. Metacyclic H(r, », s)
T h e o r e m 2. Suppose that r ^  s mod » and r is coprime to n ; then H(r, », s) has the following 2-generator, 2-relation presentation :
y I y"^x(y = x', xf = O  .
Proof. Let r = nt + k,s — nu + k. Then the relations of H(r, », s) are
=  I, I < 7  < ».
Ixt X = ... a,„y = (»/t+iftjt+2 ... ftfc)"(^jt+if7^ + 2 ... «2fc) and let K  = <x,y>.Wc use the modified Todd-Coxeter algorithm to show that K has index 1 in II(/‘, », s) 
and hence to find a presentation for H(r, », s) on the generators x and y. We use a 
similar notation to that described in [2], Define » cosets of K  in II(/', », s) as follows: 
let coset 1 = 7^, and for 2 < / < », define coset i by i — (z--l).ftj_i. Then, since 
X e FT, » . ft, = X .  1. From the first relation we deduce the collapse (k + 1) = x“'y. 1.
Partition the set {1,2,..., »} into subsets I ^ 7 < k where
= (x e Z: 1 < X < », X =  1 +  ;7c-(7— 1)», for some /6  Z"^ }.
Then, given i, 1 < / < », / e for some j, 1 < 7 ^ k. Define v(i) to be this J.
Since (k, ») =  I, given i such that I < / < » there exists a uniquej,O^J^n—l 
with / =  Jk+1 mod n. For the rest of this proof we shall assume that /k+ 1 has been 
reduced mod ». All integers representing cosets are reduced mod » and all integers j 
appearing in expressions w'(7) or w(7) are reduced mod ».
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Define M’'(yk+I) for 0 < y < /z — 1 by u''(l) ~ 1, u’'(k + l) =  x “'y, and, by in­
duction on j  define
w / ( / k + i )  =  x - V ( C / - l ) k + l ) B ' ' ( 0 ' - 2 ) k 4 - l ) - V , / ( ( 7 - l ) k + l ) .
Now consider the subgroup generator y from which we obtain the collapse 
264-1 = where 8 = i(2k4-l)-r(/c4-1). Notice that
v(ik -f 1) — y ((i — 1 )/c 4" 1 ) == 1
if hi e {(/■—1)64-1, (/— 1)64-2, ..., z6) for some A e N; otherwise
t’( /6 4 - l) - r ( ( /- l)6 4 - l)  =  0.
.. From the (64- l)st relation
(^ fc+l<^ fc + 2 ••• iPk+l^k-t-2 ••• ”  (^2*+1^211 + 2 ••• tÏ2ft}"(^ 2Ji + 1^ 2fe + 2 ~  « Say,
we obtain
(6 -h  l ) ( ( f t t +  l^k + 2 ••• l^fc + 2 ^2a)) —  ^. (2k 4- I )
and
(2/c-h I)((a2fc+i»2/c + 2 ••• ^2i)”(‘^ 2fc+1^ 2fc + 2 ••• 3^ft)) ~ .V“ ^  ® . (36-f J )
where 8 is as above and s = «(364-1) —«(264-1).
Then
. (36+.1) =  x-('+"\264-l).a  =  x-('+ ' + "h/(264-l).l.«,
and
( 6 4 - 1 ) . a =  x '+ ' ( 2 6 4 - l ) .
Using (6-f-1) = w\k +1). I and (264-1) = a*~'’u’'(264- 1). I we obtain the collapse 
(364-1) =  x -('+ '+"V (26+  l)(w'(64- l))-'xV (264- l ) . l  
=  x^“‘’(3"-'-^V(364-1).1.
Using induction on /, we can deduce from the relation ((z -  2)64-1) that
(/6+1) =  x^-"("=+^V(/64-l).I.
Therefore, for any coset y, I ^  j   ^n we have j  ~ x^~'^^^ w^'(J). 1. Define
M;(y) =  x^-"(^h/(7), I ^ y < ».
Then, from /.», = / 4-1, I < z < « — I we deduce h’(z). 1 .«j = w(z4-1). 1 ; sol.Oi =  w(i)~^  vr(z-M).l, 1 < z < zz-1, and, similarly, 1 = H'(»)~kv.L
Therefore K — H(r, », s) and, using the modified Todd-Coxeter coset enumeration 
algorithm, relations yielding a presentation for K in terms of % and y arise from the 
two subgroup generators and the n relations for Il(r, n, s). Both subgroup generators 
give rise to trivial relations. This is obvious for x == ft;»; ... a„ and for the second 
generator >• =  (ft t^ i%+ 2  ••• k^T («A+i«k+2 ••• «2a) use
l.(ft*+ift*+2 ... ftfc) — M’(l 4-6) “ ‘xw(1 4-6). I
to obtain the relation
w (l 4- 6 )  -  +1 ) - I  (& + n ^ .(2 ^  +  { )  =  j,.
.
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This gives h’'(2/c+  I) = x ““»f'(6+ l)y, which is already known to be satisfied.
Now 1 .(«ifti+i ... =  w(f)"'xn(z). 1 and
1 + + ... ft,- + fc_i) •= u’(/ + /c)~kvH</+6). 1.
Provided /+/c— 1 n and z + 2/c— 1 ^ n we obtain from the zth relation
x~ V ( /+ /c)h'(/)- =  y(f+2*)-"('+*)w(/+26).
This is easily seen to be satisfied on using the definition for w and for w'.
From relation (« — 2 6 + 1) we obtain
w(n- 2 6+1 ) - k v ' . Y " ( " = >t<« -  6 +1) " ^
giving
x~“-Lt>(«-6+ l)u<«-26+ 1) =  1. (2)
From relation (« — 6+  1) we obtain
. H’(«—6 + 1 ) “ kv' ^   ^ =  A-“,Y“ ‘y. (3)
Using (3), (2) becomes
u’(« -2 6 + l)  = (4)
Now, replacing w by u-' and using «(« — 6+  1) = 6, (3) and (4) become
> /(« -6 + I)  = x'+'^y-Lr'-" (5)
and
W'(« —26+1) = + (6)
By induction on / it is straightforward to check that
>/(/6+l) = ...yA<'-")yk (7)
From (7) we obtain
w '(«-26+ I) = 1), (8)
Subsituting into (8) the expressions for n-'(« —26+ I) and w'(« —6+ 1) given by (5) 
and (6) we obtain
y"kYT’ =  A-' (9)
and, from (5) and (7) with / =  « — 1, we obtain
(^»-«)^ 2 ^ (10)
So the group H(r, «, 5) has a presentation on the two generators a* and y with the two
relations (9) and (10). This proves the theorem.
T heorem 3. Suppose that r = s mod « and r is coprime to «; then
(i) if r is nor coprime to s, H(r, «, s) is infinite, -
and
(ii) if r is coprime to s, ll(r, n, s) is metacyclic of order r^ — s", being an extension of 
a cyclic group of order (/•" —j")/« by a cyclic group of order «.
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Proof, (i) Let d = (r, s). Consider the homomorphic image J of H(r, », s) 
obtained by adding the relation = 1 to the presentation for H(r, », s) given in 
Theorem 2. It is easy to see that J = <x, y | x"' = 1, y" = 1> and so is infinite.
(ii) The relation y ~ kv^ y == x'’ gives for any A, ft, /, m  e Z,
x^y' = y'x^ "' and y V "  = x"""y"'.
Combining these.
But is coprime to s^; so, given any y e Z\{0} we can find A, // e I such that
fir’" + Xs^ = y.
This formula allows the y’s to be collected in (10) of Theorem 2 to give a relation of 
the formy" = x'', for some t] el. Hence y" is central in H(/-, », j). Since y “ V"y"=Y", 
we obtain x^ "~*" = 1.
But s is coprime to /•"— j" since (r, j) = I. Hence 3 a, ^  e Z such that 
as~f(f'"— s’') = 1. But then y “ kY*®y = x/ and using x'""'^" = 1 we obtain
y“ x^y. = x“'’. (11)
Formula (11) can be used to reduce formula (10) to the formy" = x'', where, after 
some elementary summation of series,
It is easy to see that = 1 and that the order of x is (/•" — j", (1 — a/-)î;). But
' 1 -  n(xrY ~ ® + n(ary ~ ^ -  (ar)"\(1 — ar)ï] ~ s(cir)’'~ ®(1 -  ar) — j (1 -ar)
= + (r - S)(xrf - ® + s(arf - ®(1 - ar).n (1 — Oft)
Using the fact that ax =  1 mod r"—x" we obtain
(l~a;-)7j == mod F'-x".V « / (i-ar)
Hence the order of x is x", proof of the theorem is i
mediate when we have proved that the order of x is (/ "—x")/».
——— (A.  ^ =  1 (r + a/'^ + ... +a"“k'" —X—arx— ... “ (ar)""*x).n (l-ar) »'' V / ./
Substituting ax =  1 +/S(r"“ x") in the right-hand side gives
-  (a"-^" —x)—/r    — (1 + (a /)+  ... +(a/)"“ )^.
m-
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But r =  5+Xfi for some A e Z; so we obtain
f ( 1 +  M  + ... modf”- j ”
n n \ l~as /
Replacing as by 1 / ')  in the above expression, it reduces to
(:1 (a" —j) — jS/- — — (/I — 1) j mod r”—j"
“  (a" ‘ r"—s) + j6r —— mod /•”—s”.\n n }
However s is coprime to r’' — s" and so the h.c.f. remains unchanged on multiplying 
through by We obtain
1 ( r " - f ) + ^  ( ( 1 ^ ( r - r )  =  i ( r " - i : ”)mod r''~s\
Certainly the class H(r, n, 5) contains metacyclic groups other than those given in 
Theorem 3. We conjecture that the groups H(r, 4, 2), r odd, are metacyclic. We have 
found a 2-generator, 2-relation presentation for H(/*, 4, 2), r odd, namely
(X, JP I (Ay%P.v)('"' J'Xy =  CV7.V^ )^ >.
We have proved the conjecture for r < 23 and have shown further that for /■ = 3, 5, 7, 
9 and 11, H(r, 4, 2) has order 5, 15, 125, 1015 and 4905 respectively. However we have 
been unable to prove the conjecture in general.
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O N  A  G R O U P  P R E S E N T A T I O N  D U E  T O  F O X
BY
C. M. CAMPBELL AND E. F. ROBERTSON
In 1956 R. H. Fox had occasion, while investigating fundamental groups of 
topological surfaces, to believe that the group {a, b | ab^ =/fa, ba'"~a^b) was trivial. 
Using the Todd-Coxeter coset enumeration algorithm a proof was obtained, sec
(3], and this algorithmic proof was used to produce an algebraic proof, see [2]. 
In [I] Benson and Mendelsohn, using a similar method to that of [2] showed that
{a, b [ rtô”— — is trivial. In this note we give a direct proof for the
more general problem of describing the structure of the group \a,b\ab’^~ 
b^ a, ba’'~a^b).
We use i*| to denote the order of a group, the order of a subgroup and the modu­
lus of an integer, the context making it clear which is intended.
Tïieorêm. Let G~{a, b j ab’^~b^a, ba"’“c/b). Then if
(i) (n, / ) I , U is infinite;
(ii) (n, /')— {, G is metacyclic of order \d~n\^.
Proof. We can assume without loss of generality that n<f
(i) I f  (/Î, then adding the relations a'^ ~b‘= I to G shows that * Z,,,
the free product of two copies of the cyclic group of order r/,..is a homomorphic 
image of C. Therefore G is infinite.
(ii) Assume (n, / ) — 1. The relation ab''a~^=b^  gives, for any /,
(1)
Putting i—n in (I) and conjugating by b~^  we obtain ba'^b’^’'a~"b~^"b^'' and so 
(2) <2^6” a~^  —  .
However (1) with / = / ’is d^b"- a~‘ — b^  ^and thus b^"d^ "^=1. Raising (2) to the
power we obtain ”’=1, since / and n are coprime.
Now (n, — Î so there exist integers %, /? such that a n / / “’*)=
I. Then Gc^ (a. b \aba~^ =b^ ,^ bab'^ a’^', ")= I). It is easy
to See that the order of a and b is
since ( « " , ( / - " - / / - " ) ) =  1,.
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Now aba ^b ^ ~b^  ^^ so Raising this to the power n givesyani-n s|^ owing that a'^~^—b^~~'\
Therefore {a) is normal in G, \Gj{a)\ — /—n and |(n)| =  ( /—n)- giving the result. 
C o r o l l a r y .  The group {a, b | ab'*=b"^ a^, ba"~a’‘ ''^h) is trivial.
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